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Abstract
Service composition is a key concept in Service Oriented Computing. Distributed low
level services are assembled in business processes providing enterprise services. The
openness, distribution, dynamicity and other characteristics of service compositions
and of service environments in general, present challenges to the widespread adoption
by industries and end-users. Those characteristics result in difficulties in establishing
and building trust between different entities. Composition techniques must be able
to measure trustworthiness and identify trustworthy component services. Composi-
tion techniques also must be able to maintain trustworthiness of composite services
against possible dynamic changes in the environment or the services themselves such
as changes in demand or service behaviour.

This research views trustworthiness as a multidimensional concept that reflects an
extensible set of attributes of services with no single aspect, such as identity verifica-
tion, is sufficient to ensure trustworthiness. This thesis investigates the state of the art
in the related areas and describes the background and context of the work. It details
mechanisms for the aggregation and calculation of trustworthiness of composite ser-
vices based on composition plans and a range of trustworthiness attributes. The thesis
also describes prediction techniques for service trustworthiness based on its monitor-
ing. The research describes a framework for measuring security aspects of services and
their composition based on protection methods and the exploitability of the service-
related resources. Furthermore, it describes methods for determining trustworthiness
of component services from that of composite services. Since operational issues are
important in maintaining and balancing composite service trustworthiness and prof-
itability, the thesis describes resource management techniques as well as an approach
to the optimisation of pricing that contribute to achieving those goals.

The overall goal of this research is to provide the techniques for establishing and
maintaining trustworthy composite services where sets of component services each with
a distinct functionality are offered by multiple component providers. Alternative com-
ponent services are available for selection for each task in a composition. Those alter-
native services may have different values of their attributes as well as different patterns
of attribute changes over time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is increasingly popular, with increased attention

from industry. A key concept is that services can be dynamically or statically com-

posed to create new higher level services. The composition of services has several

benefits such as creating new business opportunities, flexible use of resources and opti-

mising operations within and across organisations. A service in a composition is called

component service. A component service may be an atomic or composite service. An

atomic service is indivisible and it encapsulates one or few functionalities.

Services are described, published, discovered, and assembled, providing distributed

business processes exposed externally as composite services. A composite service (CS)

may be used directly by an end-user or recursively incorporated into further service

compositions. Orchestration and choreography refer to two approaches to service com-

position. Orchestration indicates control from one party over the business process.

Choreography, on the other hand, is a more decentralised process where each compo-

nent service acts as a peer and the approach requires each party to describe and track

its part in the interactions.
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The distribution, dynamicity and other characteristics of service compositions, and

of service environments in general, present challenges to the widespread adoption by

industries and end-users. This is due to the consequent lack of basis for establishing

and building trustworthiness between different parties based on first-hand knowledge.

For a composite service to be trusted by its target consumers, service composition

techniques must be able to identify which component services are trustworthy. The

composition techniques also must be able to maintain the most trustworthy and cost

efficient composite service. Maintaining trustworthiness helps provide a safe environ-

ment for businesses and consumers to dynamically interact and carry out transactions.

Trustworthy service compositions additionally require runtime monitoring and the

capability for service adaptation. The adaptations are needed due to changing opera-

tional, business or threat environments or due to changes in service qualities and be-

haviour. Among the challenges to addressing those problems is that the changes may

not be easily predictable. Since down-time is costly, a CS must be able to operate even

during an attack or increased demand, taking risks and adaptation costs into account.

The overall goal of the thesis is to provide the techniques for establishing and main-

taining trustworthy composite services where sets of component services each with a

distinct functionality are offered by multiple component providers. Alternative services

are available for selection for each task in a composition. Those alternative component

services may have different values of their attributes as well as different patterns of

attribute changes over time.

1.2 Structure of the Document

The thesis is organised into following chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the research problem and questions that addressed in the thesis.

The chapter also discusses the scope and outlines the contributions of this research. A

common motivating scenario described in this chapter serves to integrate the purpose
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and objectives of the research. A list of publications based on the research is included

in Section 2.7.

Chapter 3 investigates current and recent research work and the state of the art

in areas related to this work such as reputation management, trust, security attributes,

Quality of Service (QoS), resource management and service profitability. The discus-

sion of the related works investigates their relevance to this research, their contributions

and shortcomings.

The following chapters are the detailed contributions of this PhD research.

Chapter 4 presents an approach to the monitoring and prediction of trustworthi-

ness of services that are assembled from lower level component services. The chapter

discusses the aggregation of trustworthiness attributes for a composite or component

service into a common trustworthiness value. It also describes a trustworthiness moni-

toring and prediction software module that processes data about services and uses it to

predict trustworthiness of CSs.

Chapter 5 describes an attack surface based security metrics framework for mea-

suring security of services and their composition through evaluating protection meth-

ods and the exploitability of service’s resources (i.e. its operations and data). The

computation of the attack surface metric depends on the types and the number of ser-

vice resources and the level of compliance of the service to the optimum values of the

applicable security aspects and attributes.

Chapter 6 details a novel framework and mechanisms for the determination of some

important trustworthiness attributes of components namely; reliability, reputation, re-

sponse time and capacity. The determination is based on monitoring and consumer

reporting of the corresponding attributes of composite services. The distributed com-

ponent services are jointly invoked in multiple collaborating composite services.

Chapter 7 addresses enhancing profitability of providers of composite services

through novel approaches to the related issues of competitive CS pricing, cost efficiency

and trustworthiness.
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Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by discussing the overall findings and the challenges

faced. It also describes recommendations for future work.



Chapter 2
Research Problem and
Contributions

2.1 Problem Statement

In service environments, services interact with each other and with their end users.

Some of the important characteristics of service environments are that they are dynamic,

distributed, loosely coupled and open. These characteristics result in the possible exis-

tence of various levels of security, availability, reliability, capacity, and other attributes

of the services operating in such environments. Consequently, it creates challenges for

the interacting services and service consumers that want to only carry out transactions

with services that are trustworthy. A central concept in the services paradigm is that

services can be composed to create new enterprise services. For a composite service

to be trustworthy for utilisation by its target consumers, and for services to be able to

trust and rely on other possibly unknown services, service composition techniques must

be able to identify which component services are trustworthy. The composition tech-

niques also must be able to maintain the most trustworthy and cost efficient composite

service. Maintaining trustworthiness helps consumer confidence and provides a safe

environment for businesses to dynamically interact and carry out transactions. There-

fore, addressing establishment and maintenance of multidimensional trust is essential

for the success and adoption of the services paradigm.
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2.2 Research Questions

Based on the research problem described in Section 2.1, the following Research Ques-

tions (RQs) outline the main challenges towards the solution.

(i) How can attributes of a service, that can affect its trustworthiness, be aggregated

when composing a service?

Work on this RQ is included as part of Chapter 4 and published mainly in [1].

(ii) How can the trustworthiness be predicted for a composite service based on the

monitored attributes of its components? What architecture and algorithms could

be used to support the monitoring, prediction and optimisation of its trustworthi-

ness?

Work on this RQ is included as part of Chapter 4 and published mainly in [2].

(iii) How can the security level of a service be quantified in order to be considered in

predicting service trustworthiness?

Work on this RQ is included in Chapter 5 and currently submitted for publication

[3].

(iv) How can the trustworthiness of components be determined from that of operating

composite services when attribute metrics could be received on the operation of

the compositions?

Work on this RQ is included in Chapter 6, most are published [4, 5]. Part of the

work is planned for submission for publication.

(v) How can the profitability of composite service providers be enhanced by exploit-

ing the ability to predict the trustworthiness of composite services?

Work on this RQ is included in Chapter 7 and published mainly in [6].

See also Section 2.7 for the list of the author’s publications and current submitted

articles.
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2.3 Scope

This PhD research focuses on the techniques that are required to establish and main-

tain trustworthy composite services. The work considers trust and trustworthiness as

multifaceted concepts that reflect an extensible set of attributes of services. Security

mechanisms such as encryption, authentication, and authorization are necessary steps

in establishing trust. For example, authentication mechanisms assure the consumer that

the service provider is who it claims it is. However, the service may not behave in

the way it is required or expected in terms of reliability, availability, reputation, etc.

Therefore, security mechanisms are not sufficient as they do not completely assure the

behaviour of the service.

Several research works consider trust as multifaceted concept [e.g. 7–13]. Initial

trust definitions by researchers were limited to certain aspects of trust such as the def-

inition by Gambetta [14] which was focused on reliability of an agent. Grandison and

Sloman [15] define trust and identify classes of trust including service provision trust.

Jøsang et al. [11, 16] define provision trust as “the relying party’s trust in a service or

resource provider, and is relevant when the relying party is a user seeking protection

from malicious or unreliable service providers”. Some researchers such as Chang et

al. [12] and Artz and Gil [13] seek to improve the definition of trust by identifying

shortcomings of definitions by previous authors. More discussion on the concept of

trust and its definition in Section 3.2.1. Our definition of trust aims to include the key

aspects mentioned in the definitions by these authors including context, expectation, re-

liance, action and outcome. We define trust, trustworthiness, trustworthiness attribute

and reputation as follows.

• Trust is a relationship between two or more entities that indicates the context-

based expectations from an entity towards another in relation to reliance in ac-

complishing a certain action at a certain quality or outcome.

• Trustworthiness of an entity is a value representing the level of trust that the

trusting entity or its agent has in that entity.
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• Trustworthiness Attribute is a measurable attribute of a service whose variation

in value can affect the objective and/or perceived trustworthiness of the service.

A value for an attribute (referred to as attribute value) can be determined by ag-

gregating subjective consumer ratings or objective metrics e.g. using automated

monitoring systems.

• Reputation is the information available about an entity based on consumer rat-

ings that can be used together with other types of information in determining the

entity’s trustworthiness.

Note that we refer also to trustworthiness attribute ratings in the context of the

trustworthiness software module. A trustworthiness attribute rating is a value generated

by the trustworthiness module’s rules engine to normalise metrics and consumer ratings.

The trust engine uses the trustworthiness attribute ratings related to a service to compute

its trustworthiness value.

The research also includes a business view that aims to justify the consideration

of trustworthiness in the business context. The business view is important because a

composite service is in effect a business process that aims to accomplish sustained profit

and build business value for its providers. Part of this work also investigates directly

related concepts and techniques that can contribute to composite service trustworthiness

such as resource management and control.

Some research areas, such as those investigating methods of service compositions,

may be discussed in the literature review as part of the background to this research

although they may not be within the scope described. The aim of the discussion of

those areas is to provide the context of this research and its applicability and positioning

within the existing technical specifications, standards and established environments.

Although the research aims to develop robust trustworthiness aggregation and pre-

diction models and algorithms, it does not intend to develop new protection mechanisms

against some types of attacks such as slandering and dishonest ratings. There have been
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advances in protection against such well-understood attacks on trust and reputation sys-

tems. The existing protection techniques are utilised in developing the algorithms such

as the trustworthiness update (see Chapter 4).

In our work, we evaluate security attributes as subset of trustworthiness attributes.

The model-based framework we develop in the thesis, allows recording reported ev-

idence that supports claims about security attributes. Our work focuses on internal

characteristics of services. It needs to evaluate exploitability of resources belonging to

a service and their defence methods regardless of specific threats or known vulnerabil-

ities. Nonetheless, detection of threats and vulnerabilities can serve as an extension to

our approach. Therefore, we consider threat updates as an interesting and significant

future work as we describe in Chapter 8.

Third party certification is often considered in trust management [e.g. 18]. How-

ever, in the view of the author of the thesis, certification is a reference that helps assure

provider’s trustworthiness for consumers rather than an actual attribute of a service.

Therefore, we consider certification to be outside the scope of this thesis. However,

certification can be used as evidence of claims representing security attributes as de-

scribed above.

In the thesis we examine QoS as one of the categories of trustworthiness attributes

as it clearly affects trustworthiness. We consider QoS as objective evaluations of the

status of a service from a number of aspects called trustworthiness attributes such as

reliability, availability and response time.

2.4 Service Composition Constructs

Component services are executed in a BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation

[19]) business process which is viewed externally as a Web service. A BPMN business

process consists of one or more path constructs. Each construct contains one or more

service activities. A component service is selected for each activity. The following are

common constructs (illustrated in Figure 2.1):
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• Sequence: Services are invoked one after another.

• Synchronized Parallel (AND split/AND join): Two or more services are invoked

in parallel and their outcome is synchronized. All services must be executed

successfully for the next activity (service) to be executed.

• Loop or Iteration: A service is invoked in a loop until a condition is met. We

assume that the number of iterations or its average is known.

• Exclusive Choice (XOR Split/XOR join): A service is invoked instead of others if

a condition is met. We assume that the likelihood of each alternative service to

be invoked is known.

• Unsynchronized Parallel (AND split/OR join): Two or more services are executed

in parallel but no synchronization of the outcome of their execution. The next

activity can commence as soon as one service is completed.

• Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge (OR split/AND join): Multiple services

may be executed in parallel. Subsequent services can begin execution when all

executing branches are completed. In BPMN, inclusive gateways are used to split

and merge the process flow.

• Unordered Sequence: Multiple services are executed sequentially but arbitrarily.

We use θ to denote a service construct in a composition. In BPMN, AND join/split

gateway is signified with ’+’, OR with ’◦’ and XOR with ’×’. An empty gateway ’^’

means it waits for one incoming branch before triggering the outgoing flow. We use the

empty gateway in merging Unsynchronised Parallel paths. Inclusive gateways ‘ ’ are

used to split and merge the process flow in Multi-Choice with Synchronized Merge.

It should be noted that for the purpose of trustworthiness attribute aggregation (Sec-

tion 4.2.1), a composite service represents a hierarchy of constructs. See Subsection

4.2.3 for more details together with an illustrative example.

The constructs covered in this thesis are by far the most common in business pro-

cesses. Other constructs are much less used in practice and less supported by software
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Figure 2.1: Common Service Composition Constructs

tools. Therefore, the approach applies in general to composite services. Where a com-

posite service contains an unusual construct, the approach can be extended with other

aggregation techniques that would depend on the characteristics of the construct. Less

common and more complex constructs and patterns are supported by modelling lan-

guages and products to varying degrees. The structure of business processes including

BPMN-based business processes are described by researchers [e.g. 20–22].

2.5 Common Motivating Scenario

Figure 2.2 shows an illustrative example using BPMN notations of a set of composite

services in an e-commerce product purchasing scenario. Each composite service is of-

fered by a single Composite Service Providers (CSPs). They contain twelve abstract

component services providing for the various activities in the workflows with most of

the components shared between two or three composite services. The component ser-

vices are invoked in the business processes that consist of constructs as indicated in the

figure including Sequence, Synchronised Parallel and Exclusive Choice. The service

labels are generally self-explanatory. The composite service Service1 supports bidding

on prices and debit payment while Service2 supports product insurance and only credit
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payments are possible. Service3 consumer can choose to buy by credit payment ser-

vice. Credit payment requires applying for a loan and checking for consumer credit

history and loan rate. Alternatively, the consumer can purchase the product through a

debit payment.

Figure 2.2: Example Scenario of e-Commerce Composite Services Sharing Distributed
Components

Each composite service interacts with consumers as a whole service and the com-

ponent providers are invisible to the consumers. The services are implemented using

a BPMN process with a Web portal for the consumers that collects their data and sub-

mits them to the BPMN execution engine for processing the orders. The consumers are

incentivised to submit a straightforward Quality of Experience (QoE) rating through

emphasizing their importance in improving the service and ensuring their continued

satisfaction and trust.

Consumer QoE reports reflect their perception on service trustworthiness attributes

to varying degrees usually with reliability, responsiveness and security being the main

attributes that influence the perception [e.g. 23]. However, in this thesis we focus on

satisfaction based on consumer’s perception of service reliability which, as several re-

search studies indicate, has a major role in trustworthiness and consumer satisfaction

[23–26].
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A BPMN engine such as the open-source Java-based Activiti [27] engine is ex-

tended to provide interfaces for monitoring composite service reliability and response

time and a portal to receive QoE reports from consumers. Several techniques have been

proposed by researchers on extending BPMN and process execution environments to

support non-functional attributes such as Saeedi et al. [28], Pavlovski and Zou [29] and

Moser et al. [30].

The composite services can jointly invoke some common distributed component

services. The CSPs aim to select the most trustworthy component services available

in the distributed service environment that can carry out the composite service activ-

ities. As discussed throughout the thesis, the overall trustworthiness of a service is

determined based on a set of trustworthiness attributes. The identification of a set of at-

tributes suitable for a particular business activity or for a service environment depends

on context, requirements and possibly other factors. The CSPs in this example con-

sider a set of common trustworthiness attributes that can affect the reputation, QoS and

security of their CSs (Subsection 4.2.1 discussed the required set of attributes).

Each CSP can select component services from a pool of services some of which of-

fer the same functionality but with varying costs and trustworthiness. Since a trustwor-

thy service must be secure, the CSPs require evaluating the security of the components

and taking security into account in the prediction of trustworthiness during component

service selection. The goal of each CSP is to optimise its profitability from the com-

posite services through optimal management of trustworthiness, pricing and cost.

Once the components are selected the CSPs require maintaining the trustworthiness

of the composite service during its operation. The CSPs can adapt their composite

services if an unfavourable change to a component service occurs by replacing it with

another. Adaptation may be required as a result of:

– Changes in the trustworthiness based on a runtime change in attributes of the

services,

– Changes in the trustworthiness requirements,
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– Changes in service environment e.g. new threats, or

– The emergence of new services that are more trustworthy.

However, the CSPs provide measures to maintain the trustworthiness of the component

services through determining the required component capacities during executions and

management of request admissions.

The CSPs need to determine the values of component trustworthiness attributes

based on those of the composite services. The detected component attribute values are

used by the CSPs to improve their composite service trustworthiness through service

adaptation by replacing untrustworthy components [30]. The attribute values are also

used for ranking and selection of components for new CSs.

2.6 Contributions

The following describe the contributions of this thesis to advance the state of the art.

• Attribute Aggregation: Aggregation models for service trustworthiness attributes

are developed based on composite service structure and its characteristics. The

models consider the importance of component services, the probability of exe-

cutions and business process models which are not considered in existing work.

The approach taken in the aggregation protects from unaddressed threats such as

the presence of an untrustworthy component in the composition. See Chapter 4

for more details.

• Trustworthiness Aggregation: An algorithm for the aggregation of trustworthi-

ness attributes of a composite or component service into a common trustworthi-

ness value. See Chapter 4 for more details.

• Trustworthiness Update Algorithm: Trustworthiness prediction algorithm for ser-

vices. The fast algorithm allows trustworthiness to be updated continuously based
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on new ratings/metrics received and on the recency of past ratings. See Chapter

4 for more details.

• Composition Optimisation Algorithm: Optimisation of service composition using

a custom Genetic Algorithm (GA) to determine the optimal set of component

services based on their trustworthiness and cost. See Chapter 4 for more details.

• Trustworthiness Modular Architecture: Trustworthiness software module with a

novel modularised architecture for the implementation of monitoring and predic-

tion techniques and algorithms. The module includes a rules engine for service

rating and a trust engine that calculates and updates the trustworthiness values

based on the ratings. See Chapter 4 for more details.

• Security Metric Framework of Services based on Attack Surface Concept: The

application of the concept of attack surfaces to service oriented computing. In

particular, it contributes the composition of attack surfaces of component services

together with the attack surfaces of their business processes. The research also

contributes in taking a multifaceted view of the concept of attack surfaces and the

classification of security aspects of services based on the protection methods and

the exploitability of the service resources (i.e. its operations and data). Another

contribution is the use of the Structured Assurance Case Model (SACM) [31,

32] in measuring the security attributes of resources belonging to entry and exit

points of components and their re-evaluation as components are incorporated into

service compositions. See Chapter 5 for more details.

• Determination of Component Trustworthiness from Collaborating Compositions:

A framework and a detailed approach for the determination of component trust-

worthiness based on trustworthiness attributes of composite services. The ap-

proach can identify untrustworthy components and detect the trustworthiness of

candidate components to be selected for new composite services. The compos-

ite services jointly invoke distributed component services. The CSs can have

varying degrees of similarity in terms of their components and they may have
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different process structure. The degree of similarity and distribution of compo-

nents between collaborating CSs influence the certainty and preciseness of the

predictions. See Chapter 6 for more details.

• Trustworthiness-related Support Techniques for Profitability: Business aspects of

composite service trustworthiness including; optimisation of prices of composite

services based on price response function and trustworthiness, capacity depen-

dent charging and profitability issues e.g. consumer differentiation. See Chapter

7 for more details.

• Resource Management Integrations with Trustworthiness: An initial model of

trust-oriented resource management. The feedback of resource management to

the trustworthiness module in relation to the dynamic capacity of components

and the role of resource management in maintaining trustworthiness. The de-

scribed techniques include priority-based capacity determination and admission

including shared resources, CS priorities, consumer differentiation and capacity

adjustment. See Chapter 7 for more details.
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Chapter 3
State of the Art and
Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates current and recent research work and the state of the art in ar-

eas related to this work. It begins by discussing the different views on meaning of trust

and recent convergence towards a more common understanding of the concept (Sub-

section 3.2.1). The application of trust to the area of service composition requires the

knowledge of existing trust and reputation systems in the broader context of distributed

systems. Therefore, we discuss some of the recent advances in those systems includ-

ing their contributions and shortcomings (Subsection 3.2.2). We also describe threats

against the systems and relate them to the characteristics of the service environments

(Subsection 3.2.3).

The chapter then investigates the related work in the service environments pro-

viding justifications for the use of trust in such environments as well as discussing

existing models and approaches (Section 3.3). Sections 3.4 and 3.5 discuss the recent

work on topics that are required to build trustworthy composite services including busi-

ness process security attributes, security metrics and QoS. The discussions identify the

relevance of the existing work and its strengths. However, we particularly focus on
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analysing the weaknesses that are addressed by our research in this thesis. The discus-

sion of resource management and profitability in service environments in Section 3.6

aims to form the basis for our goal of ensuring that trustworthy compositions are also

cost efficient and profitable.

3.2 Trust, Trustworthiness and Reputation

3.2.1 Views on the Concepts

In recent years there has been large amount of activity in the research area of computa-

tional trust and reputation, with applications in fields such as security [e.g. 8, 18, 36],

multi-agent systems [e.g. 37–40], game theory [e.g. 41], social networking [e.g. 42, 43],

e-commerce [e.g. 44, 45], and spam filtering [e.g. 46]. The terms trust and trust models

are also used in Web service standards (e.g. WS-Trust [47]) but they are limited to the

context of being able to trust the identity of the service [8]. However, establishing a

service’s identity does not mean that the service itself is necessarily trustworthy. For

instance, such an authenticated service could be temporarily unreliable or unavailable.

In the field of computer security, the word trust is often synonymous with security.

An example of this is the Trusted Computing concept [36] and its implementation by

Microsoft called Palladium [48]. Trusted Computing focuses on securing hardware and

software of a system through encryption techniques. A related initiative to the Trusted

Computing called the Trustworthy Computing (TwC) initiative by Microsoft follows a

broader multidimensional view of trust and trustworthiness. A Microsoft TwC white

paper [49] states that trust is a broad concept. The paper sets four goals for trustworthy

computing namely; security, privacy, reliability and business integrity. It also describes

a set of methods towards achieving these goals.

Existing initiatives on trustworthy software that limit their investigation to single or

narrow set of attributes including Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing are criticised by
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researchers such as Hasselbring and Reussner [10]. According to the authors, the initia-

tives mainly focus on security while trustworthiness depends on many other attributes

such as correctness, safety, QoS, security and privacy. Isolated analysis of individual

attributes cannot capture the complexity in design and runtime problems, requiring a

holistic approach to software trustworthiness that utilises multidimensional techniques.

In business and social contexts, the words security and trust have different mean-

ings. Security mechanisms such as encryption, authentication, and authorization are

necessary steps in establishing trust. For example, authentication mechanisms assure

the service consumer that the provider of the service is who it claims it is. Similarly,

a service might interact with its consumer through encrypted communication channels

ensuring confidentiality. However, these security mechanisms are not sufficient as they

do not assure the behaviour of the service. Instead, they only partly ensure the trustwor-

thiness of the service. The service may not behave in the way it is required or expected

in terms of reliability, availability, privacy, etc. The multidimensional view of trust has

been recognised as a need or as an approach in many research studies [e.g. 7–13]. This

view of trust is sometimes called reputation-based trust [e.g. 7, 16]. Nonetheless, rep-

utation differs from trust in that it is more concerned with consumer and community

perception of an entity, for example, based on consumer satisfaction ratings.

Initial trust definitions were limited to certain aspects of trust such as the definition

by Gambetta [14] which is focused on reliability of an agent. Grandison and Sloman

[15] define trust and classify trust into five classes; provision, access, delegation, iden-

tity and context trust. Jøsang et al. [11] defines provision trust as “the relying party’s

trust in a service or resource provider, and is relevant when the relying party is a user

seeking protection from malicious or unreliable service providers”. Access trust is “the

trust in principals for the purpose of accessing resources owned by or under the respon-

sibility of the relying party”. Delegation trust describes “trust in an agent that makes

decisions on behalf of the relying party”. Identity trust is “the belief that an agent iden-

tity is as claimed”. Context trust is about ensuring that the necessary conditions are in

place. Jøsang et al. state that provision trust must be based on identity trust. Similar

classifications are also suggested by other authors [e.g. 13, 16].
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RFC4949 (Internet security glossary) [17] defines trust and related concepts (e.g.

trust level). However, the RFC definition does not explicitly mention some key aspects

such as context and relationship. Some researchers such as Chang et al. [12] and

Artz and Gil [13] seek to improve the definition of trust by identifying shortcomings of

definitions by previous authors.

There are therefore wide views on the meaning and scope of trust between re-

searchers. However, we believe that trust is influenced by multiple factors and the role

of those factors depends on context. This position is followed by several researchers in

recent years as described above.

3.2.2 Trust and Reputation Systems and Models

Several systems and models have been developed for trust and reputation and their

management in a variety of distributed environments.

REGRET [37] relies on direct experience, witness, and social information to decide

on the trustworthiness (reputation) of an interacting agent in a multi-agent system while

also taking context into consideration. REGRET describes two dimensions of reputa-

tion. First, individual reputation, based on an agent’s own experience with another

agent. This reputation value is calculated as a weighted mean of an agent’s ratings giv-

ing more weight to more recent ratings. Second dimension is social reputation, which

is derived from public information about an agent. It includes the reputation of the

agent’s group and reputation information from the trusting agent’s group regarding the

other agent and its group. The REGRET system requires a minimum number of inter-

actions to reliably evaluate the reputation of an agent. It also does not describe how to

build the social network on which its model depends. Additionally, it does not consider

the problem of dishonest ratings.

FIRE model [38] combines multiple trust sources namely, direct experience, wit-

ness information, role-based rules, and references. References can be produced by

agents that have previously interacted with the target agent certifying its behaviour.
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Other factors considered in the trust calculation include context, credibility and recency

of information. FIRE integrates the four sources to provide trust metrics in a variety

of situations including where there is scarcity of information about an interacting agent

and to enhance the precision of the trust model. However, the model lacks mecha-

nisms to deal with dishonest or inaccurate agents providing false witness or reference

information.

PeerTrust [39] is a system that uses reputation to evaluate the trustworthiness of

peers. The system includes an adaptive trust model for quantifying and comparing the

trustworthiness of peers based on the reputation formed through transaction feedback,

and a decentralised implementation of such a model over a structured P2P network. In

PeerTrust, peers use a personalised similarity measure to give more weight to opinions

of peers who have provided similar ratings for a common set of past providers. How-

ever, in a dynamic large P2P system, finding such a set of partners may be difficult.

As a result peers may have to select between peers for which there’s no information.

PeerTrust also takes a binary approach in relation to feedback i.e. satisfactory/unsatis-

factory transaction. This limits the richness of feedback and the flexibility of the trust

contexts.

Other popular trust and reputation models and systems in distributed environments

include the following:

• SPORAS [50]: a centralised reputation system that extends the online reputation

models such as those used in eBay and Amazon by introducing a new method for

rating aggregation after each transaction without storing individual ratings. This

aggregation method allows newer ratings to have more effect on the reputation.

• EigenTrust [51]: a reputation model for P2P systems that aims to estimate a

global view of the reputation of each peer across the network.

• PowerTrust [52]: a decentralised system that is resistant to malicious behaviour.

It requires a structured overlay DHT (Distributed Hash Table) P2P architecture,

and the algorithms are dependent on this architecture. In DHT, a hash function
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is used to map keys such as file names into points in a logical coordinate space.

The coordinate space is partitioned dynamically among the peers such that every

peer covers a region in the space.

• TRAVOS [53]: uses two information sources to assess the trustworthiness of

peers; direct experience and witness observations. The model relies on direct

experiences and only considers others’ opinions when direct experience is insuf-

ficient. For this purpose, it provides a confidence metric to determine whether the

personal experience is sufficient to determine a peer’s trustworthiness.

Frameworks that classify and compare trust and reputation systems are described

by a number of researchers [e.g. 54–56]. Understanding such frameworks is essential

in developing models and algorithms for trust aggregation and prediction. Noorian and

Ulieru [54] study aspects of those systems such as witness location models, reputation

calculation approaches, information sources, context diversity, honesty assessment and

adaptability. They then compare some of the well-known systems based on the frame-

work features and their level of support. Aspects of the systems are classified in two

categories; soft features and hard features. Attributes that help to enhance the perfor-

mance of the system and quality of outcomes are considered soft features. Some of

the dimensions of soft features such as reliability and honesty evaluations are devel-

oped to protect from threats in open dynamic environments such as collusions. On the

other hand, hard features are characteristics that the authors identify as fundamental

to building trust and reputation systems such as rating approaches, trust computation

techniques and information sources. The authors highlight that when designing a trust

system, the context constraints and requirements should be identified before consider-

ing what features are suitable for the system e.g. centralised vs. decentralised approach.

Khalid et al. [55] discuss the components that are required to build trust and reputation

models and describe phases of the trust computation process. The framework described

by Hoffman et al. [56] pays more focus to attacks against those systems as discussed in

Subsection 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Threats against Trust and Reputation Systems

Any usable method for determining the trustworthiness of services has to protect from

threats. Such a method needs to be robust and aware of current threats that exist as a

result of vulnerabilities in the trustworthiness mechanisms. There have been research

activities specific to the area of threats to trust and reputation systems. Additionally,

some of the threats against trust and reputation systems may not be malicious such as

biased service raters.

Forging multiple identities in peer-to-peer networks in order to gain influence on

reputation systems was first described by Douceur [57] . This form of attack was named

Sybil attack. A variety of other attacks as well as defence mechanisms in reputation sys-

tems are described by Hoffman et al. [56]. They discuss a framework that analyses the

structure of existing reputation systems and attempts to classify attacks against reputa-

tion systems by identifying which system components and design choices are the target

of each category of attacks. Examples of those components and choices are the types

of input and output metrics, redundancy and distributed architecture of a reputation

system. The authors also describe how to integrate the defence mechanisms into repu-

tation systems to become resilient to attacks. The categories of attacks described by the

authors include the following:

• Self-Promoting node maliciously increases its reputation.

• Whitewashing exploits a system vulnerability to improve bad reputation (similar

to Sybil attacks).

• Slandering by providing false reports.

• Collusion between attackers.

• Denial of Service to block the computation and distribution of reputation updates.
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The work of Hoffman et al. provides a useful analysis of aspects of reputation systems

that can pose vulnerabilities to attacks from malicious users and providers. The au-

thors don’t discuss some possible types of attacks that are more specific to the service

environments. Examples of such attacks are:

• Free-riding: a component service unjustifiably benefits from the high trustwor-

thiness ratings of a composite service, and

• Camouflaging: low trustworthiness of a component is hidden through insertion

into a trustworthy CS.

Additionally, prediction of service trustworthiness and distribution of existing attribute

values from composite to component services may result in unfair values if the tech-

niques don’t recognise certain factors in the computations. Examples of such factors

are the variation of importance of component services in a composite service and the

structure of the service execution process.

In addition to their discussion of types of attacks against trust and reputation sys-

tems, Jøsang and Golbeck [58] describe the need for robustness evaluation of such sys-

tems in practical environments. The purpose is to evaluate which attacks are realistic,

for example due to the existence of incentives for those attacks.

Another type of attack which is described by Mármol and Pérez [59], is Man in

the Middle attack where a malicious peer may intercept messages from a benevolent

service provider peer to a service requester and rewrite them with bad services. Con-

sequently, the attack results in the reduction of the reputation of the benevolent peer.

That participant could also maliciously modify the recommendations given by an hon-

est peer, in order to benefit own interests. This type of attack can be overcome through

encryption of messages and communication channels.

Research on addressing dishonest raters problem include the use of majority rule

such as the methods discussed by Walsh and Sirer [60] and by Malik and Bouguet-

taya [61]. According to the majority rule, ratings that are far away from the majority’s
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opinion are considered unfair ratings. The majority-based methods can be ineffective

in highly malicious environments; for example, where dishonest raters are more nu-

merous than honest raters. Another approach by Yang et al. [62] describes a detection

mechanism of colluding dishonest raters using signal modelling where a detector con-

siders honest ratings as noise and unfair ratings as signals. A set of detectors are set

up to identify different patterns of attacks. However, the dependence on the patterns of

ratings can make this approach highly susceptible to false positives and false negatives.

3.3 Trustworthiness of Composite Services

3.3.1 The Need for Trustworthiness in Service Compositions

In this subsection we discuss some of the important reasons and justifications described

by researchers for the consideration of trust in the composition of services. It also

describes the basis of some of the techniques developed in thesis such as the collabora-

tive determination of component trustworthiness. The challenges that face the related

research in the service environments are also discussed.

Takabi et al. [9] discuss barriers and possible solutions to providing trustworthy

services within cloud computing environments. Although their discussion focuses on

cloud computing, many of the concerns and the suggested approaches to solving ex-

isting and anticipated problems are also applicable to service architectures in general.

They describe the need of multiple service providers to collaborate and compose value-

added enterprise services. They propose that a trust framework should be developed

to allow to efficiently capture parameters required for establishing trust and to manage

evolving trust and shared requirements. Furthermore, customer behaviour can evolve

rapidly, thereby affecting established trust. They, therefore, describe the need for a

framework that helps establish, negotiate, and maintain trust.
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Takabi et al. also highlight other relevant issues investigated in this thesis including

QoS and pricing as critical in service search and composition. They state that these is-

sues must be addressed to describe services and introduce their features. These aspects

also can support finding the best interoperable options, integrating services without vi-

olating their policies, and ensuring that Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are satisfied.

The need to establish trust between Web service consumers and providers is re-

quired according to Malik and Bouguettaya [61] as a result of a specific characteristic

of the service environments. The dynamism of the environment allows the existence of

consumers and providers that are unknown to each other. Since the services would be

mutually unfamiliar, the decision to engage in a transaction with another Web service

would not be based on any prior direct experience. This makes it challenging to estab-

lish a priori, whether and to what extent a given service may be trusted to carry out the

required functionality.

Some other challenging research areas related to this PhD study such as QoS aware

composition, business driven composition, and composition of resources are described

by Papazoglou et al. [63]. They state that services collaborate in highly distributed

environments, naturally cutting across organizational boundaries. These environments

require that contracts are set up, specifying agreements between services regarding their

collaboration, both at functional and non-functional levels. These contracts may serve

as the basis for process monitoring and adaptation. Such agreements can be used in

the collaborative determination of component trustworthiness as discussed in Chapter

6. Some of the current research activities according to the authors are focusing on

providing facilities to dynamically check the state of an agreement.

Existing approaches according to Singh [64], fail to adequately address the chal-

lenges for trust in service oriented computing. He states that, for Web services to be

effectively composed they need to be trustworthy and to be trusted by their users as

well as other collaborating services. More recent research considers aspects such as

dynamics and adaptation of trust. For example, Skopik [65] regards the introduction of

the concept of a dynamic and adapting trust as an intuitive approach to addressing the
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challenge of open loosely coupled service environments. The author claims that taking

into consideration trust relations when selecting services and other resources leads to

more efficient cooperation and compositions of services. Skopik states that trust and

reputation mechanisms are key to the success of open dynamic service-oriented envi-

ronments.

In dynamic service environments, services may change behaviour resulting in vari-

ation in the level of trustworthiness over time. Additionally, operational or business-

related requirements may result in changes in expectations. A more trustworthy atomic

service may emerge that could create an opportunity for composite service providers

to enhance their service trustworthiness. Therefore, trustworthiness techniques need to

adjust to the changing circumstances and update trustworthiness in a timely manner. In

addition, those techniques should not only determine service trustworthiness but also

support the maintenance of the required level of trustworthiness.

Figure 3.1: Categories of service attributes that can be taken into consideration in
calculating service trustworthiness and the role of trust in business (modified from

Malik and Bouguettaya [61])

Figure 3.1 shows the main approaches commonly used in establishing and main-

taining trust by consumers towards services and service providers. The service provider

aims to build and expand its client base through maintaining its service’s trustworthi-

ness. The consumer benefits from the trust by reducing risk and making more informed
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decision in relation to the service use. The figure is modified from Malik and Bouguet-

taya [61] which included self-regulation as one of the traditional approaches in building

trust. However, the authors state that self-regulation has not been effective in establish-

ing trust and it may not be possible to validate provider’s claims prior to transactions.

Third party certification in the view of the author of the thesis is a reference that helps

assure provider’s trustworthiness for consumers rather than an experienced or moni-

tored attribute of a service. Therefore, we consider certification outside the scope of

this thesis. In the thesis we add QoS as one of the approaches as it clearly affects trust-

worthiness as discussed in previous sections. Malik and Bouguettaya appear to mix

between the concepts of trust, reputation and QoS (they refer to it as QoWS) and often

use these terms interchangeably. However, we consider QoS as objective evaluations of

the status of a service from a number of aspects called trustworthiness attributes such as

reliability, availability and response time as opposed to their subjective QoS evaluation.

3.3.2 Trust and Reputation Systems in Service Environments

The subsection explains lessons learned from the research and developments in trust and

reputation for atomic services, service composition and service oriented computing in

general particularly in relation to their strengths and weaknesses.

3.3.2.1 Trustworthiness of Individual Services and Providers

A framework for establishing trust in service oriented environments named RATEWeb

is developed by Malik and Bouguettaya [7, 61]. The framework operates by aggre-

gating reputation ratings from consumers in a P2P fashion. The different ratings are

aggregated to derive a service provider’s reputation. The concept of reputation is used

interchangeably with QoS (called QoWS) in RATEWeb. This in turn is used to eval-

uate trust. RATEWeb aims to support trust-based selection and composition of Web

services. The framework uses the concept of communities to cluster Web services

based on domains of interest. Communities are also used to bootstrap the reputation

of newcomers and setting policies relating to members when it decreases below certain
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levels. At the end of an interaction a service consumer rates the provider according to

predetermined criteria. These ratings are then used to update the provider’s reputation.

RATEWeb also deals with issues relating to rating recency (temporal sensitivity), per-

sonalised preferences and rater credibility. Rater credibility is called feedback trust as

opposed to service trust.

RATEWeb provides a variety of mechanisms for dealing with a number of prob-

lems that face reputation systems as described above. However, it has a number of

drawbacks. One of the drawbacks is that it is not a readily implementable model. The

authors do not discuss how it can be implemented in real-world Web services environ-

ment or how it interoperates with Web service standards and current practices. Another

problem is that the framework evaluates the reputation of service providers (possibly of-

fering multiple services) rather that their services. It also does not provide mechanisms

for responding to runtime changes in the environment that may affect a provider’s trust-

worthiness. Reputation mechanisms that support service composition (e.g. aggregation

of component service reputations) are not detailed enough. The work does not take

into consideration composition structure and component importance differences in the

computation of trustworthiness.

While Malik and Bouguettaya investigate community clustered services, Skopik

et al. [65, 66] discuss trust mechanisms in mixed service-oriented systems. They de-

scribe those systems as open ecosystems made up of both human- and software-based

services. In the trust model described by Skopik et al. the metrics used in determin-

ing trust depend on the context and the environment. Examples of such metrics are

the actor responsiveness (e.g., measured by an average response time), the reliability

in responding to requests, and the ratio of performed to delegated tasks. The appli-

cable environment described by the authors appears to have characteristics from both

social networks and service environments which makes the domain for application of

the approach very large, abstract and possibly difficult to customise to suit a particular

environment. Another challenging aspect of their work is that it assumes access to the

content and the properties of exchanged messages between actors including human-

human, human-service, and service-service interactions. This clearly raises security
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and privacy concerns.

Some approaches proposed by researchers to establish trust fully depend on design

time verification processes. For example, the use of formal specification to assure the

behaviour of services is described by Dragoni [67]. This approach for trust is based on

service contracts called Trust-by-Contract. A contract is defined as a formal specifica-

tion of the trust behaviour of a service that a software developer binds and publishes

with the service. The author claims that existing social trust models have inherent

weaknesses in the services environments such as the dependence on belonging to com-

munities. However, complete reliance on code verification in trusting services ignores

runtime behaviour such as reliability and availability. Such approaches therefore do not

ensure full trustworthiness of services.

Other researchers such as Pranata et al. [68] develop their trust establishment ap-

proaches with protection from known threats in mind. The mechanism presented by

Pranata et al. aims to determine trustworthiness of service providers. The mecha-

nism, which utilises the Web of Trust (WoT), aims to improve the precision of trust

computation by considering raters’ feedback, number of transactions and credibility

in determining a provider’s trustworthiness. The authors also consider other improve-

ments such as incentivising raters’ participation through a willingness to rate parameter,

raters’ categories, and safeguarding against changing identities. However, the specific

categorisation of raters into trust circle, recommender and unknown raters to protect

from malicious raters limits the usefulness of the proposed mechanism in service envi-

ronments that require more flexible solutions.

Several works determine trustworthiness completely based on reputation and sub-

jective consumer ratings. Spanoudakis and LoPresti [69] propose a model of runtime

trust assessment of services that aims to support trust based on monitoring evidence

together with subjective assessments from service consumers. A framework proposed

by Majithia et al. [70] uses reputation in service discovery. In this framework, ser-

vice consumers submit their ratings to a Reputation Manager Service which computes

the service’s reputation based on those ratings. Maximilien and Singh [71] present an
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agent based trust model for service reputation that enables rating of individual services

as well as providers. The model has shortfalls, such as the need for human intervention.

3.3.2.2 Trust in Component Service Selection and Composition

Several researchers such as Paradesi et al. [72], Hang and Singh [73] as well as Li and

Wang [74], investigate the area of trust in service composition and selection. They study

issues related to deriving the trustworthiness of compositions from that of component

services and the selection of the most trustworthy components. For example, Li and

Wang [74] describe an algorithm for trust evaluation in composite services that takes

into account component service invocations based on the service workflow. Although

their approaches are useful in solving certain aspects of research problems in computing

composition trustworthiness, they do not investigate the determination and evaluation

of component trustworthiness attributes.

Some of the existing works do not consider composition structure and other charac-

teristics of business processes in the evaluation of trustworthiness. For instance, Mehdi

et al. [75] model the trustworthiness of atomic or composite services using probabilistic

models based on the distribution of counts of quality classes of their previous interac-

tions. The authors defer the consideration of the structure of composite service for

future work. They also rely on direct interactions with a service in order to compute

trustworthiness which are not often available as discussed above.

The use of service trust updates in the maintenance of service compositions and to

influence their adaptation is one of the areas that are closely related to this thesis. In

our work, the determined attribute values for the component services can be utilised

by CSPs to improve trustworthiness of their composite services. This can be accom-

plished through service selection and adaptation by replacing untrustworthy compo-

nents. Ciszkowski et al. [76] propose a framework that enables providers to facilitate

composite service adaptation according to consumer expectations and maintain QoE at

a satisfactory level.
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Collaborative determination of component trustworthiness depends on joint invoca-

tion of CS components. It also requires sharing of information between CSPs. Arenas

et al. [77] describe a reputation management scheme for collaborative systems where

organisations share resources such as services to form virtual organisations. The model

is an example of collaborative scenarios in existing service environments where our

approaches can be useful.

The relationship between service selection and resource management is discussed

by Abawajy [78]. The author describes a framework for determining the trustworthiness

of federated cloud computing entities. This framework aims to support the selection of

trustworthy clouds to peer with and outsource applications for execution or data storage.

Further details of this work are discussed in Subsection 3.6.2.

3.3.3 Propagation of Updates from Composite to Component

Services

When a composite service is provided to consumers, their ratings will reflect their ex-

perience and perception of the service as a whole. However, component services may

have different trustworthiness. Additionally, the component contributions to the trust-

worthiness of the composite service may also be different based on their role in the

composition. Therefore, a method is required to accurately and fairly distribute the

reputation updates to the component services. Any usable method for determining the

trustworthiness of component services based on their CSs has to strive to meet certain

requirements. Some important requirements include accuracy, fairness and protection

from threats. Such a method needs to be robust and aware of current threats that exist as

a result of vulnerabilities in the trustworthiness determination mechanisms especially

when monitoring of the behaviour of individual components is not possible.

Despite the abundance and variety of research in the area of trust and trustworthi-

ness, there is no existing work, to our knowledge, addressing the collaborative determi-

nation of trustworthiness attributes of joint component services based on the attributes
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of their compositions. Our approach detailed in Chapter 6, which addresses the collabo-

rative determination using optimisation, has advantages over existing works that aim to

determine trustworthiness attributes of components from the corresponding attributes

of their compositions. That is because existing work such as that from Nepal et al. [79]

only considers the determination of component attributes from an individual composite

service.

Other works, such as those by Malik and Bouguettaya [61], Paradesi et al. [72]

and Hang and Singh [73] discuss how to aggregate component attributes and/or how to

select component services for a new composition. Those works do not consider how

the trustworthiness attributes of the component are evaluated or determined in the first

place other than through direct interaction of the component with consumers. However,

component services may not always have direct business value as atomic services unless

used and evaluated within a composition of services. Therefore, our work proposes a

solution to an important problem that has not been addressed in the current literature.

Other advantages of our work are also highlighted in the next paragraphs.

Nepal et al. [79] present an approach that aims to fairly propagate reputation values

from a composite service to its components. However, unlike our work, they only de-

termine those values using individual composite services. The authors do not consider

a distributed collaborative approach or even benefiting from the existence of multi-

ple composite services that invoke the same component. Their approach propagates

the reputation values based on component contributions to the composition where these

contributions are assumed to be proportionate to the historical reputation values of com-

ponents. According to the authors, reputation could be a single value representing an

overall perception or a vector representing a value for each QoS attribute such as perfor-

mance, reliability and availability. They claim that a component service that has higher

reputation is likely to have a higher contribution towards the overall reputation of the

composite service as perceived by a service consumer than components with lower rep-

utation. However, this is often not true because a component can have high reputation

but still less important to achieving the goal of its composite service. For example,
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an insurance service (see scenario in Chapter 2) may have a high reputation in an e-

commerce composite service due to its own performance but it is not as important as

the buying and shipping components in meeting expectations of the service consumers.

Additionally, the reputation of a CS is computed by Nepal et al. as the average of

that of its component services. This can cause inaccuracies because the resulting rep-

utation value can hide untrustworthy components and cause bad consumer ratings for

seemingly high reputation CSs. For example, a single failing component can cause the

unreliability of a multi-component service. Another relevant example is discussed by

Meland [80] where a component may affect the trustworthiness of a composite service

through what is called service injection where a malicious component is injected into

dynamic service compositions.

Other attempts to solve the problem of distributing the feedback scores of compos-

ite services to their components include the work by Wen et al. [81] who distribute the

scores based on the importance of each component in the contribution to the service

success and failure.

Since service reliability is one of the important trustworthiness attributes, Chapter

6 discusses the correlation between the reliabilities of multiple existing composite ser-

vices to determine the reliabilities of their components. The approach is also usable to

optimise the selection from candidate components of new composite services. One of

the existing research that is most relevant to our work in this area is that by Zheng and

Lyu [82]. The authors propose a reliability prediction approach for services to exploit

the past failure data of similar users through collaboration in order to predict service

failure probabilities for a current user. The predicted failure probabilities of the atomic

services are composed using different compositional structures to predict the reliability

of a composite service. However, they consider exploring failure correlation between

different services as a future work.
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3.4 Security Attributes in Trustworthiness

3.4.1 Security Attributes of Atomic and Composite Services

Information security research activities in the areas of service oriented computing and

business processes [e.g. 83–86] examine a wide range of associated security problems

and propose solutions. These research activities are helpful in order for the thesis to

investigate the application of security metrics to services and business processes. For

example, Bertino et al. [83] propose an authorization model called RBAC-WS-BPEL

for business processes that supports the specification of access constraints. Such a

model can limit the extension of the attack surface of composite services as we discuss

in Section 5.4.

Research on the integration and enforcement of security features into business pro-

cesses is one of the currently active research areas. A BPMN based metamodel that

allows the integration of security requirements into BPMN models is presented by Ro-

dríguez et al. [85]. The metamodels can then be refined by security experts and im-

plemented by developers with a view to support an MDA (Model Driven Architecture)

approach to convert the security annotated model to an executable model.

A security attribute or property is defined in the Aniketos project [87] as “a charac-

terization, attribute or specification of a service that realises a security requirement or

policy. E.g. service A offers encrypted communication using a 1024-bit RSA key, only

stores data locally for 24 hours or it only allows one instance of an identity to be logged

in concurrently”. In order for a composite service to be fully trustworthy it has to be

verifiably secure. Verification of the security attributes of a service can be based on

various mechanisms depending on the attribute considered. It includes manual verifica-

tion and automated verification. Automated verification includes formal (mathematical)

or conventional non-formal verification techniques. For example, static code analysis

tools can be used to verify against certain vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows.
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Verification techniques are necessary but may not be enough to verify the compli-

ance of a service to the requirement of a security attribute. This can be attributed to the

fact that the non-existence of a vulnerability may not mean that other related types of

vulnerabilities exist that can result in a breach of a security attribute. Additionally, the

code-based verification techniques may not always be perfectly accurate. Finally, the

verifiability also depends on the accurate definition and the granularity of the security

attribute itself. OWASP Code Review Guide [88] states that code review is one of the

layers in a defense-in-depth approach to application security. Therefore, monitoring of

security attributes compliance is important as part of the enforcement strategy of those

attributes.

Dependence on manual annotations and deliberate exclusion of certain aspects of

the code are some of the reasons for the difficulty in producing software that is free

from vulnerabilities as explained by Shahriar and Zulkernine [89]. The authors present

a taxonomy and classification of the existing approaches for monitoring software vul-

nerability exploitations and attacks. They classify the approaches based on a set of

characteristics e.g. implementation mechanism. Then, they present a taxonomy by clas-

sifying the approaches based on monitoring aspects that distinguish those approaches.

The authors state that guaranteeing absence of vulnerabilities during development (us-

ing methods such as static analysis and vulnerability scanning) is extremely difficult.

Therefore, complementary runtime monitoring techniques to detect application vulner-

ability exploitations are needed.

Access control can be a specified security attribute of a composite service or possi-

bly a mechanism for compliance with requirements for certain security attributes. For

example, Separation of Duty (SoD) can be a security property of a composite service

that is accomplished through role or attribute based access control. Brucker et al. [84]

describe a tool chain that aims to support the design-time modelling and runtime en-

forcement of security requirements for business processes. They use both access control

and SoD as security requirements that can be modelled in a BPMN business process.

Their security annotated BPMN design-time modelling is an extension of Activiti De-

signer [27] and for the enforcement of access control, XACML policies and XACML
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compliant PEPs (Policy Enforcement Points) are automatically generated.

Dynamic and flexible trust systems that incorporate reputation with other criteria

for access control can support policy based decisions at runtime. Such scenario also re-

quires runtime monitoring and notification systems. Blaze et al. [90] discuss dynamic

trust management in service environments based on their previous works related to dis-

tributed systems [18]. Existing trust management approaches, according to the authors,

are insufficient for SOA. The main problem is that policies specified by existing trust

management systems are static. However, in order to support SOA, the authors state

that a policy specification should be dynamic to accommodate changes in both the sys-

tem and its environment. For example, dynamic change in alternative services and their

availability need to be accommodated in the trust management system knowing that

the offered and required security and trust features may vary among services as well as

among requesters. The authors claim that at the time of their work, there was no mecha-

nism through which a security policy could re-evaluate the user or service privileges and

take some necessary action e.g. modifying authorizations. One of the objectives of our

work is to support runtime monitoring and update of trustworthiness and allow CSPs to

use this feature to make decisions based on the dynamic trustworthiness changes of the

components.

Security attributes of services can represent an initial step in establishing trust

where runtime data may not be available yet for the services and their components.

Khan and Han [91] propose using logic programming to represent security attributes of

atomic software components and reason about their compositional matching with other

components to build trustworthy component-based software. According to the authors,

software composers often have to compose systems with components for which they

have partial or no knowledge about their underlying security attributes. However, the

paper assumes the existence of a global certifying authority that approves components

with their exposed security attributes that the component claims. The certificate ensures

the matching between the actual implementation and the exposed security attributes. As

we describe in the research scope (Section 2.3), certification can serve as evidence of
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security attributes. This can be part of attack surface modelling and evaluation of com-

ponents (Subsection 5.3.3).

3.4.2 Modelling and Quantifying Security Attributes

Security is an important aspect of trustworthiness of any service. However, security is

qualitative and difficult to measure. The area of security metrics has received significant

attention from the security research community. One of the main challenges for the

research in this thesis is how security is quantified in order to integrate it with the

remaining trustworthiness attributes.

Approaches to modelling of software security attributes, vulnerabilities and threats

present an ongoing research challenge in the security community. The approaches may

depend on the purpose of the model such as identifying threats, their potential damage

and prioritisation. The models may apply in different scenarios such as network con-

figurations and software development processes. Examples of such models are attack

trees and graphs [e.g. 92–94]. A related concept is the defence (or protection) trees and

graphs [95, 96] which extend attack trees by providing countermeasures and mitigation

of security risks that result from identified vulnerabilities and threats.

There are also research efforts to classify security threats specific to services. Voro-

biev and Han [97] provide a classification of security threats in Web services in order

to support distributed collaborative defence mechanisms for Web services.

Another related area to attack graphs is vulnerability metrics which aim to assess

risk based on severity of system vulnerabilities. For example, Common Vulnerability

Scoring System (CVSS) metrics [98] can be used to indicate certain security levels for

a single vulnerability. However, risk may also depend on other criteria such as the

location of vulnerability within the network. For example, a quantitative model may

aggregate metrics that measure the likelihood that breaches occur within a given system

configuration, taking into consideration the effects of context and possible dependency

between vulnerabilities.
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The security metrics field is seen as an important factor in decision making in vari-

ous areas related to security. Examples of such areas are discussed by Jansen [99] and

by Bau and Mitchell [100]. These include the design of security controls, determin-

ing the robustness and efficiency of security operations as well as comparative eval-

uations particularly for emerging computing paradigms such as service-oriented and

cloud computing as.

The concept of attack surfaces [101, 102] is gaining more attention in the security

research community. The concept is particularly relevant to the areas of security test-

ing, updates and configuration of software. It entails identifying entry points and exit

points in a software system which are then used to determine the relevant potentially ex-

ploitable system resources. Howard et al. [101] introduce the notion of attack surface

and propose a measurement method for the attack surface of the Windows operating

system. The method assigns weights to Windows attack vectors to reflect their likeli-

hood of being used in attacks. Those weights are the contributions of the attack vectors

to the attack surface. Manadhata and Wing [102] extend the work of Howard et al. by

formalising the approach, providing more systematic method and widening its applica-

tion to a limited extent to other software systems particularly systems developed in the

C programming language. They classify system resources into methods, channels and

data items. Their work does not take into consideration some aspects of security that

influence the attack effort and damage potential and consequently an attack surface as

a whole. Additionally, the authors regard the composition of attack surfaces as a future

work.

A systems’ assurance model named Structured Assurance Case Model was devel-

oped originally by Kelly [31]. The model has been adopted widely in assuring system

safety while some researchers such as Rhodes et al. [32] investigate its applicability

to software. Rhodes et al. state that assurance case models currently do not address

the assurance of systems of systems (e.g. service compositions). Boland et al. [103]

propose an approach using SACM for the determination of software trustworthiness.

Weinstock et al. [104] describe an approach based on SACM that aims to discover
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vulnerabilities caused by code defects with the buffer overflows as an example. The au-

thors attempt to develop a pattern for a more general implementation of their approach.

Ouedraogo et al. [105] describe a set of metrics to help evaluate the security assurance

of runtime systems. Such runtime evaluations can be beneficial to our framework in

augmenting static evidences in the structured assurance case through including runtime

and operational evidences.

In our work, we utilise the SACM model in measuring security attributes based on

documented design-time or runtime evidences in order to assess the security aspects

and consequently the attack surface of component and composite service resources.

There are models that can be considered as a basis for security metrics such as Mi-

crosoft STRIDE [106]. The focus of these models is on identifying threats from an

attacker or vulnerability perspective. In fact, Shostack [107, 108] at Microsoft recog-

nises that threat modelling based on his experience is disconnected from the software

development lifecycle. Nonetheless, detection of threats and vulnerabilities can serve

as an extension to our approach. Therefore, we consider it an interesting and significant

future work as we describe in Chapter 8.

Our work focuses on internal characteristics of services. It needs to evaluate ex-

ploitability of resources belonging to a service and their defence methods regardless of

specific threats or known vulnerabilities. This is performed through evaluating sensi-

tivity, effort and damage that can be caused in accessing a resource. Therefore, models

such as STRIDE are not suitable for this purpose. The process provided by SACM

through claim, argument and evidence together with the attack surface concept meet

the requirements of our approach. The model facilitates a structured process in mea-

suring security that uses material evidence based on reported evaluation of attributes of

resources. Using arguments the model assesses the evidence support for a claim that a

resource is secure in relation a particular aspect.

Another notable work on security metrics is a book by Jaquith [109]. He describes

methods for quantifying security through metrics and the approaches to the develop-

ment of such metrics. The author focuses on the business value of the security measures
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of an organisation. He suggests that a risk management framework is needed in which

organisations can quantify the likelihood of danger, estimate the extent of possible dam-

age, understand the performance of their security organisation, and weigh the costs of

security safeguards against their expected effectiveness. According to the author, met-

rics need to be objective, easy to collect and expressed in numbers and measurement

units. The book classifies the metrics into a number of categories each with a list of

metrics specifying each metric’s purpose and source. Although each metric’s descrip-

tion specifies how to measure it (e.g. percentage of systems, number of incidents), no

solution is provided on how to normalise the metrics’ values and provide a general view

of the risk to the organisation or its current security status. The author recognizes that

the identified metrics are based on observations and practices rather than a modelling

perspective.

3.5 QoS in Service Compositions

3.5.1 QoS Attributes and Their Aggregation

The aggregation of component QoS attributes to estimate the QoS of composite ser-

vices is required in multiple stages of the service lifecycle. It is important to know the

QoS for a CS during the design phase and service discovery and selection to ensure

that consumers receive the appropriate QoS level. During runtime, the aggregation of

the QoS attributes is part of the monitoring process of the trustworthiness of a CS to

ensure that the QoS metrics do not deteriorate or decline below, for instance, specified

thresholds. The aggregation techniques are also important if alternative plans have to

be taken in cases of unsatisfactory performance of a CS or because of changes in the

environment or the requirements. Consequently, the techniques will support those plans

for adaptation or recomposition of the CS.

Methods for the aggregation of some QoS attributes are proposed by a number

of researchers [110–112]. Cardoso et al. [110] use the term fidelity to refer to the
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properties of a good or a service; a concept somewhat analogous to reputation. In

addition, they develop a model to aggregate a limited set of QoS attributes including

workflow task time, reliability and cost. An algorithm is also described to compute the

QoS of a workflow. The algorithm applies a series of reductions to a workflow, until

only one task remains which represents the workflow QoS. The model and the algorithm

are implemented as part of a workflow management system prototype called METEOR

that supports workflow design and monitoring. A more detailed investigation of several

workflow patterns is provided by Jaeger et al. [111]. Jaeger et al. take an approach of

aggregation of QoS attributes in terms of lower and upper bounds of their values.

The aggregation of reputations (fidelities) for a composition by Hwang et al [112]

using the sum of that of its components can result in trust vulnerabilities. Summing

the component fidelities will clearly not reveal the existence of few components with

bad reputation in the workflow, even when those components can significantly damage

the reputation of the workflow as a whole. In addition, the paper does not describe the

aggregation of security attributes.

Reliability of component and composite services receives added attention by re-

searchers [e.g. 30, 82, 114]. For example, Grassi and Patella [114] present reliability

prediction mechanisms that aim to satisfy the requirements for decentralization and

autonomy. They propose mechanisms to recursively aggregate the reliability of a CS

based on those of its components.

Several research studies exist on relating consumer satisfaction, QoE, service qual-

ity and quality dimensions. Lee and Lin [23] identify a set of service quality attributes

and relate them to consumer satisfaction. Their survey indicates the main quality di-

mensions that affect consumer satisfaction are reliability, security and responsiveness.

Li and Suomi [24] propose an eight-dimension scale to measure service quality based

on the commonly used SERVQUAL scale [115]. Udo et al. [25] examine the impact of

service quality on perceived satisfaction and other consumer behaviours.
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3.5.2 QoS in Service Selection

The problem of QoS-based service selection, particularly of individual services, has

been considered in several research works. Wang and Vassileva [116] classify QoS

metrics used in Web services selection into four categories; performance, dependability,

security and application specific metrics and list attributes in each category based on a

W3C document on QoS requirements for web services [117].

A mechanism for dynamic Web service selection based on reliability is described

by Hwang et al. [113]. They aim to determine a subset of Web services that can

be invoked in order to successfully orchestrate a composite Web service. They propose

using a finite state machine to model the permitted invocation sequences of Web service

operations. Each state of execution is assigned an aggregated reliability to measure the

probability that the given state will lead to successful execution in the context where

each Web service may fail with some probability. The inclusion of other QoS metrics

in the proposed approach was considered a future work.

A different approach using genetic algorithms is proposed by Jaeger and Müller

[120]. They discuss the optimisation problem in selecting services when considering

QoS attributes. They describe the application of a customisable genetic algorithm and

compare its results and performance to the use of other heuristic approaches.

Common problems caused by relying on subjective consumer feedback include bi-

ased ratings and lack of incentives to rate. Limam and Boutaba [118] attempt to solve

these problems based on the expectancy-disconfirmation theory from market science.

They describe a framework for service selection based on quality, cost, and reputation.

An objective automated rating model based on the theory is defined to overcome feed-

back subjectivity issues. The authors claim that consumers are often more likely to

leave negative feedback when they are dissatisfied with the experienced service than to

leave positive feedback when they are satisfied leading to unfair reputation reports. The

expectancy-disconfirmation is used for explaining or predicting the acceptance or rejec-

tion of marketed products. The ratings are then aggregated to provide reputation value
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for the service selection. However, the expectancy-disconfirmation marketing theory

although widely used it has also received much criticism in relation to its validity and

reliability. For example, Yüksel and Yüksel [119] state that the the use of expectations

might be less meaningful for services than for tangible consumer goods that are easy to

evaluate prior to purchase. They also argue that while predictive expectations are often

used as the comparative approach in the theory, there is insufficient research evidence

on whether consumers use only predictive expectations in their post-purchase product

evaluations and that satisfaction processes may differ across products/services.

The use of Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) using QoS attributes for

service selection is also investigated by researchers [e.g. 121, 122]. Huang et al. [121]

apply MCDM with a weighted sum model to allow service requesters to evaluate ser-

vices. Their method transforms the QoS-based optimization of service composition into

a mathematical programming problem by deriving the objective functions of constituent

workflow constructs. In our optimisation based method of collaboration between com-

posite services to determine component trustworthiness attributes, we represent each

composite service by an equality constraint and the objective function corresponds to

the aggregation technique of candidate construct. Each constraint corresponds to the

structure of the process of a particular composite service. See details in Chapter 6. A

multi-criteria service selection method called Exponential Weighted Difference is pro-

posed by Zia ur Rehman et al. [122]. The purpose of the method is to restrict the

effect of mutual cancellation between criteria (attribute values) exceeding and below

specified requirements. However, the article only focuses on the performance attribute

of services. Lécué [123] combines the semantic similarities between output and input

parameters of web services (functional criteria) together with QoS criteria to rank and

optimize compositions.

3.6 Business and Operational Perspective

Other objectives of service providers may be as important such as cost efficiency and

profitability. These need to be balanced with trustworthiness to ensure that practical
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aspects are considered. Other relevant aspects of services are resource limitations and

resource management objectives which need to coordinate with trustworthiness moni-

toring and prediction mechanisms.

3.6.1 Business Aspects of Services and Compositions

To our knowledge, there has been no specialised research in the area of pricing and

profit optimisation of composite services other than the consideration of costs in the

optimisation of composite services. The aggregation of costs of composite services

was considered as a factor in several research works on component service selection

and composition optimisation techniques such as Jaeger and Mühl [120], Hwang et al.

[112], as well as Ardagna and Pernici [124].

Some guidelines that can be used in research on pricing and cost management of

composite services are detailed in a book by Irene Ng [125]. The author discusses

several aspects of revenue management including the role of capacity and supply in

a service’s profitability, price discrimination, and other pricing related issues. An ex-

ample of the role of capacity is the capacity-based pricing which is often used when

services are sold based on how much capacity has been used up. Hence, when there is

excess capacity, the price is low and as the available capacity becomes limited, the price

starts moving up too. This means that the provider can either control demand to match

supply or control supply to match demand. Otherwise, there would be a loss of revenue

from either unused or insufficient capacity. The author also discusses the advantage of

bundling in maximising the usage of available capacity, reducing costs and increasing

revenue.

Revenue management and profitability of composite services can benefit from ex-

isting mechanisms and solutions in relevant areas of research on the business manage-

ment of products. Service composition is similar in some aspects to product bundling

by companies serving their consumers with heterogeneous preferences. The pricing

models that have developed in the area of bundling are useful in relation pricing of ser-

vice compositions as we discuss in Chapter 7. Bundling has been studied in terms of
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consumer behaviour, economics and marketing [e.g. 126, 127]. Bitran and Ferrer [126]

address the problem of determining the components and price of a bundle to max-

imise the total expected profit in a competitive environment. According to the authors,

bundles are sets of components that must meet technical constraints. A company’s ob-

jective is to build a bundle and offer it in a market where it will compete with other

bundles. Consumers purchase the bundle that maximizes their utility after examining

all available bundles. The company selection of the bundle’s components and its price

is made based on the competing bundles and the uncertainty in the consumer choice

process. Bitran and Ferrer propose a procedure to determine the optimal composition

of the bundle and the price at which it should be offered. The paper includes a dis-

cussion of the cases that consider multiple customer segments and multiple bundles. A

constant negative value is used to represent the price response function which is not re-

alistic since demand may change differently at different price changes. Attractiveness is

considered an attribute of a bundle in addition to price. The value of the attractiveness

factor is the weighted sum of the attractiveness factors of the bundle’s components. The

price is not considered in the component attractiveness as it is treated separately. The

authors suggest that the attractiveness factor is based on customer surveys.

The work by Chung and Rao [127] investigates market segments for bundles. They

describe a model to find market segments for any type of bundles including those with

heterogeneous products in multiple product categories. They aim to estimate the will-

ingness to pay and to determine optimal prices for market segments.

Profitability may be achieved through dynamic and flexible mechanisms by con-

sidering objectives and constraints such as the efficient use of offered service resources,

consumer satisfaction and consumer budgets. An approach to maximise profit for

providers while offering resources to consumers proportional to their willingness to

pay is discussed by Tsakalozos et al. [128]. The authors aim to solve the problem

of managing at runtime the efficient use of shared service resources while maintaining

satisfaction of consumers who have limited budgets (value for money). Their approach

requires automated monitoring of response times and adjusting the amount of resources
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accordingly. The work however, does not consider conditions in which providers re-

quire composition of services or resources for their consumers. The consideration

of admission control together with pricing is proposed by Marbukh and Mills [129].

They describe a model for optimisation of pricing and scheduling in order to maxi-

mize provider revenue. The authors suggest that combination of pricing on the longer

term and admission control on the shorter term are required for revenue maximization.

However, the model assumes that utility of service consumers is proportionate to the

response time rather than trustworthiness. As we describe in our work trustworthiness

encompasses response time as well as other important factors in consumer satisfaction.

Another area related to characteristics of composite services is a category of prod-

ucts supply approach called flexible products [130]. Flexible products allow the sub-

stitution by a supplier between alternatives and can therefore help to maximize over-

all revenue as well as capacity utilization in markets with highly uncertain demand.

Flexible products have the advantage of increasing overall demand and improving ca-

pacity utilization. The research in this area is relevant to the capacity management of

composite services especially dynamic composite services to maintain trustworthy and

profitable services. Petrick et al. [131] describe mathematical models that have been

developed for capacity control of flexible products that can be used to exploit the sub-

stitution opportunities together with their strengths and weaknesses. Applying these

concepts to the composite services, they illustrate the importance of such dynamic con-

trol mechanisms in maintaining the trustworthiness of composite services.

3.6.2 Resource Control Systems and Mechanisms

The relationship between trustworthy service selection and resource management is

discussed by Abawajy [78]. The author describes a framework for determining the

trustworthiness of federated cloud computing entities. This framework aims to support

the selection of trustworthy clouds to peer with and outsource applications for execu-

tion or data storage. He states the open and dynamic nature of these environments as

well as the independent capacity planning and provisioning of resources to consumers
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make resource sharing a challenging task. Therefore, there is a need for mechanisms for

these clouds to peer with each other and for admission control when accepting requests

originated from other clouds. The framework proposed aims to support the selection of

trustworthy clouds to peer with and outsource applications for execution or data stor-

age. The work of Abawajy highlights the need for trustworthiness-related collaborative

resource control which is one of the areas studied in this thesis.

There has been active research in recent years on resource allocation for services

including compositions [e.g. 128, 129, 132–134]. Research often considers resource al-

location with some related aspects considered in our thesis such as profitability, admis-

sion control, consumer differentiation and QoS. Wu et al. [132] describe an approach

to improve the throughput of a static CS workflow with a common resource pool. The

authors seek to improve resource allocation through tracing and prediction of work-

load dynamics of component services as requests traverse through the workflow. Their

work takes into consideration several factors that can affect workload such as service

execution time, transition probability, replication and setup times for additional capac-

ity and the uncertainty in request arrival time. Their overall goal is to maximise the

throughput of workflows within available resources. The work does not consider sev-

eral important issues such as dynamic composite services, mechanisms of admission

control, distributed component resources or feedback to component providers to ensure

the maintenance of service trustworthiness.

The combination of admission control, resource sharing and revenue maximisation

are discussed by Urgaonkar [134]. He proposes an approach that combines admission

control techniques with dynamic provisioning for shared resources to handle diverse

workloads and maximise revenue. The admission control aims to remain operational

under extreme overloads. It increases efficiency by classifying the requests into classes

and admitting or rejecting sets of requests instead of individual requests. Other work

on the admission control, resource sharing and revenue maximisation include that by

Tsakalozos et al. [128] as well as Marbukh and Mills [129] described in Subsection

3.6.1.
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In addition to the aspects discussed by Urgaonkar, García et al [133] add con-

sumer differentiation in the service provision. They discuss requirements definition and

analysis that the control mechanisms must fulfil in service exchange between enter-

prises including consumer differentiation and protection from overload. Some of the

requirements they discuss include that the QoS control mechanisms must be able to

manage multiple simultaneous services with different limitations and must be scalable.

Their proposed design aims to support differentiation between categories of service

consumers and protect against server overloads. The main aspect of QoS that the au-

thors aim to optimise is the service response time. The work highlights a number of

significant issues towards maintaining trustworthy services. However, it does not con-

sider composite services and service execution workflows which are of vital importance

in the services paradigm. The support for the provision of composite services and their

control mechanisms must, in addition to the requirements specified by the authors, take

into consideration important issues such as the specific workflow patterns of executions

and the aggregation of the capacities of the CS components.

3.7 Summary

This chapter initially discussed the concept of trust and the progress made in relation

to trust in distributed systems in general. The chapter then provided justifications for

the thesis’ research and discussed existing research contributions in the related topics.

While there is a wide range of active research work that relates to the thesis we describe

the main contributions in each of the thesis subtopics. Recent work on trust in services

and compositions is often characterised by the lack or weak consideration of some

important aspects. Table 3.1 contains a summary of main categories of contributions

and their weaknesses in the related work. This thesis aims to address those weaknesses.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Contributions and Weaknesses in the Related Work

Contribution References General Weaknesses and Shortcomings

Trustworthiness reporting and assessment
of services

Malik and Bouguettaya [7, 61], Skopik [65, 66],
Dragoni [67], Pranata et al. [68], Spanoudakis
and LoPresti [69], Majithia et al. [70], Maximi-
lien and Singh [71]

Composition of services and structure, complete subjec-
tivity, attention to attribute heterogeneity, combination of
design and runtime assessment, component importance

Trustworthiness in service selection and
composition

Paradesi et al. [72], Hang and Singh [73], Li
and Wang [74], Mehdi et al. [75], Malik and
Bouguettaya [7, 61]

Evaluation of trustworthiness for components not avail-
able to consumers as standalone services, variations in ser-
vice composition structure, attribute characteristics, hid-
ing untrustworthy components

Distribution of trustworthiness updates
from composite to component services

Nepal et al. [79], Wen et al. [81] Collaboration between distributed compositions, attribute
characteristics, composition structure, fairness

Attack surface based quantification of se-
curity

Howard et al. [101], Manadhata and Wing [102] Composition of attack surfaces of multiple applications,
range of security aspects and attributes

Alternative methods for security metrics
and models

Jaquith [109], CVSS [98], Weinstock et al.
[104], Microsoft STRIDE [106]

focus on threats and vulnerabilities, subjectivity, scale of
required human intervention

Aggregation of QoS attributes for compo-
sitions

Cardoso et al. [110], Jaeger et al. [111], Hwang
et al. [113]

Limited range of attributes, aggregation of reputation as
sum or average from components

Reliability of component and composite
services

Zheng and Lyu [82], Hwang et al. [113], Grassi
and Patella [114], Moser et al. [30]

Other trustworthiness attributes, distribution of composi-
tion reliability to components

Maintaining trustworthiness and prof-
itability

Tsakalozos et al. [128], Marbukh and Mills
[129], Urgaonkar [134], García et al [133]

Range of trustworthiness attributes (e.g. not only response
time), optimisation of pricing, composite services and
structure



Chapter 4
Trustworthiness Monitoring
and Prediction

4.1 Introduction

As described in the scenario in Section 2.5, CSPs need to select the most trustworthy

component services available in the distributed service environment in order to carry out

the composite service activities. The chapter presents an approach to the monitoring and

prediction of trustworthiness of services that are assembled from component services.

This chapter describes algorithms and models that are required to optimise the selection

and to monitor the trustworthiness of a service composition.

The chapter discusses the aggregation of trustworthiness attributes for composite

and component services into a common trustworthiness value. The techniques consider

a number of criteria during the aggregation. One of such criteria is that component

services in a composition may vary in their importance to the composite service as

a whole. For example, in a travel service a user may not appreciate all component

services to the same extent such as car rental, medical insurance, flight booking, etc.

Therefore, it is more useful to see the composite service as a unit that is composed

of unequal subunits in terms of their contribution to the trustworthiness of the service.
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The components may differ also in the probability of their execution in their CS due to

reasons such as limitations in their resource capacity.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 explains techniques for the ag-

gregation and calculation of the trustworthiness of a composite service based on the

service’s composition plan. It also includes calculation of service costs. Section 4.3

discusses the aggregation of trustworthiness attributes in order to collectively evaluate

candidate services and constructs. The section also discusses the function and architec-

ture of the trustworthiness software module and optimisation of service compositions.

Section 4.4 describes experiments using simulations of the trustworthiness based ser-

vice selection and composition trustworthiness computation. A summary is described

in Section 4.5.

4.2 Trustworthiness Attributes and Aggregation

In this work, the trustworthiness value Tcs of a composite service is modelled in general

as a function g of the trustworthiness of its components:

Tcs = g ({T1,T2, ...,Tm}) (4.1)

However, the calculation of the trustworthiness value depends on the trustworthiness

attributes and the structure of the business process. The selection of component services

statically (during design time) or dynamically is based on the predicted trustworthiness

value of the composite service. Trustworthiness attributes include a set of attributes

that are used to determine the overall trustworthiness value as discussed in Subsection

4.2.1.

Selected services are executed in a business process. The process is viewed exter-

nally as a Web service. The computation of the trustworthiness of the CS depends on

the way the abstract service is constructed. Common business process constructs are

discussed in Section 2.4. The computation also depends on the probability of execution
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and the importance of the component services in the composition. Component services

in a composition may vary in their importance to the composite service as a whole.

The prediction of the CS trustworthiness depends on the way the process is con-

structed. It also depends on the probability of execution and the importance of the com-

ponents in the composition. For example, in a travel service a user may not appreciate

all component services to the same extent such as car rental, medical insurance, flight

booking, etc. The probability of execution of a component service may be based on the

characteristics of the process or on limited supply of the component service. For exam-

ple, in an emergency CS a fire or ambulance service may be required in an estimated

percentage of executions. An example of limited capacity is where a certain car rental

service is most trustworthy but has limited supply. In that case more demand requires

additional supply from other possibly less trustworthy car rental service providers.

4.2.1 Trustworthiness Attributes

The trustworthiness value of a CS depends on its trustworthiness attributes and the

structure of the business process. In Chapter 3, we discussed attributes investigated

in literature that are identified under the categories of QoS, security and reputation.

However, the discussed attributes cannot be exhaustive. The identification of a set of

attributes suitable for a particular business activity or for a service environment depends

on context, requirements and possibly other factors. In this chapter, we consider a set

of common trustworthiness attributes that can affect the overall trustworthiness of a CS.

• Reliability (r): the rate of successful executions of a service without full or partial

failures per total number of executions (0 ≤ r ≤ 1).

• Uptime (a): the percentage of time of availability of a service for the admission

of requests over the total measurement time (0≤ a ≤1). Uptime is used as a

synonym for availability.

• Reputation (p): the data available about a service from consumer satisfaction

ratings. In this thesis we consider the reputation as a value p where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
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• Security (S): includes a number of attributes such as encryption, confidentiality,

non-repudiation and authentication. A security attribute σi for a service si is

a boolean σi∈{0, 1} with 1 representing the fulfilment of the attribute and 0 for

non-fulfilment. For example in encryption the fulfilment means the messages are

securely encrypted with at least a minimum allowed key length.

• Response time (t): the response time of a service is used as a metric of perfor-

mance. After aggregation of the component response times, the CS response time

is measured against required response time in the service contract.

• Capacity (y): is the number of executions that can be performed simultaneously.

The aggregation of the capacity may result in an overall CS capacity that does

not fulfil the requirements of the service contract.

• Cost (c): monetary cost of a service. Cost is sometimes considered as a trustwor-

thiness attribute [e.g. 135]. However, we include in the aggregation techniques in

any case as it is an important factor in service composition optimisation.

4.2.2 Importance Weight of Components

Each component si in a composition has a weight ωi based on its importance to the

reputation of the composition ωi ∈ {ω1, ..., ωl} where 0 ≤ ωi ≤ l, l is the number of

component services excluding alternatives in exclusive choice constructs and
∑l

i=1 ωi =

l. We consider components in an Exclusive Choice construct as a single unit in terms

of their weight ωθ and its calculation, where θ is the service construct. For example,

consider the case where a requirement may be satisfied by only one of two services

{s1, s2} and the trustworthiness of s1 is more than that of s2 but its capacity is limited to

a certain quantity. When s1 becomes fully in use, s2 is invoked. Therefore, a common

weighting value is used. For a composition with m components and x exclusive choice

constructs:

l = m − (nx − x) (4.2)

where nx is the total number of components in the x constructs.
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The weighting of the components is used in the calculation of the CS reputation,

such as in the case of a Sequence with n components:

pθ =

n∏
i=1

pi
ωi (4.3)

In order to differentiate between mandatory and optional components, a weight

threshold Ω is set. A component service with ωi < Ω is considered optional and can be

excluded from the CS execution when necessary for instance due to the unavailability

of the component. Optional components can be excluded also from the aggregation

of other trustworthiness attributes such as capacity. The component weights are useful

when the capacity of some components are in full usage or close to becoming so. In

that case non-critical components can be excluded from the CS execution. This is

particularly useful if the request would otherwise be rejected or when low remaining

component resources can be saved for prioritised requests. More details on this is in

Subsection 7.3.2.

4.2.3 Aggregation of Attributes

Table 4.1 shows our functions for calculating the considered trustworthiness attributes

per service construct. The following discussion details the approaches for their aggre-

gation. We use θ to denote a service construct in a composition.

For the purpose of trustworthiness attribute aggregation, a CS is represented as a

hierarchy of constructs. In order to aggregate the values of an attribute, the workflow

undergoes a series of reductions until the highest level construct is reached. The inner-

most constructs are reduced first at each step. The type of the final construct depends

on the outermost pair of component services or gateways (i.e. start and end services or

gateways). Figure 4.1 illustrates the reduction of the workflow of a composite service

containing a variety of construct types. The CS is reduced to a final sequence construct

in step (3). A reduced construct is treated like a component service during attribute

aggregation.
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical Reduction of CS Constructs

4.2.3.1 Reliability

(i) Sequence, Synchronized Parallel and Unordered Sequence: A failure of a com-

ponent means failure of subsequent dependent components. This is unlike some

other types of constructs (e.g. Unsynchronized Parallel) where subsequent com-

ponents may be partially independent of the failure of the construct components

and can be executed as long as a minimum set of components succeeds. There-

fore, we calculate the reliability of the CS as a product of that of its components.

rθ =

n∏
i=1

ri (4.4)

(ii) Loop: The reliability of a Loop containing n iterations of a service si is the same

as a Sequence construct of n copies of si i.e. rθ = ri
n.

(iii) Exclusive Choice: The reliability this construct is the sum of that of the exclusive

components multiplied by their probabilities of execution in the CS.
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(iv) Unsynchronized Parallel: Since an Unsynchronized Parallel construct only fails

if all constituent services fail, its reliability is calculated as follows.

rθ = 1 −
n∏

i=1

(1 − ri) (4.5)

(v) Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge: In each subset of components that may be

executed in parallel, all its components must be executed successfully. Therefore,

we sum the probabilities of each subset multiplied by the reliability of that subset.

In a construct θ with a set S of components and two or more probable subsets

of components that may be executed in parallel, its reliability is calculated as

follows.

rθ =
∑
j⊂S

(
ρ j ·

∏
i∈ j

ri
)

(4.6)

4.2.3.2 Uptime

Reliability and uptime aggregations are similar. However, the equations in case of up-

time apply only to mandatory components. The downtime of any mandatory component

in these constructs results in the unavailability of the whole construct because of the

dependency between their components. As described in Subsection 4.2.2 a mandatory

component is one whose importance weight is above threshold. An optional component

is excluded from execution when unavailable. Its uptime does not affect the uptime of

the construct. Therefore, Eq. (4.7) for Sequence and Synchronized Parallel is subject

to ωi < Ω.

aθ =

n∏
i=1

ai (4.7)
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Table 4.1: Aggregation of Trustworthiness Attributes and Cost per Process Construct

Construct Reliability (rθ) Reputation (pθ) Encryption (dθ) Resp. Time (tθ) Capacity (yθ) Cost (cθ)
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θ = construct, n= no. of construct components, ρi= probability of execution of component si,

ρ j= probability of execution of subset j of construct components
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4.2.3.3 Reputation

The aggregation of reputation of components follows a similar approach to that of reli-

ability but with consideration of the weights of components in the construct with some

differences in the aggregation formulas for some constructs. This approach is based on

our assumption that the reputations of the components of a CS are interdependent and

that the reputation of a CS is influenced by the importance of each component as well

as its reputation.

(i) Sequence, Synchronized Parallel and Unordered Sequence: The reputation is cal-

culated as a product of that of constituent services taking the service importance

into consideration as in Equation (4.3).

(ii) Loop: The reputation of a Loop containing n iterations of a service si is the same

as a Sequence of n copies of si i.e. pi
n·ωi .

(iii) Exclusive Choice: Each service si among the alternative services in an Exclusive

Choice has a probability ρ that it will be executed and
∑n

i=1 ρi = 1. As described

earlier an Exclusive Choice is considered one unit in the CS component repu-

tation weights. Therefore, we aggregate reputation of the construct as sum of

component reputations multiplied by their probabilities of executions.

pθ =
( n∑

i=1

ρi · pi
)ωθ (4.8)

(iv) Unsynchronized Parallel: Since all component services are executed, the reputa-

tion takes all services into consideration as in Equation (4.3).

(v) Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge: In this construct, the execution of each

subset j of all possible subsets of the set S of construct services ( j ⊂ S ) is

associated with a probability ρ j that it will be executed where

∑
j⊂S

ρ j = 1 (4.9)
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The construct reputation considers both the probability of execution and weight-

ing of component services:

pθ =
∑
j⊂S

(
ρ j ·

∏
i∈ j

pωi
i
)

(4.10)

4.2.3.4 Security

For security attributes, the level of security for an attribute in a composition follows the

weakest link principle for all the CS components (see e.g. [136] on the weakest link

principle). Table 4.1 illustrates the aggregation for encryption di as an example security

attribute. Suppose an attribute σk,i is one of z evaluated (i.e. verified compliant/non-

compliant) security attributes of components of a CS; for a component si the attribute

σk,i ∈ {0, 1} and σk,i ∈ {σ1,i, σ2,i, ..., σz,i}. We calculate the value for an attribute σk,cs

for a CS with m components σk,cs as:

σk,cs =
m

min
i=1

σk,i (4.11)

To aggregate the values of all security attributes in a composition and calculate the

overall level of security (0 ≤ Scs ≤ 1) based on z attributes we first take the weighted

sum σ̂cs of the verified attributes:

σ̂cs =

z∑
k=1

γk · σk,cs (4.12)

where γk (γk ≥ 0) is the weight for the attribute σk,cs. It sets the effect of the attribute

on the security level and trustworthiness. The value of γk depends on multiple factors

including the number of security attributes considered, the priority of each attribute, po-

tential resulting attack graphs in the CS and the likelihood of the related vulnerabilities

being exploited. We propose the following formula for the level of security:

Scs = 1 − e−σ̂cs (4.13)
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The value of γk should meet the following requirements:

• when all the CS security attributes are fulfilled (i.e.
∑z

k=1 σk,cs = z) Eq. (4.13)

should result in a security level Scs ≈ 1, and

• when a attribute that cannot be compromised is not fulfilled in the CS, Scs should

fall below a preset security threshold (e.g. 0.95).

An alternative more comprehensive approach to security evaluation using attack

surface based security metrics is discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.3.5 Response Time

(i) Sequence and Unordered Sequence: In both of these constructs the response time

is summed to provide the total time of the construct execution; tθ =
∑n

i=1 ti.

(ii) Synchronized Parallel: The components are executed in parallel but the next con-

struct cannot commence its execution until all parallel components are complete.

Therefore, construct response time equals that of the longest of its components’

response times i.e.

tθ =
n

max
i=1

ti (4.14)

(iii) Loop: The response time of a loop is the number of executions by its component’s

response time.

(iv) Exclusive Choice: We use the execution probability-based weighted average of

the components response times as the construct’s average response time.

(v) Unsynchronized Parallel: The next construct starts execution once the first ex-

ecuting component in this construct completes. Therefore, the minimum of the

components response times is the construct response time.

(vi) Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge: The response time for each subset j with

execution probability ρ j equals the longest of its components response times.
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Subsequently, as in the Exclusive Choice we take the weighted average of the

subsets’ response times.

tθ =
∑
j⊂S

(
ρ j ·max

i∈ j
ti
)

(4.15)

4.2.3.6 Capacity

(i) Sequence, Synchronized Parallel and Unordered Sequence: The capacity of each

of these constructs equals the minimum capacity among its components when

buffering is not taken into consideration.

yθ =
n

min
i=1

yi (4.16)

(ii) Loop: Since the same component is executed sequentially, the construct’s capac-

ity is the same of that of the component i.e. yθ = yi.

(iii) Exclusive Choice: The construct capacity equals the execution probability-based

weighted average of the capacities of exclusive components.

(iv) Unsynchronized Parallel: At least one component of this construct is required to

be executed. Therefore, its capacity equals the maximum component’s capacity.

yθ =
n

max
i=1

yi (4.17)

(v) Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge: All components in each subset j of the

construct components with probability of execution ρ j must have the capacity to

execute the CS. Therefore, the minimum of their capacity provides the capacity

of the subset. The capacity of the construct is the total of product of the subset

capacities by their probabilities.

The capacity aggregation methods above do not describe how to consider buffering.

Concisely, we set a threshold for the CS execution queue size. The threshold value is

based on constructs capacities, their response times and the total allowed CS response
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time. The buffering maximises the usage of the components capacities and significantly

increases the capacity of the CS.

4.2.3.7 Cost

(i) Sequence, Synchronized Parallel, Unsynchronized Parallel and Unordered Se-

quence: Since all components in the constructs are executed, their cost is the sum

of the cost of all components.

(ii) Loop: The cost of a loop construct of n iterations of a service si is the same as a

Sequence construct of n copies of si i.e. n · ci.

(iii) Exclusive Choice: Since each service among the alternative services in the con-

struct has a probability ρ that it will be executed and
∑n

i=1 ρi = 1, its cost is the

probability-based weighted average of that of each component service.

(iv) Multi-choice with Synchronized Merge: The calculation of cost in this construct

is the execution probability-based weighted average of the cost of execution of

each subset of components.

cθ =
∑
j⊂S

(
ρ j ·

∑
i∈ j

ci
)

(4.18)

4.2.4 Trustworthiness Update Procedure

An algorithm is proposed here to predict and update the trustworthiness value of ser-

vice. The algorithm is faster than those proposed for multiagent systems in REGRET

[37] and FIRE [38] since there is no need to recursively run through all the ratings

with each new rating received. We discuss reputation as a trustworthiness attribute in

the algorithm. However, the same procedure can be applied to other attributes. In this

algorithm, the reputation is determined using moving averages that are updated with

every new rating. Older ratings reduce in value over time. The comparison with other

algorithms is further discussed in the evaluation.
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The reputation of a service si is determined by two values; the reputation value

pi, 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and the confidence fi in the value and 0 ≤ fi ≤ 1. Both of the two

values (i.e. reputation and confidence values) are important in indicating the status

of a composite and component services. Reduction of the reputation value signifies

receiving consistent bad ratings of the service while reduction in confidence indicates

either low number of ratings received recently, significant fluctuations in the rating

values or both. Those fluctuations may for example indicate that a service is not scalable

enough to meet demands during peak times. The reputation value pi is calculated as

a dynamically weighted moving average of the service’s rating values. When a new

rating is received the reputation value is updated.

4.2.4.1 Weights of Ratings

First, a value representing the accumulated weight wi of all received ratings for a service

is updated. This weight is based on the recency and the category of the ratings. Recency

weight wt indicates how recent are the ratings received for the service. The more recent

the ratings the higher the weight because future ratings are more likely to be close to the

latest ratings. Reputation ratings of a service can be classified into a set of categories

or types with different weights depending on the way they are gathered. Examples

of types of consumer ratings may include feedback on satisfaction, support, speed,

etc. A service’s customers might not appreciate those categories equally and hence the

customisable category weighting wg.

Recency weight wt decays exponentially and 0 ≤ wt ≤ 1, as follows.

wt = e−λ·∆t (4.19)

where λ is the decay constant; a customisable positive number that controls the rate of

decay, and ∆t in relation to a single rating is the age of that rating i.e. the difference

between the current time and the time when the rating took place, while ∆t for the

reputation value from the latest update is the age of the last update of the accumulated

weight wi.
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The accumulated weight of the reputation value wi (wi > 0) is updated when a new

rating value P is received, as follows.

wi ← wi · wt + wP (4.20)

where wP is the weight of the new rating value P which is calculated as follows.

wP = wtP · wgP (4.21)

where wtP and wgP are the recency weight and category weight for the rating P respec-

tively. The value wtP is calculated as in Equation (4.19).

For a rating that is generated at the time of calculation (i.e. ∆t = 0 and wP = wgP),

the new accumulated weight:

wi ← wi · wt + wgP (4.22)

4.2.4.2 Update of Reputation

The following is the formula for updating pi after receiving a new rating.

pi ←
(wi − wP) · pi + wP · P

wi
(4.23)

To facilitate the recalculation of the trustworthiness value when new ratings are

received, the values of wi and pi are stored after each update.

4.2.4.3 Confidence

Since confidence reflects both the frequency of receiving new ratings and the stability

of their values as described earlier, the confidence value of service si, fi is calculated

as:

fi = fη · fδ (4.24)
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where fη is called the ratings quantity confidence indicating how frequent new ratings

are received; and fδ the ratings quality confidence which indicates the stability of the

ratings’ values. The more frequent and stable the ratings the more the confidence i.e.

certainty in relation to the calculated reputation value. The following formula calculates

fη:

fη = 1 − e−α·wi (4.25)

where α is a constant parameter that can be used to adjust the slope of the relationship

between the sum of the ratings’ weights and the quantity confidence. The higher the

value of α the faster the full confidence (i.e. 1) is reached. It can be set to any positive

value but for gradual increase in confidence it should typically be set to a value between

0 and 1. The confidence increases in proportion to the number of ratings and to the

degree of their recency.

The quality confidence fδ is calculated as follows.

fδ = 1 − di (4.26)

where di is the deviation history of the ratings around the reputation value, calculated

as in Equation (4.27).

di ←
(wi − wP) · di + wP · |pi − P|

wi
(4.27)

To help update the reputation when new ratings are received, the value of di is stored

after each update. The result from |pi − P| is the absolute difference between the overall

reputation value and individual rating value. The value of fδ indicates the deviation of

the ratings around the overall reputation value and ranges between 0 (highest devia-

tions) and 1 (lowest deviations).

4.2.4.4 Data Source and Rater Credibility

The credibility of raters is used to protect from malicious and biased raters and data

sources. The main existing approaches in dealing with the problem are through majority
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rule and rating of consumers and data sources [7, 60] as discussed in the literature

review Subsection 3.2.3. Reputation ratings that are sent to the trustworthiness module

(see Subsection 4.3.2) are required to include ConsumerID and TransactionID fields in

order to protect from vulnerabilities such as slandering (see Subsection 3.2.3 on threats

to trust and reputation systems).

We propose the use of majority rule approach for the computation of rater credibil-

ity. When such variable is included in the above algorithm it affects the weights of new

received ratings. In that case Eq. (4.21) includes the rater credibility β as in Eq. (4.28).

wP = wtP · wgP · β (4.28)

where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. It will consequently affect the level of influence of the new rating on

the updated reputation and confidence.

4.3 Service Trustworthiness and Selection

4.3.1 Aggregated Trustworthiness

A trustworthy composite service may incorporate a set of components that are collec-

tively trustworthy but their attribute values vary. Therefore, considering trustworthiness

attributes individually and setting their threshold can exclude some more trustworthy

components or constructs than those selected. A unified view of trustworthiness during

selection can have advantages as it weighs all attributes together in the selection deci-

sion. However, multidimensional trustworthiness is a complex concept as it involves

heterogeneous attributes where, for example, some can be affected by the dependency

between components e.g. reliability, while others are not interdependent e.g. response

time. Additionally, attributes are affected in different fashion by the types of paths in

CS processes. Therefore, any combination of those attributes into a common value or

ranking system can only be an approximation.
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Multi-Criteria Decision Making approaches have been suggested to rank services

or constructs according to their attributes. Malik and Bouguettaya [7] suggest the use

of Simple Additive Weighting citing that it provides results comparable to more sophis-

ticated methods. Zia ur Rehman et al. [122] describe a method called Exponential

Weighted Difference that restricts the effect of mutual cancellation between criteria (at-

tribute values) exceeding and below requirements.

Each trustworthiness attribute has a computed or monitored value and a required

value. The required value is based on consumer expectation and/or CS provider require-

ments. In order to perform common mathematical operations on the attributes and rank

services based on their collective trustworthiness, the attributes need to be normalised.

Additionally, prioritisation of the attributes ensures that the more important attributes

to service trustworthiness are given more weight in the decision.

Normalisation of attributes to obtain attribute values using the same measurement

units, requires that we determine the maximum and minimum allowed values for each

attribute. Attributes differ in their measurement units e.g. continuous vs. discrete value,

and in their optimal values i.e. maximum vs. minimum. For example, for reliability the

minimum value is 0 and the maximum is 1 (optimal). Defining maximum and minimum

values may not be as straightforward for some attributes. For example, the minimum

response time (optimal) can be set to approximately 0 while the maximum can be de-

fined as the maximum acceptable response time before considering the execution as

unsuccessful. Additionally, some attributes may be discrete or binary such as compli-

ance attributes particularly those that are security related such as non-repudiation and

integrity.

Equation (4.29) shows how to determine the normalised value τh,norm for an attribute

τh of a service si with N attributes depending on their optimal value, τh ∈ {τ1, ..., τN}.

τh,norm =


τh,max−τh,val

τh,max−τh,min
i f τh,min is optimal

τh,val−τh,min

τh,max−τh,min
i f τh,max is optimal

(4.29)
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where τh,val is the actual attribute value, τh,max is the maximum, τh,min is the minimum

value and τh,max , τh,min. The equation is applicable also when the type of the attribute

values are binary or discrete.

Selection candidate services or constructs can then be ranked based on their values.

A value τθ for a construct θ is calculated using the weighted average of the difference

between normalised attributes and their specified thresholds τi,req.

τθ =
1
N

N∑
h=1

λh(τh,norm − τh,req) (4.30)

where (τh,norm − τh,req) ≥ 0, λh is the weight of attribute τh, λh ≥ 0 and
N∑

h=1
λh = N. The

value τθ can be easily standardized to a value between 0 and 1 to represent the trustwor-

thiness value. In case of attribute values above thresholds, the difference (τh,norm−τh,req)

can be reset to 0 to prevent mutual cancellation.

4.3.2 Trustworthiness Module

A trustworthiness software module is developed for the runtime monitoring and pre-

diction of composite service trustworthiness based on a set of mechanisms and metrics

to ensure contract compliance. Monitoring is the process of checking that service con-

tracts are fulfilled over time, particularly if changes can occur to operational or business

environments or to internal service quality, security or reputation. Monitoring is also

used to detect vulnerabilities and discover attacks on a service, e.g. by making use of

intrusion detection systems or dynamic testing tools available in the environment.

A composite service provider is a service provider that is responsible for construct-

ing service compositions and offering them to consumers. A CSP is notified of impor-

tant changes in the trustworthiness of the composite service as a result of one of its

components. A component service that is below the satisfactory trustworthiness value

can be replaced with another component service offering the same functionality but

with better trustworthiness. The monetary cost of a composite service as a result of
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its adaptation is also determined. The consideration of costs ensures that a balance is

maintained between both trustworthiness and cost efficiency of the service.

Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of the trustworthiness module. The trust events

refer to the notifications received by the module from external components such as event

processing, QoS monitoring, consumer ratings, security testing tools and other compo-

nents. Those events include metrics and alerts that indicate violations or adherence to

the service contracts, threats or changes in the environment. In addition to the direct

experience through those events, the trustworthiness module can exchange recommen-

dations with other online modules in relation to service trustworthiness. Composition

plans and existing composite services can be evaluated by the module and their trust-

worthiness values are calculated based on received BPMN models of the planned or

existing CS in XML format.

Figure 4.2: Trustworthiness Module

Incoming events are evaluated by a rules engine to generate trustworthiness at-

tribute ratings. The rules calculate the rating for the event and add other properties

including the event timestamp and the concerned trustworthiness attribute. Trustworthi-

ness ratings are then stored by the module and can be used for calculating and updating
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the overall trustworthiness value of each service and its composite services. The trust-

worthiness value can be used by other components to optimise or evaluate the trustwor-

thiness of composite services. Context configurations allow customisation of the trust

context by adjusting the weighting of trustworthiness attributes e.g. security and perfor-

mance attributes. Policy configurations allow setting the trustworthiness thresholds and

algorithmic constants such as the rating decay rate. The trust engine is responsible for

the aggregation of trustworthiness of a composite service from that of its components

and providing a prediction of the trustworthiness value of a service.

The trustworthiness module is implemented in Java as dynamic OSGi service plat-

form [137] sub-modules and uses Drools [138] for implementing the rating rules. This

architecture allows the substitution of the sub-modules dynamically as in the case where

alternative algorithms are required or configurations for the policy and context need to

be changed.

4.3.3 Optimal Service Composition

For optimal selection of a component service for service compositions, the following

formula is used:

max
(
ωT · Tcs +

ωc

Ccs

)
(4.31)

where Ccs is the cost of the CS and Tcs is a representation of the trustworthiness calcu-

lated from security, reliability and reputation value based on Equation (4.30). Values

ωT and ωc are constants used to normalise the values of trustworthiness and cost re-

spectively and to customise their priority.

In order to optimise service selection allowing to choose among the best compo-

nent services as per the computation techniques described in this chapter, an optimi-

sation solution is needed. Since the trustworthiness values and costs of component

services have discrete values and because of the non-linearity of those attributes, linear

programming and other solutions that require continuous variables and/or linearity are

not suitable. Additionally, the number of services to select from may be large making
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heuristic methods a better option to provide fast and adequate results. Genetic algo-

rithms are well-suited to these kinds of problems. A custom GA is required to suit the

characteristics of the problem of service composition.

4.4 Simulation and Experiments

4.4.1 Description of GA

A custom GA is developed in MATLAB in which the fitness function uses Equation

(4.31) together with the aggregation techniques that depend on the structure of the ser-

vice composition. As illustrated in Figure 4.3 the genome is represented by a binary

matrix where each row represents an ordered set of (concrete) services belonging to a

single service type (abstract service). In each round, a selected service is represented

by 1 and an unselected by 0. Therefore, each row must have only single 1 as only

one service can be selected from each type to become a component of the composite

service. Each type (row in the representation) is associated with a construct in the com-

posite service and with a weighting value. Since the number of available services may

be different for each service type, the number of columns in the matrix equals the size

of the largest set of services belonging to one service type S where there are m service

types.
m

max
i=1

(size(S i)) (4.32)

Empty elements in smaller sets are filled with Not-a-Number (NaN).

A set of matrices (using MATLAB cell array) are created as an initial population.

The custom crossover function takes the parents as cell arrays, and returns the children

that result from a two-point crossover by exchanging randomly selected sections in

the parents’ matrices. The custom mutation function randomly selects two elements

in a row of a parent and swaps their values. Since all elements except one are set to

0, the mutation may have an effect only if the value of one of the affected elements

equals 1. The number of generations can be fixed to a constant number or set to be
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Figure 4.3: GA Genome

Figure 4.4: Scores by Fitness Function

proportionate to the number of service types and number of services. Figure 4.4 shows

the improvement of the score of best composition over 50 generations for a simulation

of services. Note that the problem is converted to a minimisation one. In the simulation

there are 10 types of services organised in constructs as illustrated in Figure 4.1 with

each type having between 5 and 10 concrete services. The cost and trustworthiness of

the services are randomly assigned.

4.4.2 Comparison to Other Approaches

Figure 4.1 illustrates an example composite service used in the simulation that includes

the composition constructs discussed earlier. Simulation services continue to receive

new ratings over the duration of their runtime. The arrival time for service requests is

based on Poisson distribution and the mean for the requests changes over time peaking
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towards the end. Ratings are created based on results of service executions and their

values vary between services, the time of the rating and whether there is an increased

demand. The high demand is set to cause consistent low performance (resulting in

mainly low reputation value) or fluctuations in performance (resulting mainly in low

reputation confidence) in some of the services. A Gaussian random number generator is

used to generate new ratings where the mean and the variance depend on the component

service, its type (functionality), and the time of rating (e.g. high demand).

During the simulations each of the services receives a rating after each request.

The ratings trigger the update and checking of the trustworthiness of the composite

service. Figure 4.5 shows the evaluation of the trustworthiness of the services using our

approach compared to that using other approaches including:

• averaging of the reputation of components as proposed by Hwang et al. [112].

• taking the minimum reputation of the components as the reputation of the com-

posite service based on the weakest link principle where the reputation of the

composition is as good as that of its component with the lowest reputation.

Figure 4.5: Comparison between Approaches to Trustworthiness Aggregation

In Figure 4.5 (A) only three out of ten component services significantly decrease

in their trustworthiness during the peak time. Despite the low reputation of three com-

ponent services, the reputation calculated using the averaging technique is still high.

The weakest link technique only shows the lowest trustworthiness component but does

not reflect information on other components with weak reputation while our approach
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maintains better view of the state of the CS. In Figure 4.5 (B) all component services’

trustworthiness values decline significantly. The weakest link technique estimates trust-

worthiness of the CS around the same value as in previous case despite the decline of

trustworthiness of all component services. The averaging technique also does not re-

flect the low reputation of every component service. The trustworthiness based on our

approach falls to a very low level indicating the low trustworthiness of the composition.

Figure 4.6: Processing Time in msec
for FIRE and Our Algorithm

Figure 4.7: Effect of Processing Time
on Trustworthiness Calculations

FIRE [38] is a widely cited trust management model and algorithm for the as-

sessment of the trustworthiness of agents in open multiagent systems. FIRE extends

REGRET system developed by Sabater [37]. Unlike our approach of using a moving

average, FIRE algorithm recursively runs through all the ratings whenever a new rating

is received. This results in an increasing delay in responding to requests for trustwor-

thiness evaluation as ratings increase in quantity.

Figure 4.6 compares the processing times of new ratings required by the algorithm

described in this chapter and that of FIRE. The figure clearly shows our algorithm is

considerably faster as the number of ratings available for assessment increases. Note

that re-assessment of all ratings may be required in our approach after some configura-

tion changes such as those that modify the weighting of reputation subcategories. The

calculation of rater credibility is not considered in the experiments. Although our algo-

rithm unlike FIRE, takes into consideration the rater credibility value β it does not affect

the scalability of the algorithm. This is because that the credibility value is calculated

only once for each update regardless of the size of the available ratings.
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In relation to complexity, the two algorithms differ in that the algorithm proposed in

this thesis always has a constant number of arithmetic operations that is not affected by

the number of ratings stored in the database. The formula that calculates the reputation

in FIRE algorithm however, adds an extra multiplication operation for each individual

rating. Each rating is multiplied by its weight and then summed together. In our algo-

rithm, the reputation is multiplied by the accumulated weight stored from the previous

calculation and the latest rating is multiplied by its weight. This results in that FIRE

algorithm takes linear time. The experimental results seem to reflect this effect on time

taken to update trustworthiness.

The delay in processing time has an effect on the trustworthiness evaluation because

of the role of time in the computations. Figure 4.7 compares the trustworthiness evalu-

ations when (A) our prediction algorithm is used and (B) with FIRE algorithm during

the time interval between 100 and 200 msec. Although the trustworthiness values are

close they are not exactly the same because of the processing delay in case (B).

4.4.3 Effect of Changes in Trustworthiness in Constructs

The trustworthiness of a CS may be affected differently by changes in trustworthiness

of its components if they are part of constructs requiring different approaches for the

calculation. For example, as illustrated in Figure 4.8 (A) a moderate decline in the

reliability of a component service executed in a loop results in a significant decline. In

this experiment s1 is executed three times in each execution of the CS. Also note that in

this case reliability values are more significant than cost of a component service because

of the exponential effect of changes in reliability. Consequently, it has significant effect

on the CS optimisations.

In the case of exclusive choice construct the trustworthiness of a CS is only partially

affected by decline of trustworthiness of one of the construct services depending on its

probability of execution (see Figure 4.8 (B)). All three component services have equal

probability (33 1
3%).
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Figure 4.8: Effect of Reliability Drop on Constructs

In an unsychronized parallel construct {s1, s2, s3} as in Figure 4.8 (C). This decline

does not affect the CS as the calculation method suggests as long as other services in

the construct maintain their reliability. The reliability of the CS here is less than that of

component services because of other sequence component services in the CS. Worthy of

notice in this construct is that reputation and cost of a component play more significant

role than its reliability because the reputation is the product of the reputation of all

construct components and the cost is the sum of the costs all the component services.

4.5 Summary

CSPs need to be able to select trustworthy components for new compositions and re-

spond swiftly to changed trustworthiness requirements and behaviour of existing CSs

through adaptation. With the availability of alternative components providing the same

functionality as those already integrated in a composition, CSPs can take advantage of

this by replacing untrustworthy components.

This chapter presents an approach to monitoring and predicting the trustworthiness

of composite services. The dynamic plugin-based trustworthiness module continuously

monitors the adherence the services to their contracts and receives metrics relating to

the reputation, QoS, security and other events. Trustworthiness attribute ratings are

generated using a rules engine and stored in the module’s trustworthiness ratings’ store.

The computation of trustworthiness depends on the construction of the composite ser-

vice and the relative importance of components.
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The chapter discusses the aggregation of trustworthiness attributes to collectively

evaluate services and their constructs. Component services in a CS can be mandatory

or optional components and may not all be equally important to the trustworthiness

of the CS. Additionally, component services are executed in business processes which

consist of different types of workflow constructs. The aggregation is based on the com-

mon structures of BPMN business processes. A custom Genetic Algorithm is used to

optimise the composition of services based on their trustworthiness and cost.



Chapter 5
Security Metric Framework
for Trustworthy Service
Composition

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in earlier chapters, trust is a multifaceted concept that reflects extensible

set of attributes of the services. However, security is a necessary step in establishing

trust and maintaining service trustworthiness. In order to select and compose services

that are most secure and trustworthy (see Scenario 2.5), there is a need for metrics to

evaluate and rank those services in terms of their security attributes. The concept of

attack surfaces [101, 102] is gaining more attention in the security research community.

Measuring an attack surface in a software system involves identifying entry points and

exit points in that system which are then used to determine the relevant potentially

exploitable system resources.

In this chapter, we describe a novel framework for measuring attack surfaces in

services environments, particularly, compositions of services. It describes service entry

and exit points and classifies their security aspects and attributes. We consider the

contribution of each of the resources that belong to a service based on the importance
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and sensitivity of the resource. We also consider other factors that affect the effort

needed to gain the required access and the extent of the resulting damage.

The computation of the attack surface metric depends on the types and the number

of service resources and the level of compliance of the service to optimum values of

applicable security aspects and attributes. We identify five quantifiable security aspects

for resources in each entry and exit point in a service, which are access privilege, access

right, encapsulation, cryptography and validation. The security attributes that belong

to each aspect may vary depending on a range of considerations such as the type of

service, its environment and implementation methods. However, this chapter describes

a number of commonly required security attributes in atomic and composite services.

Additionally, the chapter describes an approach to examining the security attributes of

business processes based on common security problems and we relate these attributes

to the attack surfaces of composite services.

The research contributions of this chapter include the application of the concept

of attack surfaces to the service oriented computing. In particular, it contributes the

composition of attack surfaces of atomic services together with the attack surfaces of

their business processes. The chapter also contributes in taking a multifaceted view

of the concept of attack surfaces and the classification of security aspects of services

based on the protection methods and the exploitability of the service resources. Another

contribution is the use of the Structured Assurance Case Model [31, 32] in measuring

the security attributes of resources belonging to entry and exit points of components

and their re-evaluation as components are incorporated into service compositions.

The chapter is organised as follows. Phases in optimising and computing the attack

surface of a composite service are discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the

structure of the attack surface of an atomic service and its computation. The section

also details the security aspects and attributes of attack surfaces and the use of SACM

in attribute evaluations. Issues related to the attack surfaces of composite services and

their computation techniques are discussed in Section 5.4. A discussion and evaluation
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of the framework are in Section 5.5. A summary of the chapter is described in Section

5.6.

5.2 Phases in Attack Surface Computation

The CS provider aims to provide a secure and trustworthy service with quantitative

evaluation of its security as well as overall trustworthiness. In order to achieve this,

the provider follows the phases outlined in Figure 5.1 which are detailed in the next

sections. Building a secure business process requires the selection of secure component

services and their encapsulation and secure integration. In addition to initial knowledge

of component security metrics, the CSP has to measure the business process security

metric as a whole. The provider requires to minimise the extension of the attack sur-

face caused by the integration of the component services and the provision of the CS

to the consumers as an integrated service. Composition of services can create new

opportunities for attackers or introduce new security requirements. Examples of such

requirements are constraints in relation to the access rights to component services or

required process exception handling rules.

Figure 5.1: Phases in Optimisation and Computation of the Attack Surface of a Com-
posite Service

5.3 Attack Surface of Component Service

Security researchers such as Bertino et al. [83] classify vulnerabilities of software com-

ponents into two categories which are; first, software defects caused by design flaws or

coding errors, and second, configuration errors due to unnecessary functions or access
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control misconfigurations. Therefore, security issues can affect various elements of

software that form either a route to the target, the actual target of an attack or their

security relevant attributes. Consequently, those elements and their attributes constitute

the software’s attack surface.

For each service si that is available in an environment there is a set of entry and exit

points which are based around the service operations specified in the service description

as well as other interfaces of the service to the environment. Each point is associated

with a set of exploitable resources with each resource having a security profile. The

security profile specifies the security aspects of the resource. This classification of the

security aspects and attributes of service resources is based on the protection methods

that can affect the exploitability of resources. The following steps are required in order

to determine the service attack surface.

1) Identify all entry and exit points of the service.

2) Determine the resources (i.e. operation and data items) associated with each

entry/exit point.

3) For each resource, document its security profile in terms of its security aspects

and attributes.

4) Determine values of resource security aspects and attributes using the software

assurance case model.

5) Compute the damage potential to effort ratios for each entry and exit point based

on the security aspects of its resources.

6) Compute the service’s attack surface metric by aggregating damage potential to

effort ratios of the service’s entry and exit points.

The following subsections discuss each of the concepts to which we referred and de-

scribe the approach to achieving these steps.
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5.3.1 Entry and Exit Points and Associated Resources

Figure 5.2 illustrates the categories of service entry and exit points. A service entry

point is a service operation that has one of the following interactions:

• supported service interface (e.g. WSDL - Web Service Description Language)

operations that can receive data from an interacting consumer or other service.

• service operations that execute external operations and receive data from other

applications e.g. legacy applications.

• service operations that receive data from a file system or a data store e.g. LDAP

or SQL database.

A service exit point, on the other hand, is a service operation that has one of the follow-

ing interactions:

• supported service interface operations that can send data to interacting consumer

or other service.

• service operations that execute external operations and send data to another ap-

plication.

• service operations that send data to a file system or a data store.

Each entry/exit point h described above may have several resources associated to

it. We categorize those resources as follows:

– Operation (op): a service operation is a key resource in an entry/exit point and

its security profile significantly affects the security level of the service.

– Data (d): various types of data included in operation parameters, return types and

persistent data can be associated with different levels of exploitability.
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Figure 5.2: Example Service Entry/Exit Points

5.3.2 Resource Security Profile

Each potentially exploitable resource in an entry or exit point has a security profile. A

profile consists of the resource’s security aspects and attributes. The following security

aspects are documented for each resource. The classification of the security profile of

service resources into aspects and attributes is based on the protection methods that

can affect the exploitability of the resources. The aim of the security aspects is to

cover all security attributes of resources belonging to a service while every security

aspect includes attributes that focus on certain application protection level. Some of the

aspects are not applicable to all types of resources.

(i) Privilege (G): Resources such as operations may have or can acquire multiple

privilege levels. For example, an operation may access a database using certain

excess privilege such as “root” allowing to bypass necessary checks when it can

perform its required actions with less privilege.

(ii) Access right (A): This determines the authentication required to gain different

levels of access to a resource e.g. write, read, execute. An insecure resource may

for example allow writing for unauthenticated users. The access rights can be

role-based, attribute-based or a mixture of both. In order to assign scores to those
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rights they are ranked according to the level of access and control they provide

over the resource.

(iii) Encapsulation (E): Encapsulation is software development technique that re-

stricts access to operations and data items. A resource is more secure if it is

internal rather than it has public access. Restriction of access to operations and

data items, by setting them as non-public, protects from direct accessibility to

the operations as well as protecting from other indirect security problems. For

example, some unnecessarily public operations may result in exposed object con-

struction and mutable objects which can have security implications. In addition

to setting data programmatically to public access, other approaches can make

them accessible such as serialisation. Therefore, there are existing approaches

to restricting access to sensitive data in those cases as well e.g. exclusion from

serialisation.

(iv) Cryptography (C): This aspect is relevant to data. The application of encryp-

tion, use of encrypted channel, message encryption, key strength and proper key

management affect potential attacks against a service’s confidentiality. Digital

signatures provide data integrity and non-repudiation. In WSDL-based services

descriptions (Figure 5.2), each WSDL binding is associated with a protocol e.g.

SMTP, HTTP, HTTPS. Since a service operation can have multiple bindings,

more than one protocol may be associated with each entry/exit point. Other forms

of entry/exit points, such as interfaces to backend systems, may also use one or

more protocols. Therefore, a resource may have more than one level of secu-

rity for the same aspect attribute (e.g. encrypted & unencrypted channels). In

that case the principle of the weakest link is followed i.e. count the least se-

cure. Cryptography applies also to logging data to ensure its confidentiality and

integrity.

(v) Validation (V): Validation controls are relevant to data and operations and they

ensure proper detection and handling of security-related events and errors. This

aspect can be examined under the following subcategories.
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• Data Validation: Various levels of validation for XML schema and content

enhance the security of services. The validation can be ranked according to;

first, its exhaustiveness or degree of coverage and, second, the degree of pro-

tection provided by the recovery techniques. For example, common types

of validations that protect against a variety of attacks include validations of

XML syntax, data format and data size constraints. Each validation tech-

nique protects from a set of potential attacks e.g. constraining payload sizes

provides protection of availability from Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.

• Exception Handling: This helps achieve robustness of the operations and

protects from common vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow. Some re-

search works exist on automatic testing of exception handling and recovery

in applications such as the work of Marinescu and Candea [139] with lim-

ited research providing particular consideration of Web services and com-

position [140–142]. The degree of coverage of the exception handling tech-

niques can be evaluated by first specifying the meaning of coverage. For

example, coverage with respect of code text, control flow graph, class of

errors, etc. Avižienis et al. [143] categorise fault and error handling and

corrective techniques to a number of categories such as rollback, compen-

sation and isolation. The usefulness and the degree of protection of the

techniques are application-specific. From a security perspective, the main

goal is that the operation fails into a secure state.

• Logging: Secure and reliable logging is also necessary for recording secu-

rity incidents, policy violations and operational errors as well as auditing

[144]. Message logging can be performed using a number of mechanisms

such as input and output interception.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the resource categories for entry/exit points and their relevant

security aspects and attributes. A service has multiple entry/exit points which in turn

have associated resources (association labelled ‘has resource’). Each resource (light

purple box with ‘ ’ sign) is connected to a set of security aspects labelled with ‘pro-

tected by’. Each aspect (light yellow box with ‘ ’ sign) for a resource is associated
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Figure 5.3: Service Entry/Exit Point Resource Types and Their Security Aspects

with a set of proposed common attributes to evaluate the aspect. These attributes can

be extended or modified depending on the security-related characteristics of a service

and its environment. Additionally, the attributes are also relevant to composite services

as discussed in Section 5.4. Moreover, some attributes, such as scope, can be more

relevant to composite than atomic services.
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The aim of the security aspects is to cover all security attributes of resources be-

longing to a service while every security aspect focuses on certain application protec-

tion level. Each of the protection levels affects the exploitability of a resource belonging

to a service. However, the implementation of the security aspects and attributes for a

specific service instance may not in some cases properly include all required attributes

for an aspect and this results in potential weakness in the defence layers and larger

attack surface. Therefore, thorough implementation is essential in ensuring minimum

exploitability of resources. For example, a DoS attack can occur due to buffer over-

flow vulnerability. However, if the validation security aspect includes code validation

it should state the level of evidence that the code is tested and the extent of code cov-

erage against classes of errors including buffer overflows. The same vulnerability (i.e.

buffer overflow in this case) is normally protected through multiple security aspects and

attributes as evaluated in Section 5.5.

5.3.3 Evaluation of Security Aspects Using SACM

As discussed in Subsection 3.4.2, approaches to modelling of software security at-

tributes, vulnerabilities and threats depend on the purpose of the model such as iden-

tifying threats, their potential damage and prioritisation. The models may focus on

analysing attacks, identifying countermeasures or risk mitigation.

In order to assign quantitative values to the security aspects and attributes described

above we propose to use the Structured Assurance Case Model [31]. The model has

been used widely in assuring system safety while some researchers such as Rhodes

et al. [32] investigate its applicability to software. Boland et al. [103] describe an

approach using SACM for the determination of software trustworthiness. We provide a

brief description of the model and its applicability to the security aspect measurement.

The model consists of the following elements; claims, subclaims, arguments and

evidence [145] as represented in Figure 5.4. Claims are propositions made to sup-

port satisfaction of security aspects and attributes. A claim may consist of supporting

subclaims. Evidence is information or objective artefact used to support a claim or
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subclaim. An argument contains the evidence and subclaims together with rules of

inference to establish a claim. It should be noted that multiple subclaims, multiple ev-

idence, etc represent logical conjunctions. That is the top claim is true if all subclaims

are true. This is reflected in the computation of the value for the top claim (security

aspect).

Figure 5.4: General Representation of the Structured Assurance Case Model

Figure 5.5 illustrates a summary of how the model can be used in determining the

values for the security aspects and attributes using the validation aspect for an operation

in the Loan service as an example (see Scenario in Section 2.5). The model is drawn

using Adelard Assurance and Safety Case Environment (ASCE) [146].

In the figure the top oval is the top level claim Claim_1 regarding the Validation

security aspect. Its subclaims (Nodes Claim_1.1 to Claim_1.4) in this example relate

to the individual attributes as in Figure 5.3. Nodes Arg_1 to Arg_4 represent developed

arguments that provide reasons why a claim should be accepted as true.

Nodes Ev_1 to Ev_4 are actual pieces of evidence. Based on each one, an evidence

strength (EvS trength) is calculated in order to evaluate the so called argument result

(ArgResult). Evidence supporting an argument should be as objective as possible and

may take many forms such as static test results, simulation results, fault-tree analy-

ses, modelling, certifications and human inspections. Security testing and verification

techniques such as those described in the OWASP Application Security Verification

Standard document [147] can be used as the basis of the evidences.

Evidence strength is a function of evidence strength factors such as sufficiency,

accuracy and reproducibility. Multiple evidence items may contribute to the argument
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Figure 5.5: Example Structured Assurance Case for an Operation Validation Security
Aspect

result such as Ev_2.1 and Ev_2.2 shown in the figure. For example, argument result

may be calculated as a weighted average of supporting evidence strengths where ω is

the weight of the corresponding item.

ArgResult_1 =
ω1 × EvS trength_1 + ω2 × EvS trength_2 + ...

ω1 + ω2 + ...
(5.1)

The value of a subclaim satisfaction is calculated as a function of related argument

results. For example, this value can be calculated as a weighted average of supporting

argument results.

The value of a higher level claim is a function of its subclaims. For example, a

weighted product of subclaim satisfaction can be used to calculate a claim satisfaction.

Similarly, a security aspect value (e.g. validation Vop for operation op) equals the value

of top level claim satisfaction if only one exists, or otherwise a weighted product of

multiple top level claims.
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The top level claim or claims corresponds to a security aspect while subclaims

represent security attributes. Claims and subclaims can be further decomposed into

lower level subclaims with associated arguments and evidence as required in the appli-

cation context. This requires calculating the value of a (higher level) subclaim using its

subclaims. If Λ is a security attribute, the following formulas indicate how Λ can be

calculated. The value N is the number of top level claims and M is the number of sub-

claims of one higher level claim that are at the same level. Note that a claim Claim_i. j

can have recursively have further subclaims and can be calculated using the same Equa-

tion 5.3. Weights of subclaims are assigned independently from those of higher level

claims. The sum of claims’ weights at one level equals the number of claims at that

level e.g.
N∑

i=1
ωi = N.

Λ =

N∏
i=1

Claim_iωi (5.2)

Claim_i =

M∏
j=1

Claim_i. jωi. j (5.3)

In the case of the example given in Figure 5.5, the value Vop is calculated as follows.

Vop = Claim_1 (5.4)

Claim_1 = Claim_1.1ω1.1 ×Claim_1.2ω1.2 ×Claim_1.3ω1.3 ×Claim_1.4ω1.4 (5.5)

Further detailed description of the model is outside the scope of this thesis as our

focus is on developing an approach for the use of the attack surface concept as a security

metric for trustworthy service selection and compositions. The reader may refer to

[32, 103, 145] for details on the methodology.
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5.3.4 Resource Damage Potential to Effort Ratio

Resources in each entry/exit point contribute differently to the attack surface of a ser-

vice. The contribution depends on three factors;

• the sensitivity and importance of the resource which are determined by internal

or external characteristics of the resource such as its type, source or location,

• the effort required to access and attack the resource, and

• the potential damage or loss that can result from the attack. The damage is related

to the resource characteristics as above or due to security aspects and attributes

such as privileges.

The higher the damage potential or the lower the effort, the higher the contribution to the

attack surface. Therefore, these factors determine what is called the damage potential to

effort ratio of a resource and are estimated using the evaluation of the resource category

and its security aspects. For example, to simplify the process of allocating quantitative

values to data item resources they can be categorised based on data type, its location,

source, etc. Values are assigned to each entry/exit point resource and its security aspects

in order to compute the resources’ damage potential to effort ratios.

Manadhata and Wing [102] use the privilege level to indicate the damage potential

while the access right to the resource is used as the measure of the attack effort. They

do not consider the other aspects of resource security described in this chapter although

they mention the relevance of some of the aspects to the attack surface measurement.

In software services, additional aspects described earlier including encapsulation, cryp-

tography and validation are required to increase the attack effort. Encapsulation raises

the attack efforts while cryptography and validation aspects both generally increase the

efforts and reduce damage potential.

As a guideline on assigning numeric values to resources, Manadhata and Wing state

that the values should be such that both the privilege values and the access rights values
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affect the outcome of the attack surface measurements. They suggest choosing medium

difference for the values of privilege levels and either a medium or a high difference for

the values of access right levels.

Our proposed equation supports the consideration of encapsulation, validation and

cryptographic scores as described in Subsection 5.3.3. We use Weighted Product Model

from Multi-Criteria Decision Making [148] to balance the contribution of different se-

curity aspects in the attack surface metric. The variableωA refers to the weight of access

rights, and so on for the weights of other aspects. For a security aspect with index k;

ωk ≥ 0,
l∑

k=1

ωk = l (5.6)

where l is number of security aspects.

Equation (5.7) computes the damage potential to effort ratio Kh,i for an entry/exit

point h in a service si.

Kh,i =
Rop ×Gop

ωG

Aop
ωA × Eop

ωE × Vop
ωV

+

n∑
d=1

Rd

Ad
ωA × Ed

ωE ×Cd
ωC × Vd

ωV
(5.7)

where Rop is the entry/exit point’s operation value as an attack surface resource and

Gop, Aop, Eop and Vop are the assigned values for privilege, access right, encapsulation

and validation respectively. Similarly, d refers to each of n data items in the entry/exit

point and the variables correspond to the values of security aspects of the data items

i.e. Cd refers to cryptography aspect value and so on for other aspects. Values allocated

to a resource (Rop and Rd) depend on the factors described earlier in this subsection.

Denominator variables e.g. Aop, must not be assigned zero value.

The attack surface metric value Si for a service si is the sum of the resources’

damage potential/effort ratios of all its m entry/exit points.

Si =

m∑
h=1

Kh,i (5.8)
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5.4 Attack Surface of Composite Service

5.4.1 Attack Surface Metric in Selection and Initial Estimation

The initial attack surface of a composite service Scs,init is the sum of the damage poten-

tial/effort ratios (Equation 5.9) for all entry/exit points in its n selected components.

Scs,init =

n∑
i=1

Si (5.9)

The selection of most trustworthy service composition (see scenario in Section 2.5)

requires a comparable metric of security which allows for the aggregation of trustwor-

thiness attributes as described in Chapter 4. Determining the maximum and minimum

security metrics for a given service task is required in order to normalise the metrics

for component services. It also helps to benchmark the security level of all compo-

nent services and provide an initial estimation of the overall security of the composite

service.

The maximum and minimum attack surface metrics (Si,max and Si,min respectively)

are computed based on the expected types and quantity of resources in a service. The

types and quantity of resources in turn depend on the nature of functionality, complexity

and other characteristics of the service. The computation of the maximum and mini-

mum metrics involves the same steps in determining the attack surface of a typical real

world service. The maximum attack surface metric indicates the lowest security and

the opposite for the minimum metric.

The minimum metric equals the attack surface metric (computed using Equations

5.7 and 5.8) when the highest values of the security aspects (except privilege level) are

in place with the least applicable privilege levels and lowest possible number and con-

tributions of entry/exit point resources. The opposite values of these variables are used

to calculate the maximum metric. One of the main difficulties is the estimation of the

minimum set of the needed resources for the service functionality in terms of operations
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and data. Alternatively, the metric Si,min may be calculated using the highest values of

the security aspects (but lowest privilege level) of the same number and contributions

of the resources of a selected service si.

Equation (5.10) shows how to determine the normalised metric value Si,norm for a

service si.

Si,norm =
Si − Si,min

Si,max − Si,min
(5.10)

Si,max , Si,min

5.4.2 Composition Effects on CS Attack Surface

As discussed above, component services must be secure to build a secure composite

service because any insecure component can be used to subvert the whole process. In

addition to ensuring security of component services, providers of composite services

need to consider minimising the extension of the attack surface caused by integration

of components and provision of the CS to the consumers as whole service. Secure com-

position can impose additional security requirements that aim to limit its attack surface.

A composite service has its own entry/exit points in addition to those of its compo-

nents. For example, in a BPMN-based process a service task is carried out by some

kind of a service such as a Web service or an automated application. Therefore, it can

be performed by a remote component service or a CSP’s local application. Other task

types including script tasks and business rule tasks may also create additional entry/exit

points to a composite service.

Each of the entry/exit points has the two categories of resources described in Sec-

tion 5.3 and the relevant security aspects and attributes of each resource. A composite

service can reduce the attack surface through limiting access to component entry/exit

points. As described by Gennari and Garlan [149], there are two ways to improve the

attack surface metric for a given system; first, by reducing the number of externally
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available resources and second, by reducing the benefits gained from exploiting a re-

source.

Both the specific requirements of a CS and changes to the attack surface of com-

ponent services can affect claims, arguments and evidence in the SACM model used to

evaluate security aspects of resources. This consequently affects the overall calculated

attack surface of the integrated components. The following is the description of each of

the security aspects in relation to composite services.

i) Privileges: Like other software systems, secure business processes need to en-

force least privileges in accessing resources including the minimum privileges

required to carry out a process task and only for the duration of that task.

ii) Access Rights: The composition may have new security requirements such as

when there are required constraints in relation to the access rights to component

services. Binding of Duty (BoD) and Separation of Duty (SoD) are common

constraints in workflow security. In BoD the same user is required to perform

two different activities while in SoD two different users must execute two distinct

activities. Extensions to BPMN to support those constraints are proposed by

researchers such as Brucker et al. [84] and Rodríguez et al. [85]. Bertino et al.

[83] propose an authorization model called RBAC-WS-BPEL for BPEL business

processes that aims to support the specification of such access constraints. These

models can provide an extra shield against attack on component services and limit

the extension of the attack surface caused by the composition.

iii) Encapsulation: A CS business process encapsulates the component services re-

stricting external access and access from other components and providing a layer

of protection. Resources from component services’ entry/exit points including

both operations and data items that are handled only inside the business process

without direct involvement in interactions outside the process (i.e. with con-

sumer, external system, data I/O) have reduced contribution to the attack surface

from the CS perspective. For example, the data may be processed only internally;
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received by the process from one component and then passed possibly with for-

mat or content changes to another component. However, the resources are not

considered completely internal because of the distributed nature of the process

interactions.

In addition, scoping elements (using enclosing <scope> tags in BPEL and Sub-

Process in BPMN) provide additional encapsulation through contextual grouping

of tasks into subprocesses. In Figure 5.6 three component services (Rate, Credit

History and Loan) from the composite service described in the scenario (Section

2.5) are grouped in a BPMN subprocess (white rectangle) that can also raise

events. The compensation event for Loan service is internal to the subprocess

which is signified using ‘ ’. The subprocess boundary events are timer event ‘ ’

and error event ‘ ’. The activities external to the subprocess (e.g. “Additional

Details”) have no access to its variables. The end event ‘ ’ is called cancel event

which is triggered in this case if allowed time is exceeded.

Figure 5.6: Encapsulation of Activities in a Subprocess

iv) Cryptography: A secure business process encrypts and signs messages between

entities in the process so that only the recipient can decrypt them ensuring their

integrity, authenticity, confidentiality and SoD. Robust cryptography techniques

in a business process require compatible encryption algorithms and proper key

management. In practice, performance issues are equally important requiring ad-

equate cryptographic techniques that do not constrict efficient operation. There-

fore, the maximum value assigned to this security aspect in any business process
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in its attack surface computation does not necessarily correspond to the strongest

possible encryption and signing mechanisms.

v) Validation: A composite service can provide its own validation rather than re-

lying completely on data validation, exception handling and logging techniques

supported by components. This consequently improves the validation coverage

and/or the corrective techniques.

• Data Validation: Exchange of data between component services requires

further data handling in a business process including validation, reformat-

ting, transformation and storage. These procedures result in changes in the

evaluation of security aspects of existing component data items and can im-

pose additional data items, operations and entry/exit points.

• Exception Handling: Composition of services can create new opportunities

for attackers and new vulnerabilities such as those resulting from deficien-

cies in exception handling within a business process. An exception can be

thrown by a service runtime environment due to a certain condition in the

process itself such as a join failure. An exception can also occur as a result

of error conditions in the environment, network communication failures or

other reasons. Those exceptions if not caught and handled properly may

result in security breaches, for example, to the integrity or confidentiality of

data. Therefore, a process requires further exception coverage and correc-

tive techniques in addition to those implemented by its components.

Exceptions are more likely in complex business processes. For that rea-

son, component services and activities can be grouped into subprocesses to

enhance the robustness of a composite service and improve the management

of exception handling as in Figure 5.6 described earlier. In BPEL, this can

be implemented using scopes. A scope (<scope>) allows to define handlers

of exceptions as well as message and time-based events for individual ac-

tivities or groups of activities in a workflow construct such as sequence or
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parallel constructs. Exception handling techniques and their testing and ver-

ification in service compositions are also investigated by researchers such

as Kuk and Kim [141] and Friedrich et al. [142].

• Logging: Like atomic services, secure and accessible logging is an impor-

tant security attribute in business processes [8]. In addition to local com-

ponent service logging, composite service logging allows to centrally trace

security-related events relating to component services and the operation and

interactions of the business process. Ideally, integration of distributed logs

from various vendors allows a complete picture of events. However, inter-

operability issues are frequent with the absence of common implemented

logging standards.

5.4.3 Computation of CS Attack Surface

Since some of the characteristics of service environments are that it is distributed and

loosely-coupled, it may not be possible for a CS to impose restrictions on the quantity

and security of the entry/exit points of component services. Therefore, a composite

service inherits those entry/exit points. The initial evaluation of a CS attack surface

described in Subsection 5.4.1 is only indicative of the actual attack surface of the de-

veloped composite service. The optimisation and measurement of a CS attack surface

involves the following steps.

Step 1) Re-evaluate and reduce the attack surface for all components:

Each of the component services has associated entry/exit points with resources and se-

curity profiles as described in Section 5.3. The components attack surface could be

further reduced using techniques such as BPEL security extensions, through modify-

ing the component configurations, by communication interception or combination of

these. The following are examples of the attack surface reductions for the pre-existing

entry/exit points.
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– moving component’s operations from public to internal access, resulting in con-

cealing the component’s entry/exit points. Additionally, a component may in-

clude excess functionality. In such case, the disabling of such functions when

applicable, for example by reconfiguration, can reduce the entry/exit points’ at-

tack surface or even remove some entry/exit points.

– providing more secure centralized data store for the composite service. Con-

sequently, it reduces the attack surface caused by the security aspects of data

resources. Since, this redistribution of data resources can modify the data cate-

gories (due to change of the location attribute as described in Subsection 5.3.2) it

also can reduce the contribution of those resources.

As described earlier, composite service requirements and changes to components

such as their modes of interaction can affect the claims, arguments and evidence in the

SACM model used in evaluating security attributes. Therefore, it requires re-evaluating

the affected attributes. The composition can also introduce new attributes such as scop-

ing (Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.7: Example Structured Assurance Case for Validation Security Aspect of the
Attack Surface in Updated Loan Component Operation
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Figure 5.7 illustrates changes to the structured assurance case for the validation

aspect of an operation in the Loan component described earlier in Figure 5.5 after con-

sideration of the changes due to composition. Dotted blue arrow indicates unmodified

original structures (Claim_1.1, Claim_1.2, etc) from Figure 5.5. Some claims comple-

ment existing ones to support the composition. For example, Claim_1.2b complements

Claim_1.2 to ensure support for business process related exceptions, and similarly for

other claims; Claim_1.3b (support for transaction compensation) and Claim_1.4b (sup-

port for log sharing). Other claims may be new such as Claim_1.5 that requires encap-

sulation through grouping of tasks using subprocesses and scopes (representing scoping

attribute).

The updated damage/effort ratios for resources in entry/exit points of each compo-

nent si are recalculated as in Equation (5.11). The acute accent indicates the modified

security aspects and other variables based on requirements and changes performed in

composite services as discussed above.

Ḱh,i =
Ŕop × ǴωG

op

ÁωA
op × ÉωE

op × V́ωV
op

+

n∑
d=1

Ŕd

ÁωA
d × ÉωE

d × ĆωC
d × V́ωV

d

(5.11)

The attack surface metric value Śi of each component si is then updated as below.

Śi =

m∑
h=1

Ḱh,i (5.12)

Step 2) Identify added entry/exit points of the composite service

A non-component entry/exit point in a composite service is an operation that exists

outside the component services and is invoked as part of the business process logic.

As with component services, a non-component entry/exit point in a composite service

must have one or more of the types of interactions i.e. consumer, external system, data

I/O. Examples of such entry/exit points that can be introduced in business processes are

those associated with event handling, exception handling and business rule operations

that support those interaction types.
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Step 3) Evaluate security profile of resources associated with non-component entry/exit

points:

The same approach of identifying resources and documenting their security profiles

applies to the additional entry/exit points specific to the composite service. All security

aspects are relevant to business process entry/exit points with adjusted considerations

and priorities as described in Subsection 5.4.2. For example, the process is subject to

a range of additional exceptions, and therefore, reduction of the attack surface requires

both adequate coverage and corrective techniques for those exceptions (Figure 5.3).

Likewise, further encapsulation using the process scopes discussed above provides an

added protection by dividing the business process into independent subprocesses. In

order to assign quantitative values to the security aspects, SACM model is also applied

to the security aspects of the CS non-component resources.

Step 4) Aggregate the updated resource damage potential/effort ratios and compute the

CS attack surface:

Each exploitable entry/exit point in the CS contributes to its attack surface. The dam-

age potential/effort ratio K j of an entry/exit point j in the composite service (other than

those from components) is calculated based on the resource contribution and the secu-

rity aspects as in the case of component resources. The overall CS attack surface Scs is

the sum of the damage potential/effort ratios (Equation 5.13) for all entry/exit points in

the composite service including the updated attack surface measurement of entry/exit

points of its components.

Scs =

n∑
i=1

Śi +

z∑
j=1

K j (5.13)

where n is the number of components in the composite service, z is the number of the

non-component entry/exit points.

5.5 Discussion and Evaluation

We consider the attack surface of a service as a set of entry and exit points as proposed

originally by Manadhata and Wing [102]. Each entry/exit point has security related
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features that affect the protection and the exploitability of resources associated to that

point. Our approach is focused on the attack surface of a service as opposed to the detec-

tion or prevention of specific vulnerabilities. However, the security aspects we propose

also cover various types of known categories of vulnerabilities and threats. Classifica-

tions and listings of such vulnerabilities and threats are discussed by researchers such as

Tsipenyuk and McGraw [150] and in threat repositories and software security projects

as in Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [151] and OWASP [152] respectively.

Table 5.1: Relationship of OWASP 2013 Top Ten Security Risks [152] to Security
Aspects of Service Attack Surfaces

OWASP Risk
Relevance to Security Aspect

G A E C V

A1 - Injection ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

A2 - Broken Authentication and Session Management +++ +++ ++ +++ +++

A3 - Cross Site Scripting (XSS) ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

A4 - Insecure Direct Object References +++ +++ ++ ++ ++

A5 - Security Misconfiguration +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

A6 - Sensitive Data Exposure +++ +++ ++ +++ +++

A7 - Missing Function Level Access Control +++ +++ +++ ++ ++

A8 - Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) +++ +++ ++ ++ +++

A9 - Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

A10 - Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards ++ ++ ++ ++ +++

High protection against risk +++

Medium protection against risk ++

Table 5.1 indicates the relevance of the widely referenced OWASP 2013 top ten

Web application security risks [152] to the attributes of the attack surface security as-

pects. Although the list refers to vulnerabilities or categories of vulnerabilities they

claim that they are designed around organisational risks. The list is chosen because it

focuses on Web applications, their code and development process. This makes the list

fit well with the scope of our work. The list is referenced by well-known projects such

as Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) [151] and by security companies e.g. Core
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Security [153] and Applicure [154] in relation to their security products. The document

is also referenced by well-cited publications [e.g. 150, 155].

In the table, a risk is of high relevance if the corresponding security aspect at-

tributes provide direct protection when the attributes have optimum values. Medium

relevance indicates that the attributes provide significant but less defence or a second

level protection. Examples of medium relevance are cases where encryption or encap-

sulation prevent access to resources even after an attack occurs. All security aspects

have medium or high relevance to those risks. Our allocation of the relevance ratings is

based on description of the risks and their mitigation and related defence mechanisms

for Web services in general such as those described in OWASP documents [147, 152],

CWE [151] and by Bertino et al. [83]. However, specific Web services may have indi-

vidual priorities in relation to risks and mitigation methods.

The utilisation of SACM allows dependable measurement of individual security at-

tributes through the claim-argument-evidence model. It also allows for traceable and

reproducible results. The Structured Assurance Case Model has been widely used in

complex systems such as avionics and shown to be an effective approach in assuring

safety [32]. Claims satisfaction in our attack surface metric can use evidences from

existing testing and verification methods such as those described in the OWASP Ap-

plication Security Verification Standard document [147]. In addition to such static

evidences, the model can incorporate operational evidences [105]. One main chal-

lenge is to use objective and reproducible evidences which may not always be entirely

achievable due to the expected dependence on expert analysis reports to support some

structured arguments.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the effect on the attack surface metric resulting from changes

in the value of a security aspect of a data resource and changes of the aspect’s weight,

using the access right aspect Ad as an example. The values of security aspects can range

between 0 and 1. The figure shows the effect in both cases where other security aspects

(i.e. validation, encapsulation and cryptography) are of high (Vd = Ed = Cd = 1) and

medium values (Vd = Ed = Cd = 0.5). Resource contribution value Rd depends on the
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Figure 5.8: Change of Attack Surface Based on Values of Access Level and its Weight

significance and sensitivity of the resource. We set its value here at 1 which is the same

as the highest value of the aggregated security aspects (i.e. 1). This means that the

lowest potential damage/effort ratio is 1. The access right weight ranges from 0 (access

right is completely disregarded) to 4 (access right is the only security aspect consid-

ered). The weight value for each security aspect is 1 for equally weighted aspects. As

the figure shows, the resource attack surface score stays close to 1 (i.e. secure resource)

when the access right (and other aspects) level score is high (Ad . 1), particularly if its

weight is average or above (i.e. ωA ≥ 1).

5.6 Summary

The chapter describes a framework to quantify security of services and their compo-

sitions as part of prediction of service trustworthiness. The chapter uses an approach

based on the attack surface concept in quantifying security. It examines the features of

attack surfaces in service environments including how an attack surface is composed

in the case of service-based business processes. It describes service entry points and
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exit points and classifies the security aspects and attributes of resources associated with

these points. The computation of attack surfaces is based on contributions and security

aspects of resources. The computed metric value depends on the types and quantity of

the resources and the level of adherence of the service to the optimum values of the

security attributes.

The evaluation of the resource security aspects builds on the Structured Assurance

Case Model that is used to determine security aspect values through logical proposi-

tions called arguments. Those arguments aim to support claims using objective evi-

dence data. Evidence supporting an argument may take many forms such as test and

simulation results, modelling and human inspections.

The chapter also describes ranking of candidate component services based on their

attack surfaces, evaluation of the attack surface metric of composite services and se-

curity issues relating to business process attack surfaces. Aggregated attack surface

metrics for candidate services can be compared in order to select the likely most secure

component service. A service security metric which represents the security attributes

can be incorporated with other trustworthiness attributes of that service in order to select

the most trustworthy component.

Once secure and trustworthy components for a composite service are selected the

following step is to evaluate and reduce the overall attack surface of the business pro-

cess. Security attributes of resources in the existing entry/exit points are re-evaluated

using a new iteration of the structured assurance case according to the new requirements

and updates of the service composition. In addition, non-component based entry/exit

points in the business process are evaluated in the same way and added to the overall

attack surface measurement of the composite service.
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6.1 Introduction

In the scenario (Section 2.5) we described the need of CSPs to determine the values

of component trustworthiness attributes based on those of existing composite services.

The component attribute values are used by the CSPs to maintain and improve their

composite service trustworthiness. The process may require service adaptation by re-

placing untrustworthy components. The determination of trustworthiness attribute val-

ues is also required for ranking and selection of components of new CSs.

A component service can simultaneously exist as part of business processes of

multiple composite service providers and can jointly be invoked in those processes.

Meanwhile, a CS may contain several such component services. Example of such ser-

vices are the eCommerce services described in Section 2.5. The association between

composite and component services can benefit CSPs and their consumers. The corre-

lation between trustworthiness of CSs sharing some components allows determination
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of trustworthiness of their components. The composite services can accordingly im-

prove their trustworthiness during selection and afterwards via runtime adaptation by

replacing untrustworthy components.

Service reliability, reputation and response time are some of the important at-

tributes of trustworthy services [23, 24, 112]. The reliability of composite services

depends on how reliable their components are. We measure reliability of a service as

the percentage of its successful completion of executions. Reputation of a service is its

overall value based on its consumer satisfaction ratings. Additionally, components of

a composite service contribute differently to the service and their importance therefore

varies. This consequently affects the component influence on the reputation of the CS.

Response time is the length of time required to complete the execution of a service.

Additionally, unexpected limitation of service capacity can cause delay or unreliability

of a service [133] and consequently affect its trustworthiness.

In this chapter we describe novel framework and mechanisms for determination

of those important trustworthiness attributes of components i.e. reliability, reputation,

response time and capacity, based on monitoring and consumer reporting of the cor-

responding attributes of composite services. The distributed CSs jointly invoke dis-

tributed component services. CSPs set up contract agreement between each other to

ensure fair collaboration and exchange of compiled monitoring and QoE data with each

other to mutually maintain their trustworthiness and protect them from untrustworthy

components.

The CSs can have varying degrees of similarity in terms of their components and

they may have different process structure. In order to determine a trustworthiness at-

tribute for a set of component services, we first try to find a system of equations in

which the number of equations is equal to the number of variables. Each equation cor-

responds to the structure of the process of a particular composite service. The variables

in those equations correspond to attributes of the components. We solve the linear or

nonlinear system of equations to provide a unique solution. If equal number of equa-

tions and variables is not found we use the equations as constraints in an optimisation
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problem that predicts the minimum trustworthiness of candidate components.

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 describes the framework and the

trustworthiness determination procedure. Section 6.3 discusses the general mechanisms

for the computation of component trustworthiness attributes. Section 6.4 describes de-

termination of component reliabilities, reputations, response times and capacities re-

spectively based on availability of equal number of equations and variables. Deter-

mination of those attributes in case of unequal number of equations and variables is

discussed in Section 6.5. A summary is described in Section 6.6.

6.2 Trustworthiness Data Exchange

6.2.1 Exchange Framework

Our proposed framework for the exchange of trustworthiness data between CSPs is il-

lustrated in Figure 6.1. The CSs share component services which are orchestrated by

each CSP and executed by its Execution Management software module. The compo-

nents of each composite service are indicated by the corresponding dotted coloured

arrows. The composite services are also shown in Figure 6.4. Consumers can execute

a composite service and submit QoE reports that indicate either success or failure of

the execution and their satisfaction level. The CS is also monitored for its execution

success and time by the Execution Management module. Each composite service has a

Trustworthiness Agent that is responsible for exchanging trustworthiness data with cor-

responding agents and computing component trustworthiness. The circle connecting

the agents exemplifies the communication channel to exchange the data. As demanded

by the distributed and loosely coupled service environment, the mutual and fair collabo-

ration and exchange of trustworthiness data between providers must be ensured through

a contract-based agreement between providers. The details of the agreement is outside

the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 6.1: Trustworthiness Data Exchange Framework

6.2.2 Component Trustworthiness Determination Procedure

Each execution of a composite service either succeeds within or outside an appropriate

response time or otherwise fails. The execution also provides variable satisfaction levels

to consumers. Therefore, after each execution of a composite service, the following

data are recorded; a reliability rating Ri ∈ {0, 1}, a satisfaction rating 0 ≤ Pi ≤ 1 and

response time Ti in msec, where i is the rating index. The reliability of a composite

service is measured through the number of successful executions to the total executions

l over a specified period of time (1 ≤ i ≤ l). For example, 50 failures out of 1000

executions in the specified period means that the CS reliability is 0.95. The failure

indicates that a component service has failed. The values of the CS reputation and the

response time are the average consumer satisfaction ratings and response times over

that period respectively. The ages of the reliability and consumer ratings and of the

response time can also be taken into consideration as described in Subsection 6.2.3.

Since component services are shared between CSs we aim to use this bidirectional
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association to determine the reliabilities, reputations, response times and capacity of

components.

Figure 6.2: Procedure of Data Exchange and Determining Untrustworthy Component
Service Performed by Local Trustworthiness Agent

Figure 6.2 describes the procedure for updating the trustworthiness of a compos-

ite service and its components after a consumer request. A failure, excessive response

time or low satisfaction indicated by a consumer QoE report triggers collection of trust-

worthiness statistics by the local Trustworthiness Agent from peer composite service

providers. The statistics are used to determine components reliabilities, response times

and reputations and detect the component causing the failure, delay or bad reputation.

The exchanged data includes BPMN models of the related CSs in XML. Based on the

data, the Trustworthiness Agent checks if it can set up enough equations where each

equation represents own or peer composite service (see Section 6.3).

The unknowns are the component reliabilities or other trustworthiness attributes.

The number of equations should equal the number of unknowns in order to find a unique

and accurate solution. If not, the Agent can solve the problem by the minimum trust-

worthiness for a component using optimisation as detailed in Subsection 6.3.3. In that
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case, the Agent selects the maximum number of equations with the minimum number

of unknowns in order to find to obtain a most accurate result.

6.2.3 Framework Scalability and Accuracy Discussion

Each local Trustworthiness Agent is responsible for the computation of the attributes

of its provider’s composite service. The effect of the complexity of the CSs on the

computation is not significant because, first, each agent is concerned only with data

from limited set of other CSs that have similar components and, second, the computa-

tion is carried out only when there is a need to update the trustworthiness. Examples

of cases where trustworthiness update is needed are when there are negative consumer

reports or when a provider plans a service adaptation or new composition. Therefore,

the framework is scalable in relation to those aspects.

The framework also scales well with an increase in the number of consumers and

the number of composite services. This is because the increase in the consumers helps

improve the accuracy of the results due to the ability to rely on a wider range of con-

sumers as well as filter those ratings that are considered unreliable. As described earlier

individual ratings are processed locally which as a positive side-effect improves scal-

ability. The increase in the number of CSs is also beneficial as it makes it easier to

identify CSs with shared components.

The approach assumes either moderately consistent patterns of behaviour of com-

ponent services over time or the use of most recent consumer ratings. In case of in-

consistent patterns together with the use of ratings over longer time intervals the results

of the attribute determination may not be reliable due to unreliable input that may not

represent the current state of services. However, this can be overcome by the use of

ageing of ratings over time which is described in Subsection 4.2.4.

An important related issue that has been studied by researchers is the credibility and

honesty of consumer ratings and of sources of trustworthiness data such as collaborating

providers. Examples of such research include the work by Walsh and Sirer [60], Malik
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and Bouguettaya [7] and Hoffman et al. [56]. The main existing approaches in dealing

with the problem are through majority rule and rating of consumers and data sources

[7, 60]. However, the incentive for bad ratings in our case is low because composite

service providers are not interested in high ratings from consumers but rather accurate

ratings that reflect the performance of the service and its components. Those ratings are

used indirectly to determine trustworthiness of components. Nonetheless, inaccurate

ratings are possible for other reasons such as components promoting themselves or

simply misjudged ratings. The filtering of bad consumer ratings and honesty of other

providers are not the focus of this thesis. On the other hand, the computation approach

has varying levels of tolerance to the inaccuracy of monitoring and consumer based

ratings as discussed in the following sections. The tolerance depends on the extent of

the feasible solutions and the rate of diversion of the blame on bad trustworthiness from

one component towards another as a CS trustworthiness attribute value deviates.

6.3 General Approach to the Computation

A number of issues are considered when computing the trustworthiness attributes of CS

components, these include:

• The characteristics of each trustworthiness attribute which determine the attribute

aggregation technique.

• The structure of the CS process (see Section 2.4) which affect the linearity of the

equation representing the composite service.

• The degree of similarity and distribution of joint components among collaborat-

ing CSs, which help provide more accurate predictions.

• The probability of execution of components in Exclusive Choice and in Multi-

choice with Synchronised Merge constructs.
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6.3.1 Computation Steps

The following describes the proposed steps that a provider takes towards computing

the trustworthiness of its CS components. The next sections discuss each attribute

separately and provide examples for different cases.

Step 1) Find equal number of equations and variables:

Assemble a set of equations whose size m is at least equal to the number of their

variables z i.e. provider’s CS components that have unknown values. We use S̄

to indicate the set of components of all CSs with unknown attribute values, that

is

S̄ =

m⋃
j=1

S j (6.1)

where S j is the set of components of a composite service CS j and j is a numeric

identifier for the composite service. In order to achieve equal equations and vari-

ables there must be |S̄ | linear or nonlinear equations (i.e. m = z = |S̄ |). If this

can be achieved using linear equations then unique solutions can be found and

the computation process ends. If the equations are nonlinear unique solutions

can be found for reliability and reputation but not for response time. These are

detailed in Subsection 6.3.2. If equal number of equations and variables cannot

be achieved, go to step (2).

Step 2) Consider only a subset of components:

Assemble a set of equations whose size is not equal to the number of CS com-

ponents but equals the number of the equations’ variables and includes a subset

of the CS components. The equation for our provider’s CS is not included in that

set of equations i.e. S j 1 S̄ but S j ∩ S̄ , ∅. The considered components may

also include components that are not in the provider’s CS. This step also provides

a unique solution that includes the values for some of the CS components. If not

all equations are linear, then the problem is solved as a nonlinear system as in

Subsection 6.3.2.
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If this step is achieved and some of the CS components become known, return

to step (1) to compute the values for the remaining unknown CS components.

Otherwise, go to step (3).

Step 3) Find a local solution instead:

If we cannot achieve equal equations and variables (z > m), then assemble best

possible set of equations which is where there would be the least number of vari-

ables and maximum number of equations and z ≈ m. Using optimisation find the

worst possible trustworthiness attribute values for the components as discussed

in Subsection 6.3.3. The approach is most suitable in finding out the worst pre-

dictable trustworthiness for an individual component or a construct of compo-

nents forming part of a CS such as in service selection.

6.3.2 Case of Equal Number of Equations and Variables

If all equations are linear, the problem is solved using a linear solution for more accu-

racy and speed. The reliability rcs j of composite service CS j with n Sequence compo-

nents can be calculated as product of that of the components as in Equation (6.2) from

Chapter 4.

rcs j =

n∏
i=1

ri (6.2)

Consequently, component reliability can be computed as follows.

n∑
i=1

log(ri) = log(rcs j) (6.3)

where rcs j is reliability of a composite service CS j. The formula also applies to other

constructs where the reliability of the construct is a product of that of its components

such as Synchronised Parallel.
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The boolean function g(si,CS j) is a function that indicates whether si is a compo-

nent of CS j. If S j is the set of components of CS j then.

g(si,CS j) =


1 i f si ∈ S j

0 i f si < S j

(6.4)

The reliability of the components can then be calculated using matrix multiplication as

in the following formula.



g(s1,CS 1) g(s2,CS 1) · · · g(sz,CS 1)

g(s1,CS 2) g(s2,CS 2) · · · g(sz,CS 2)
...

...
. . .

...

g(s1,CS m) g(s2,CS m) · · · g(sz,CS m)





log(rs1)

log(rs2)
...

log(rsz)


=



log(rcs1)

log(rcs2)
...

log(rcsm)


(6.5)

The aggregation equation for the reputation of a composite service with n compo-

nents and not containing Exclusive Choice or Multi-Choice with Synchronised Merge

constructs can be obtained as follows.

pcs j =

n∏
i=1

pi
ωi, j (6.6)

where ωi, j is the importance weight of the component si. By taking this aggregation

technique we are assuming that the reputations of the components of a CS are in-

terdependent and that the reputation of a CS is influenced by the importance of each

component as well as by its reputation.

Accordingly, the reputation of components executed in those constructs, can be

obtained using the following.

n∑
i=1

ωi, j · log(pi) = log(pcs j) (6.7)

where pcs j is reputation value of the composite service from which we aim to determine

the reputation of the components.
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If the function ǵ(si,CS j) is a function whose value is the weight of the component

si when it is a constituent of CS j or zero otherwise.

ǵ(si,CS j) =


ωi, j i f si ∈ S j

0 i f si < S j

(6.8)

Then the component reputations are computed as in Equation (6.5) using reputation

values and ǵ(si,CS j) in place of g(si,CS j).

Similarly, the response times of Sequence components can be computed using the

following formula. This is because the response time of a Sequence-only CS is the sum

of that of its components.



g(s1,CS 1) g(s2,CS 1) · · · g(sz,CS 1)

g(s1,CS 2) g(s2,CS 2) · · · g(sz,CS 2)
...

...
. . .

...

g(s1,CS m) g(s2,CS m) · · · g(sz,CS m)





ts1

ts2

...

tsz


=



tcs1

tcs2

...

tcsm


(6.9)

Alternatively, if the equations for an attribute are nonlinear the problem is solved as

a nonlinear system. In such cases, if S̄ is the set of all variables (i.e. components of all

CSs) then we must have |S̄ | nonlinear equations. For instance, to calculate component

reliabilities, the equation for CS j can be represented as follows.

rcs j = f (R j) (6.10)

where f is a nonlinear function that is defined by the structure of CS j, S j is the set of

components of CS j (i.e. S j ⊂ S̄ ) and R j is the set of the corresponding reliabilities of

components in S j .
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6.3.3 Case of Unequal Number of Equations and Variables

The following describes the proposed steps that a provider takes towards determining

the trustworthiness of set of components in a CS construct as part of the process of

selecting the most trustworthy construct. The steps are illustrated in Figure 6.3. The

later sections discuss each attribute separately and provide examples for different cases.

Figure 6.3: Procedure for Selection of Trustworthy Construct Components Performed
by a CSP

Step 1) Consider a potential set of components for selection:

A CSP chooses candidate components that may be selected for a construct of a

composite service on condition that their computed trustworthiness is above a

threshold set in advance. The construct components can be a subset of all CS

components. The type of the construct, e.g. Sequence, will define the objective

function of the optimisation problem.

Step 2) Identify other CSs that use those components:
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Identify a set of composite services from peer CSPs. The CSs must contain the

chosen components and have known CS trustworthiness attribute values. Trust-

worthiness attribute values and CS process model (e.g. BPMN in XML format)

are required for each of the CSs.

Each composite service defines an optimisation equality constraint whose vari-

ables are its components’ attributes. The constraints can be linear or nonlin-

ear. The considered CSs may also include other components that are not in the

provider’s CS. For most accurate results, the number of constraints should be

close to the number of variables.

Step 3) Find the lowest predicted values for the trustworthiness attributes:

Optimisation is used to find the lowest predicted value of the attribute. If the

values of all attributes e.g. reliability and reputation, are below thresholds the

provider considers an alternative set of components. Otherwise, those compo-

nents are selected. Another approach to the selection decision is to use a collec-

tive trustworthiness evaluation. A trustworthy construct may include components

that are generally trustworthy but their attribute values vary. Therefore, the con-

sideration of trustworthiness attributes individually and setting their thresholds

can exclude some more trustworthy components or constructs than those selected.

A common evaluation of trustworthiness can have advantages as it weighs all at-

tributes together in the selection decision as described in Section 4.3.

Taking reliability as an example attribute with Sequence as the candidate con-

struct, if the candidate components are a subset of all z components in the con-

straints, the problem for the subset (construct) reliability is a minimisation prob-

lem defined as follows.
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min
∏
k∈z

rk (6.11)

subject to

f j(ri) = α j ∀ j = 1, ...,m; ∀i = 1, ..., z

0 ≤ ri ≤ 1

where rk is the reliability of component sk, function f j(ri) is a linear or nonlinear

constraint based on a composite service CS j with known reliability value α j and

ri is each variable representing the reliability of a component in the constraints.

This optimisation problem is subject to equality constraints that each represents

a composite service. The value m is the number of CSs and their corresponding

constraints. The boundaries for the values is as follows 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1.

The objective function depends on the type of construct the components are con-

sidered for. For example, the reliability of a Sequence construct can be calculated

as the product of that of the components as in Equation (4.4). Therefore, the ob-

jective function is
∏

k∈z rk in Equation (6.11).

6.4 Attribute Determination Using Equal Number of

Equations and Variables

6.4.1 Reliability

This subsection examines the approach described in the previous section in relation to

reliability when equal number of equations and variables can be found. It also provides

examples and testing. Consider the four simple composite services illustrated in Figure

6.4 as an example which share multiple components indicated by their numbers. All

the CSs in the figure consist of only Sequence components.
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Figure 6.4: Sequence CSs Sharing Multiple Components

The following are the equations that determine the reliability of each CS in the

figure based on that of its components.

rcs1 = rs1 · rs2 · rs3

rcs2 = rs1 · rs4

rcs3 = rs2 · rs4

rcs4 = rs1 · rs3 · rs4

(6.12)

Example 6.1. Suppose that according to the collected reliability ratings, we have the

following reliability values for CS1 to CS4 respectively; {0.78, 0.96, 0.97, 0.80}. Now

we need to know the reliability of each of the joint components.

In the case of CS1 to CS4 we have four equations and four variables (Equation

6.12). Therefore, there is one solution to the problem. Accordingly, we can calculate

the reliabilities of the components using Equation (6.5).



1 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 1

1 0 1 1





log(rs1)

log(rs2)

log(rs3)

log(rs4)


=



log(0.78)

log(0.96)

log(0.97)

log(0.80)


(6.13)

This results in the following values {0.96, 0.97, 0.84, 1.0} for the component reliabili-

ties rs1 to rs4 respectively.
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Figure 6.5 shows the feasible range of solutions to the problem when the reliability

value for each of the CSs changes individually between 0.55 and 1.0, while the remain-

ing composite services are fixed at values stated in Example (6.1). The shaded area is

where the computed results are feasible i.e. all component reliabilities are between 0

and 1.0. The size and location of the feasible solution region depends on the subset of

components in the changing CS and the distribution of those components in the remain-

ing CSs. As the reliability value of the CS changes the net effect of multiplication of

the reliabilities of its components has to result in an increase. Therefore, at least one

component has to increase while other components would either increase, stay constant

or decrease to a lesser extent. Meanwhile, the changes in the components’ reliability

values has to satisfy other equations (i.e. corresponding CSs) where the CS reliability

is constant. Consequently, the resulting degree of change of components’ reliability

(a) CS1 (b) CS2

(c) CS3 (d) CS4

Figure 6.5: Changes in Results of Component Reliability Determined from CS
Reliabilities (Linear Solution)
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values proportionately affects the size of the feasible solution region. The figure indi-

cates that the untrustworthy component may or may not be affected by the change but

that component is detected even when CS reliabilities have a slight range of error. The

dash-dot line indicates the location of the solution to Example (6.1).

The variations of the case discussed above include composite services with other

types of constructs and the degree of sharing and distribution of common components

between CSs. Since the calculation of reliability in CSs containing Parallel and Un-

ordered Sequence constructs is the same as an ordered Sequence-only composite ser-

vice, the linear solution described above applies to such cases as well.

CS5 to CS8 in Figure 6.6 are more complex containing Unsynchronised Parallel

(CS5), Exclusive Choice (CS6) and Multi-choice with Synchronised Merge (CS7) con-

structs. The service structure complexity requires more elaborate procedure to calculate

component trustworthiness values. The reliabilities of the composite services in Fig-

ure 6.6 can be represented with a system of nonlinear equations which are based on

construct aggregation equations discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 6.6: More Complex CSs Sharing Multiple Components

We assume that there is equal percentage of execution of components in Exclusive

Choice and the percentage of Multi-choice with Synchronised Merge subsets is 30%,

30% and 40% for the combinations of components {s5, s6}, {s6, s7} and {s5, s6, s7}

respectively.
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Accordingly, Equation (6.14) describes the system of nonlinear equations for CS5

to CS8.

rcs5 = (1 − (1 − rs5)(1 − rs6)) rs7

rcs6 = rs8(0.5 rs5 + 0.5 rs6) rs7

rcs7 = rs8(0.3 rs5 · rs6 + 0.3 rs6 · rs7 + 0.4 rs5 · rs6 · rs7)

rcs8 = rs5 · rs6 · rs8

(6.14)

The equations can be simplified to the following.

rcs5 = rs5 · rs7 + rs6 · rs7 − rs5 · rs6 · rs7

rcs6 = 0.5 rs5 · rs7 · rs8 + 0.5 rs6 · rs7 · rs8

rcs7 = 0.3 rs5 · rs6 · rs8 + 0.3 rs6 · rs7 · rs8+0.4 rs5 · rs6 · rs7 · rs8

rcs8 = rs5 · rs6 · rs8

(6.15)

Because we have four equations and four unknowns there is only one solution to this

non-linear system of equations.

Example 6.2. The following values are aggregated from the reliability ratings of CS5,

CS6, CS7 and CS8 respectively; {0.92, 0.75, 0.68, 0.62}.

Using Matlab, we can use the nonlinear system solver; fsolve which by default uses

the trust-region method for square systems (i.e. number of equations equals number

of variables) or Levenberg-Marquardt method otherwise. The algorithm starting points

for the component reliabilities are set at 0.5 for each variable. The function gives the

correct solution which is {0.67, 0.92, 0.94, 0.99} for rs5 to rs8 . The solution indicates

low trustworthiness of the component s5.

Figure 6.7 shows the changes in the computed values of component reliabilities

when the reliability of each of CS5 to CS8 individually changes between values 0.55

and 1.0 while the remaining composite services are fixed at values stated in Example

(6.2). The resulting changes of component reliabilities indicate that the component to

blame for the low trustworthiness may in some cases shift from one component to an-

other as a result of a moderate change of a CS reliability. This is particularly evident for
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(a) CS5 (b) CS6

(c) CS7 (d) CS8

Figure 6.7: Changes in Results of Component Reliability Determined from Reliabili-
ties of More Complex CSs

s5 and s6 in the case of CS7 reliability as in sub-figure 6.7 (c). In other cases compo-

nent reliabilities don’t change dramatically within the feasible solution space even with

moderate changes in a CS reliability (e.g. subfigure 6.7 (a)). This indicates that the

tolerance to CS reliability evaluation errors could vary from one case to another. The

dash-dot line indicates the solution to Example (6.2) where all component’s reliability

values crossing the line are equal to the example solution. The line appears on the side

of the feasible range because rs8 is close to 1 in the example which is the end of the

feasible range.

The 3D view in Figure 6.8 shows the feasible solutions to component reliabilities

when both CS5 and CS6 reliabilities change. Only a limited range of values from CS5

and CS6 can provide solutions to the component reliabilities as some values do not

allow possible solutions. Out of the possible solutions there is a subset that are feasible

where resulting component reliabilities are between 0 and 1.
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Figure 6.8: Feasible Results of Component Reliability as CS5 and CS6 Reliability
Changes

6.4.2 Reputation

Calculation of reputation of components follows a similar approach to that of reliability

but with consideration of the weights of components in each composite service and the

difference in the aggregation formulas for some constructs. This approach is based on

our assumption that the reputations of the components of a CS are interdependent and

that the reputation of a CS is influenced by the importance of each component as well

as its reputation. The reputation aggregation formulas are described in Section 4.2.3.

The reputations of CS components can be computed from that of the CS using matrices

as described in Section 6.3.

Example 6.3. Suppose that according to the consumer reports, we have the following

reputation values for CS1 to CS4 (Figure 6.4) respectively; {0.71, 0.81, 0.92, 0.77}.

The importance of each component (ωi) in each CS is displayed in the leftmost matrix

in Equation (6.16) where each row and column represents a composite service (CS1 to

CS4) and a component (s1 to s4) respectively. We need to know the reputation of each

of the joint components.

In this case we have the system of equations (based on Equation 6.7) and four vari-

ables. Therefore, there is one solution to the problem. Accordingly, we can calculate
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the reputations of the components using Equation (6.16) as described in Section 6.3.



1.1 0.9 0.7 0

1.1 0 0 0.9

0 0.7 0 1.3

1.0 0 0.6 1.4





log(ps1)

log(ps2)

log(ps3)

log(ps4)


=



log(0.71)

log(0.81)

log(0.92)

log(0.77)


(6.16)

The resulting component reputations are {0.84, 0.92, 0.90, 0.98}.

In case for more complex constructs, a more elaborate procedure is required. The

reputation in case of both Synchronized and Unsynchronized Parallel is aggregated us-

ing Equation (6.6) as their components are always executed. For composite services

with Exclusive Choice constructs and Multi-Choice with Synchronised Merge con-

structs (as in Figure 6.6) the component reputations are represented using nonlinear

equations similar to the approach described for reliability. For example, the reputation

pθ of Exclusive Choice construct components can be aggregated using Equation (4.8).

Therefore, the reputation of CS6 when s5 and s6 each has 50% chance of being executed

in all CS6 executions can be represented using Equation (6.17). As a linear solution is

not possible in this case, the problem is solved as a nonlinear system of equations.

pcs6 = (ps8)
ωs8 ,cs6

(
0.5 (ps5)

ωs5 ,cs6 + 0.5 (ps5)
ωs6 ,cs6

)
(ps7)

ωs7 ,cs6 (6.17)

Example 6.4. Based on consumer reports, we obtained the following reputation values

for CS5 to CS8 respectively; {0.74, 0.62, 0.80, 0.96}. The importance of each com-

ponent (ωi) in each CS is according to the matrix below where each row and column

represents a composite service (CS5 to CS8) and a component (s5 to s8) respectively

and the element value is based in Equation (6.8).



0.9 1.3 0.8 0

0.7 1.0 1.2 1.1

1.0 0.8 0.6 1.6

1.2 0.9 0 0.9
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Using the system of nonlinear equations representing the CSs and Matlab’s fsolve

function, the resulting reputations of the components s5 to s8 are as follows {1.0, 0.99,

0.70, 0.96} successively which is a unique and accurate solution.

(a) CS5 (b) CS6

(c) CS7 (d) CS8

Figure 6.9: Changes in Results of Component Reputation Determined from CS
Reputations

Figure 6.9 shows the changes in the computed values of component reputations

when the reputation of each of CS5 to CS8 individually changes between values 0.55

and 1.0 while remaining composite services don’t change. The shaded area is where

the computed results are feasible i.e. component reputations are between 0 and 1.0.

The dash-dot line indicates the solution to Example (6.4) where each component’s rep-

utation values crossing the line in each subfigure must be equal. The line appears on

the side of the feasible region because rs5 is equal to 1.0 in the example which is the

end of the feasible region. The feasible region in case of reputation is smaller than

that in reliability because of more constraints on the solution as a result of importance

weights. Figure 6.10 illustrates the wider feasible solution region when CS5 reputation

is changing and importance weights of components are equal or not considered.
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Figure 6.10: Changes in Results of Com-
ponent Reputation Determined from CS
Reputations without Importance Weights

6.4.3 Response Time

Response times of components can be determined from that of sequence composite

services such as those in Figure 6.4 as in the example given below. A delay in a CS

execution may be a result of a delay in one or more components. Component response

times naturally vary depending on the characteristics of the service but the aim is to

detect which component exceeds its advertised or agreed response time.

Example 6.5. The response times of the composite service CS1 to CS4 in milliseconds

are {200, 280, 270, 330}. The accurate and unique solution for the response times of

the components i.e.{80, 70, 50, 200} can be obtained based on Equation (6.9).

In the case of more complex composite services, the equations aggregating the

response times may be nonlinear depending on the construct types. For example, in

Synchronised Parallel constructs the components are executed in parallel but the next

construct cannot commence its execution until all parallel components are complete.

Therefore, the construct response time tθ equals the longest of the response times of its

components. On the other hand, in Unsynchronised Parallel the minimum of the com-

ponents response times is the construct response time because the next construct starts

when the first executing component in the construct completes. Hence, the response

times of the CSs in Figure 6.6 can be represented as in the set of equations below.
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tcs5 = min(ts5 , ts6) + ts7

tcs6 = ts8 + 0.5 ts5 + 0.5 ts6 + ts7

tcs7 = ts8 + 0.3 max(ts5 , ts6) + 0.3 max(ts6 , ts7)

+0.4 max(ts5 , ts6 , ts7)

tcs8 = ts8 + max(ts5 , ts6)

(6.18)

The system of equations can be solved using nonlinear system solvers to identify

the component response times. The solution to this problem can be easier and more ac-

curate if the response times of some of the components are already known, for example,

inferred from other composite services with joint components using linear problem so-

lution as described in Example (6.5). The solvers of this nonlinear system of equations

finds a local solution only. A guessed starting point for each variable is given which

should be as close to the expected solution as possible. The guessed starting point may

be set at the approximate component response times, for example, based on results of

other calculations. There is usually multiple solutions although the resulting estimated

component response times could be close to each other.

6.4.4 Capacity

One possible cause of the delay in execution is that the capacity of a component is ex-

ceeded. This in turn could be the result of the CSP exceeding agreed capacity usage or

that the advertised component capacity is inaccurate. Approximate component usage at

each particular time could be estimated based on the resulting response times and the

component response time aggregation techniques. Response times calculated using a

nonlinear solution may not be reliable because it only provides a local solution. The

component usage can then be compared to the advertised capacity in the cases of un-

expected delays. Algorithm 6.1 illustrates a procedure for estimating the usage ui of a

component service si at a point in time tx.
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for each CS_execution do

if (tcs j,end > tx & tcs j,start < tx) then
ti,start = tcs j,start + tpre,i

ti,end = ti,start + ti

if (ti,end > tx & ti,start < tx) then
ui ← ui + 1

endif

endif

endfor

Algorithm 6.1: Procedure for Estimating Usage

of Component Service

First, the component execution start ti,start and end ti,end time points are estimated
for each instance of a composite service execution spanning tx. In such a CS execution,
tx must be between its start time point tcs j,start and end time point tcs j,end. The component
start and end time points are determined based on the CS execution start time point
tcs j,start and the aggregated preceding component response times tpre,i. The preceding
response times are determined according to the response time aggregation techniques
described earlier. Then we determine whether the execution instance was ongoing dur-
ing that point in time. If so we increment the usage ui at tx.

6.5 Attribute DeterminationUsingUnequal Number
of Equations and Variables

6.5.1 Reliability

This subsection examines the approach described in Subsection 6.3.3 in relation to re-
liability when it is not possible to find equal number of equations and variables. The
subsection also provides examples and experiments. Consider the three simple compos-
ite services, illustrated in Figure 6.11, as an example which share multiple components
each indicated by its number. All the CSs in the figure consist of only Sequence com-
ponents.

The reliability rcs j of composite service CS j with n Sequence components can be
calculated as product of that of the components as in Equation (6.2). The formula also
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Figure 6.11: Sequence CSs Sharing Multiple Components

applies to other constructs where the reliability of the construct is a product of that of
its components such as Synchronised Parallel. Therefore, if the value of rcs j is known
(rcs j = α j), the following are the constraints that determine the reliability of each CS in
Figure 6.11 based on that of its components.

rs1 · rs2 · rs3 = α1

rs1 · rs4 = α2

rs2 · rs4 = α3

(6.19)

If a provider chooses the two components s1 and s2, the constraints in Equation
(6.19) become the equality constraints for the minimisation problem described in Sub-
section 6.3.3. The objective function and constraints can also be linearised based on
Equation (6.2) as follows.

log(rcs j) =

n∑
i=1

log(ri) (6.20)

Example 6.6. Suppose that in order to select components s1 and s2 for a Sequence
construct in a CS, a provider requires that their aggregated reliability must be above
0.95. According to the collected reliability ratings, the following are reliability values
for CS1 to CS3 (Figure 6.11) respectively; {0.78, 0.96, 0.97}.

We need to know the minimum possible aggregated reliability of s1 and s2 based on
this data. In the case of CS1 to CS3 we have three constraints and four variables (Equa-
tion 6.19). Accordingly, we determine the minimum reliabilities of the components
using the procedure described above and Matlab solver fmincon which supports finding
the minimum of a constrained linear or nonlinear multivariable function. The result-
ing reliabilities are {0.98, 0.99} for the component reliabilities rs1 and rs2 respectively
which give an aggregated reliability above 0.95.
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Figure 6.12 shows the feasible range of solutions to the problem when the reliability
value for each of the CSs changes individually between 0.55 and 1.0 while the remain-
ing CSs are fixed at values stated in Example (6.6). The feasible values are when all
component reliabilities are between 0 and 1.0 (lower and upper boundaries). The size
and location of the feasible solution region depends on which subset of components the
CS has and the distribution of those components in the remaining CSs. As the reliability
value of the CS increases, the net effect of multiplication of the reliabilities of its com-
ponents has to result in an increase. Therefore, at least one component has to increase
while each of the other components would either increase, stay constant or decrease
to a lesser extent. Meanwhile, changes in the components’ reliability values have to
satisfy other constraints (i.e. corresponding CSs) where the CS reliability is constant.
Consequently, the resulting degree of change of components’ reliability values propor-
tionately affects the size of the feasible solution region. The figure indicates that the
components (including the untrustworthy) may or may not be affected by the change
but that approximate minimum is determined even when the reliability measurements
of the CSs have a slight range of error. The dash-dot line indicates the location of the
solution to Example (6.6).

(a) CS1 (b) CS2 (c) CS3

Figure 6.12: Changes in the Minimisation Solution of Components Reliability Deter-
mined from Composite Service Reliabilities (Linear Constraints)

Variations of the case discussed above include CSs with other types of constructs.
Since the calculation of reliability in CSs containing Parallel constructs is the same as
an ordered Sequence-only CS, the linear solution described above applies to such cases
as well. CS4 to CS6 in Figure 6.13 are more complex containing Unsynchronised Par-
allel (CS4), Exclusive Choice (CS5) and Multi-choice with Synchronised Merge (CS6)
constructs. Service structure complexity leads to more complex nonlinear constraints
to determine a candidate construct’s trustworthiness value. The reliabilities of the com-
posite services in Figure 6.13 can be represented with a system of nonlinear constraints
which are based on construct aggregation equations described in Subsection 4.2.3.
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Figure 6.13: More Complex CSs using Multiple Joint Components

We assume that there is equal percentage of execution of components in Exclusive
Choice and the percentage of Multi-choice with Synchronised Merge subsets is 30%,
30% and 40% for the combinations of components {s5, s6}, {s6, s7} and {s5, s6, s7} re-
spectively. Accordingly, Equation (6.21) describes the system of nonlinear constraints
based on CS4 to CS6.

(1 − (1 − rs5)(1 − rs6)) rs7 = α4

rs8(0.5 rs5 + 0.5 rs6) rs7 = α5

rs8(0.3 rs5 · rs6 + 0.3 rs6 · rs7 + 0.4 rs5 · rs6 · rs7) = α6

(6.21)

The equations can be simplified to the following.

rs5 · rs7 + rs6 · rs7 − rs5 · rs6 · rs7 = α4

0.5 rs5 · rs7 · rs8 + 0.5 rs6 · rs7 · rs8 = α5

0.3 rs5 · rs6 · rs8 + 0.3 rs6 · rs7 · rs8 + 0.4 rs5 · rs6 · rs7 · rs8 = α6

(6.22)

We can use the three constraints which have four unknowns as described in Subsection
6.3.3.

Example 6.7. A provider aims to determine the minimum reliability for the compo-
nents s5 and s6 as a Sequence construct and has specified a threshold of 0.95 to select
those components. The following values are aggregated from the reliability ratings of
CS4, CS5 and CS6 respectively; {0.92, 0.75, 0.68}.

Using Matlab’s function fmincon which by default uses the active-set algorithm,
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(a) CS4 (b) CS5 (c) CS6

Figure 6.14: Changes in the Minimisation Solution of Components Reliability Deter-
mined from Reliabilities of More Complex Compositions

but also supports other alternative algorithms such as sequential quadratic program-
ming or trust-region-reflective algorithm. The algorithm starting points for all variables
are set at 0.5. The function gives the following solution {0.66, 0.93} for rs5 and rs6 .
The solution indicates poor aggregated trustworthiness (0.61) which is well below the
threshold.

Figure 6.14 shows the changes in the minimum values of component reliabilities
when the reliability of each of CS4 to CS6 individually changes between values 0.55
and 1.0 while the remaining CSs are fixed at values stated in Example (6.7). The result-
ing changes of component reliabilities indicate that the blame for low trustworthiness
may in some cases shift from one component to another as a result of a moderate change
of a CS reliability. In other cases as in Example (6.6), component reliabilities don’t
change dramatically within the feasible solution space even with moderate changes in
a composite service reliability. This indicates that the tolerance to CS reliability eval-
uation errors in the minimisation solution could vary from one case to another. The
dash-dot line indicates the solution to Example (6.7) where all components’ reliability
values crossing the line are equal to the example solution.

Experimental Comparison with Existing Work

As discussed in Subsection 3.3.3 there is no existing work, to our knowledge, address-
ing collaborative determination of trustworthiness attributes of joint component ser-
vices based on perceived or monitored attributes of their compositions. Existing work,
in particular that from Nepal et al. [79], only considers determination of component
attributes from an individual composite service. Figure 6.15 compares the results of the
determination of the component reliabilities using simulations based on the approach
we describe in this section to that from Nepal et al. (we will refer to it as Nepal’s
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approach). We implemented both approaches in MATLAB and used the algorithms
described in this chapter and in [79] respectively. We compare the two approaches for
several composite services (Figures 6.11 and 6.13) that vary in structure and size. The
reliability value of the changing CS ranges between 0.6 and 1. The components for
which the reliability values are calculated are those in Examples (6.6) and (6.7) i.e. s1

and s2 for CS1 to CS3 and s5 and s6 for CS4 to CS6.

(a) CS1 (b) CS2 (c) CS3

(d) CS4 (e) CS5 (f) CS6

Figure 6.15: Comparison of Our Collaborative Determination of Reliability to the
Propagation Approach from Nepal et al. [79]

Although Nepal’s approach includes exchange of trustworthiness data between en-
tities in the service community, it does not support data correlation and the collective
analysis of such data to derive attribute values. Therefore, their approach is used only
to determine the attribute values of components of one composite service. Accord-
ingly, sub-figures 6.15 (b and c) only show the result of one component in the changing
composite service (i.e. CS2 and CS3 respectively). As in the figure, their propagated
component reliability changes linearly as the reliability of the composition changes re-
gardless of possible different causes of failure of a CS.

Nepal’s approach also provides a result whether a CS reliability value is valid or
not. As we discuss in this chapter, certain values of CS reliability can be infeasible
based on the structure of the CS because the CS attribute value in that case would re-
quire component attribute values to be outside the attribute boundaries. This means that
even if CS attribute values are erroneous because of bad reporting (e.g. CS attribute
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values are within the boundaries but impossible to happen or CS attribute values are
outside the allowed boundaries) Nepal’s approach still distributes the values to compo-
nents. This clearly should not be allowed as it would provide incorrect attribute values
to components because the CS attribute values from which they would be calculated are
incorrect in the first place. Note that in Nepal’s approach, the values of the calculated
component reliabilities that are outside the boundaries are reset to 0 if ri < 0 or to 1 if
ri > 1, which can be seen in the sub-figures where the line representing the component
reliability levels off once it reaches the value of 1. On the other hand, our approach de-
tects infeasible CS attribute values and does not allow the calculation of attribute values
for components when values for CS attributes are erroneous.

Additionally, Nepal’s approach does not take into consideration the structure of the
composition in the aggregation of reliability and other attributes. Consequently, the re-
sults from their approach are unaffected in sub-figures (d) to (f) despite the composite
services are different. The results indicate our approach is more accurate because, in
addition to being collaborative, it takes into consideration important variables in deter-
mining component reliability that are overlooked in the compared approach including
the type of attribute, composition constructs and validity of attribute values.

6.5.2 Reputation

The calculation of reputation of components follows a similar approach to that of relia-
bility but with consideration of the importance weights of components in each CS and
the difference in the aggregation formulas for some constructs. This approach is based
on our assumption as discussed in Chapter 2 that the reputations of the components of
a CS are interdependent and that the reputation of a CS is influenced by the importance
of each component as well as its reputation.

The reputation of components executed in a composite service with n components
and not containing Exclusive Choice or Multi-Choice with Synchronised Merge con-
structs can be obtained using the linear Equation (6.7).

For a set of CS-based constraints we can represent the importance values of all
components in a matrix. If the function g(si,CS j) is a function whose value is the
weight of component si when it is a constituent of a composite service CS j or zero
otherwise,

g(si,CS j) =

 ωi, j i f si ∈ S j

0 i f si < S j

(6.23)
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where S j is the set of components of a composite service CS j, then the importance val-
ues can be represented using the following matrix where m is the number of composite
services and z is the number of components.

g(s1,CS 1) g(s2,CS 1) · · · g(sz,CS 1)
g(s1,CS 2) g(s2,CS 2) · · · g(sz,CS 2)

...
...

. . .
...

g(s1,CS m) g(s2,CS m) · · · g(sz,CS m)

 (6.24)

Example 6.8. Suppose that according to the consumer reports, we have the follow-
ing reputation values for CS1 to CS3 (Figure 6.11) respectively; {0.71, 0.81, 0.92}.
The importance of each component (ωi, j) in each CS is displayed in the matrix below
where a rows and columns represent individual composite services (CS1 to CS3) and
components (s1 to s4) respectively.

1.1 0.9 0.7 0
1.1 0 0 0.9
0 0.7 0 1.3


In order for components to be selected for a Sequence construct in the composite service
their aggregated reputation is required to be above 0.92.

We have the system of constraints (based on Equation 6.7) and four variables.
Accordingly, we can determine the minimum reputation of the set of components as
described in Subsection 6.3.3. The resulting component reputations are {0.83, 0.89}
which is below the threshold.

More complex constructs result in more complex constraints. The reputation in
case of both Synchronized and Unsynchronized Parallel is aggregated using Equation
(6.6) as their components are always executed. For composite services with Exclusive
Choice constructs and Multi-Choice with Synchronised Merge constructs (as in Figure
6.13) the component reputations are represented using nonlinear constraints similar to
the approach described for reliability.

Therefore, the reputation of CS5 when s5 and s6 each has 50% chance of being
executed in all CS5 executions can be represented using Equation (6.25) where ωs5,cs5

is the importance weight of the component s5 in the composite service cs5 and so on
for the weights of the rest of the components in their CSs. As linear constraints are not
available in this case, the problem is solved with nonlinear equality constraints.
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pcs5 = (ps8)
ωs8 ,cs5

(
0.5 (ps5)

ωs5 ,cs5

+0.5 (ps6)
ωs6 ,cs5

)
(ps7)

ωs7 ,cs5

(6.25)

Example 6.9. A provider sets a threshold for the candidate components s5 and s6 at
0.9 for a Parallel construct. Based on consumer reports, the following reputation values
were obtained for CS4 to CS6 respectively; {0.74, 0.62, 0.80}. The importance of
each component (ωi, j) in each CS is according to the matrix below where each row
and column represents a composite service (CS4 to CS6) and a component (s5 to s8)
respectively and the element value is based in Equation (6.23).

0.9 1.3 0.8 0
0.7 1.0 1.2 1.1
1.0 0.8 0.6 1.6


Using the system of nonlinear constraints representing the CSs and Matlab’s fmincon

function, the solution for the minimisation problem for the components s5 and s6 are as
follows {0.98, 1.0} successively which is above the threshold.

(a) CS4 (b) CS5 (c) CS6

Figure 6.16: Changes in the Minimisation Solution of Components Reputation Deter-
mined from Reputations of Composite Services

Figure 6.16 shows the changes in the computed values of component reputations
when the reputation of each of CS4 to CS6 individually changes between values 0.55
and 1.0 while remaining CSs don’t change. The feasible results are when the component
reputations are between 0 and 1.0. The dash-dot line indicates the solution to Example
(6.9) where each component’s line crosses the line of the example solution in all sub-
figures at same point. The change in a CS reputation can indicate different trend of
change for the reputation values of the components depending on the structure of the
constraints i.e. the structure of the changing and other CSs.
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Experimental Comparison with Existing Work

We compare our approach to Nepal’s approach described in Subsection 3.3.3. Figure
6.17 compares results of determination of component reputations using simulations. We
implemented both approaches in MATLAB and used the algorithms described in this
chapter and in [79] respectively. We compare the two approaches for several composite
services (Figures 6.11 and 6.13) that vary in structure and size. The components for
which the reputation values are calculated are those in Examples (6.8) and (6.9) i.e.
s1 and s2 for CS1 to CS3 and s5 and s6 for CS4 to CS6. The reputation value of the
changing CS ranges between 0.6 and 1.

Nepal’s approach determines the reputation of components from one composite
service. Accordingly, sub-figures 6.17 (b and c) only show the result of one component
in the changing composite service (i.e. CS2 and CS3 respectively). As in the figure,
their propagated component reputation values change linearly as the reputation of a CS
changes regardless of possible different causes of failure of the CS.

(a) CS1 (b) CS2 (c) CS3

(d) CS4 (e) CS5 (f) CS6

Figure 6.17: Comparison of Our Collaborative Determination of Reputation to the
Propagation Approach from Nepal et al. [79]

Nepal’s approach also provides a result whether the CS reputation value is valid or
not. As we discuss in this chapter, certain values of a CS reputation can be infeasible
based on the structure of the CS because the solution requires that some or all com-
ponent attribute values be outside the attribute boundaries (pi < 0 and pi > 1). This
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can occur for example due to bad reporting from collaborating CSs. In those cases the
approach by Nepal et al. still distributes the values to components. This clearly should
not be allowed as it would provide incorrect attribute values to components because the
CS attribute values from which they would be calculated are incorrect. On the other
hand, our approach detects infeasible CS attribute values and does not allow the cal-
culation of attribute values for components when the values for the CS reputations are
erroneous. In Nepal’s approach, the values of the calculated component reputations
that are outside the boundaries are reset to 0 if pi < 0 or to 1 if pi > 1, which can be
seen in the sub-figures where lines representing component reputations levels off once
it reaches the value of 1.

Furthermore, Nepal’s approach does not take into consideration the structure of
the composition in the aggregation of reputation. Consequently, the results from their
approach are unaffected in sub-figures (d) to (f) despite the composite services are dif-
ferent.

The results indicate that our approach is more accurate because of its wider view of
the status of the services due to being collaborative. In addition, it takes into considera-
tion important variables in determining component reputation that are overlooked in the
compared approach including the type of attribute, composition constructs and validity
of attribute values. These variables are required to ensure accurate and fair propagation
of reputation values to the components.

6.5.3 Response Time

The maximum expected response times of components can be determined from that of
sequence CSs such as those in Figure 6.11 as in the example given below. A delay in
a CS execution may be a result of a delay in one or more components. Component re-
sponse times naturally vary depending on the characteristics of the service but the aim is
to detect components that exceed advertised or agreed response times. While Sequence
CSs can provide sufficient linear constraints, complex composite services provide non-
linear constraints that are not usually sufficient to provide satisfactory solutions. For
example, in Synchronised Parallel constructs, the components are executed in paral-
lel but the next construct cannot commence its execution until all parallel components
are complete. Therefore, the construct response time equals the longest of component
response times.
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Example 6.10. The response times of the simple composite services CS1 to CS3 in
milliseconds are {200, 280, 270}. Using the approach described in Subsection 6.3.3
but as a maximisation problem for the response times of components

we find the maximum expected response times are 109 and 95 msec for s1 and s2

respectively as a Sequence construct.

6.6 Summary

The chapter describes a framework and detailed approaches to collaboratively deter-
mine the trustworthiness of joint distributed components of multiple composite services
in service environments. The approach covers some of the important attributes of trust-
worthy services that are service reliability, reputation, response time and capacity. The
trustworthiness of a composite service is based on consumers QoE reports regarding
their satisfaction and on monitoring of reliability and response time.

In addition to characteristics of each attribute of a composite service, other aspects
are also considered when computing the trustworthiness attributes of components. One
such aspect is the structure of the CS process which determines the linearity and com-
plexity of the constraint defined by the composite service. Another aspect is the degree
of similarity and distribution of components between collaborating CSs which influ-
ences the certainty and preciseness of the predictions.

Multiple examples and experiments are used to examine and discuss the approach
as well as illustrate its advantages and limitations. Experimental results of the approach
are also compared to those from the related work. The results show that our approach
provides better accuracy and support for factors that affect service trustworthiness in-
cluding the type of attribute, composition constructs and validity of attribute values.

The approach can discover untrustworthy components and constructs with a vary-
ing range of tolerance to errors in composite service trustworthiness predictions. How-
ever, it is limited by the availability of other composite services using the candidate
components and the exchange of knowledge about their structure and trustworthiness.



Chapter 7
Profitability and Cost
Management of Trustworthy
Composite Services

7.1 Introduction

Composition of business services is one of the main features of the service oriented
computing, where existing services can be used to build higher level enterprise so-
lutions. In many business cases, services are only competitive as part of an overall
portfolio. In other cases, integrating new services increases profitability. Additionally,
business innovations are frequently based on service integrations. Service composi-
tion has other advantages as well [156], including simplification of usage, enhancing
reusability and improving modularisation as well as change management.

Profitability over short- and long-term is achieved through a number of measures in-
cluding optimal pricing, cost efficiency and trustworthiness of provided services. Con-
sumers do not necessarily buy the service with highest trustworthiness or lowest price.
Therefore, attractiveness of a CS to consumers should be based on consumer market
segments by providing multiple levels of trustworthiness and price targeting each seg-
ment. Cost efficiency improves profitability directly by creating a more flexible margin
for profit and indirectly by affording to offer services at lower prices and hence more
effectively compete as well as build consumer base.

Service composition techniques must be able to provide the most profitable, cost-
efficient and trustworthy composite services for competitive service environments. In
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Section 2.5 we described a scenario of multiple composite services offered by CSPs.
CSPs aggregate component services and offer them to consumers as higher level busi-
ness services. They have access to pools of component services of which many may
provide the same functionality but with different levels of trustworthiness and cost. The
roles of the CS components can also vary in their importance to its reputation. Addi-
tionally, CSPs may select a component service for multiple offered composite services.
Therefore, CSPs require the management and balancing of component demand and
admission taking into consideration market segments and priority of CSs in terms of
their profitability. This chapter addresses enhancing profitability of those CSPs through
novel approaches to the related issues of competitive CS pricing, cost efficiency and
trustworthiness.

The chapter is structured as follows. Optimisation of pricing of composite services
is described in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 introduces capacity dependent charging of com-
ponent services and capacity determination based on factors that include those related
to profitability such as consumer differentiation. Section 7.4 discusses simulation and
experiments. A summary is discussed in Section 7.5.

7.2 Optimisation of Prices of Composite Services

Let us assume that m competing composite services are offered by competitors includ-
ing one from our CSP. Each composite service j ( j = 1, ..,m) has a trustworthiness T

and a price P. Consumers can choose between available compositions and make an
overall evaluation of each CS based on a set of attributes by using utility maximisation.
Attributes may differ in types and expected values between consumers depending on
factors such as personal preferences. Bitran and Ferrer [126] classify utility into deter-
ministic utility and stochastic utility; where deterministic utility is based on measurable
choice such as in our case trustworthiness and price. Stochastic utility refers to inde-
pendent factors such as incomplete information or errors in consumer perception. The
deterministic utility is given by function U j(P,T, α) where P is the price of the compos-
ite service j, T is its trustworthiness (0≤ T ≤ 1), α is the price response function. The
price response function [157] determines how demand changes as a function of price
and it indicates price sensitivity. The value α is unique for each service composition
and market segment.

Price response function is based on assumptions about consumer behaviour. One
of the models for consumer demand is called willingness to pay, which indicates the
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maximum price a consumer is willing to pay for a service at a particular trustworthiness.
A consumer who decides not to pay for a CS will choose one from a competitor or may
not purchase any. Commonly a negative value (e.g. α=-0.07) is used to represent a
price response function [126]; however, the function is typically not linear and tends to
take the shape of a downward sloping curve. The slope of the curve at a given point may
be affected by other factors in addition to the price change such as the distribution of
consumers’ willingness to pay, trustworthiness of the CS, and availability of alternative
CSs from competitors. The two most common measures of price sensitivity [157] are:

• Slope of the price response function measures how demand changes due to a price
change. It is equal to the change in demand divided by the change in price. The
quality of this measurement reduces with larger changes in price as it assumes
linearity of the price response function.

• Elasticity of the price response function is the ratio of percentage change in de-
mand to the percentage change in price. Elasticity changes at different prices and
tends to be highest around the market price.

The deterministic utility U j for a composition j is calculated from its utility vari-
ables:

U j = T + α · P (7.1)

Multinomial Logit (MNL) is commonly used in economics as a consumer choice
model. Using MNL in our case, the probability ρ of choosing the CSP’s service instead
of that of its competitors is as follows.

ρ =
eU1

m∑
j=1

eU j

(7.2)

where U1 is the deterministic utility of the composite service from our CSP. Although
ideally Equation (7.2) would include all competing providers, in practice it may be
satisfactory to only consider a limited number of major competitors.

Finding the optimal price is an optimisation problem whose objective function is
as follows.

max
(
(P −C)ρ

)
(7.3)

where C is the cost of the composite service including the aggregated cost of its com-
ponent services.
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To create a new CS, the CSP may first select its market segments which determine
prices and required trustworthiness values. Affordable trustworthiness and cost bal-
ance varies for each market segment. In that case, the CS can be offered at multiple
price/trustworthiness values and the probability of purchase ρk for market segment k

can be computed as follows.

ρk =
eUk1

m∑
j=1

eUk j

(7.4)

where
m∑

j=1
eUk j is the sum of utilities for the CS and competing compositions for k.

7.3 Profitability and Cost in CS Provision

7.3.1 Capacity-Dependent Cost

We propose a dynamic component capacity management and capacity dependent com-
ponent charging approach where:

• A component provider may adjust its component capacity according to dynamic
capacity update requests from a CSP.

• A CSP pays for each component according to the capacity made available by the
component provider (dynamic cost) in addition to its usage (fixed cost).

This approach can offer advantages compared to only per use based approach includ-
ing: (A) the ability of CSPs to manage request admissions based on service availability,
CS prioritisation and consumer differentiation. Consequently, it makes it easier to con-
trol pricing and profitability of composite services. (B) it can be more cost efficient to
CSPs if discounting on capacity sizes is supported and more cost efficient to compo-
nent providers since they can provide capacity adequate to the workload. (C) it helps
maintain trustworthiness of CSs since the capacity required and offered is known to CS
and component providers respectively. We calculate the cost ci of a component service
si as the sum of its fixed cost and dynamic cost; the fixed cost is based on usage ui and
the dynamic cost is based the provided capacity ŷi, as follows.

ci = ui · cu + ŷi · cy (7.5)

where cu is the fixed cost per usage and cy is the cost of capacity at ŷi.
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7.3.2 Priority-Based Capacity Determination and Admission

A CSP such as that in the scenario described in Section 2.5 may take several factors into
consideration during the determination of capacity and admission of consumer requests.
These factors include:

− The currently ongoing and waiting executions ui and qi of each component ser-
vice si respectively according to the admitted requests.

− The existing total capacity ŷi of each component service in terms of the num-
ber of possible concurrent executions as a component of one or more composite
services. The capacity of component services in a composite service ŷi are di-
vided to two allocations; a shared capacity yih , and exclusive capacities assigned
for each composite service yi j. The goal of the allocations is to allow sharing
of available resources while permitting priorities among CSs in admission when
resources become scarce.

− The maximum allowed execution time t̂ of the CS according to, for instance, a
service level agreement, and execution time ti of each component in order to
predict the time of execution of all subsequent components in a CS workflow.

− The constructs in the CS workflow e.g. sequence, parallel, exclusive choice.
A construct may contain two or more components running simultaneously. For
example, in a parallel construct the minimum capacity of its components is taken
as the capacity of the construct.

− The choice of execution of each component in the CS workflow. This may de-
pend on the characteristics, interdependence or limited supply of some compo-
nent services. For example, in an emergency composite service a fire service, an
ambulance service or both may be required in certain executions. An example of
limited capacity is where a highly trustworthy car rental service has limited sup-
ply. In that case more demand requires additional supply from other car rental
service providers.

− The priority of the requested CS among offered composite services based for ex-
ample on profitability. A prioritised composite service j is exclusively allocated
a proportion yi j of the capacity of each component.
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− Consumer differentiation through ranking that can be based on market segments,
loyalty, or other criteria. A minimum allocation of a component service’s capac-
ity can be assigned to a consumer rank. We consider 3 ranks Gold (G), Silver (V)

and Bronze (B). The values yGmin and yVmin are fractions of CS exclusive capac-
ities yi j to maintain minimum capacities available exclusively to ranks G and V
respectively. Note that yi j ≥ (yGmin + yVmin).

− Component weighting. Component services may vary in their importance to a CS
as a whole. For example, in a travel service a user may not appreciate all compo-
nents to the same extent such as car rental, health insurance, and flight booking.
Therefore, component services differ in their contribution to the reputation of a
CS. Each component si has a weight ωi based on its importance. The weighting
is useful when a component capacity is in full usage or close to becoming so. In
that case a non-critical component can be excluded from a CS execution. This
is particularly useful if the request would otherwise be rejected or when low re-
maining capacity can be saved for higher ranks. A threshold Ω j is specified for
the minimum weight of a component to be considered in the request admission
decision. The set S j is the set of components in the composite service j where
ωi j ≥ Ω j.

A request is either admitted immediately to execution, added to an execution queue,
or possibly rejected depending on the above factors. Table 7.1 describes conditions for
admission of a request immediately or to the queue.

Table 7.1: Conditions for Request Admission

Rank Admission Conditions

Gold
Immediate ∀si ∈ S j : {ui < yih OR ui j < yi j}

Queue ∀si ∈ S j : {ui ≥ yih AND ui j ≥ yi j AND qi < Q j}

Silver
Immediate ∀si ∈ S j : {ui < yih OR ui j < (yi j − yGmin)}

Queue ∀si ∈ S j : {ui ≥ yih AND ui j ≥ yi j AND qi < (Q j − qGmin)}

Bronze
Immediate ∀si ∈ S j : {ui < yih OR ui j < (yi j − yGmin − yVmin)}

Queue ∀si ∈ S j : {ui ≥ yih AND ui j ≥ yi jAND qi < (Q j − qGmin − qVmin)}

As indicated in Table 7.1, G rank request for composite service j is admitted if one
of the following conditions are met for every component in j:
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• Current overall usage of a component service ui is less than the overall shared
capacity i.e. ui < yih, or

• Availability in the capacity currently assigned exclusively to j i.e. ui j < yi j.

For ranks V and B, in addition to previous conditions for G, yi j is reduced to allow
minimum available capacity for higher ranks e.g. yGmin.

A request may be admitted to the queue if access was not given for immediate exe-
cution. In order to admit a request of rank G to the queue, the shared and the exclusive
allocations of component services at the time of their execution (taking durations of
executions of preceding components) must be in full use. Additionally, the queue for
the component qi should be less than the queue threshold for the composite service Q j.
The queue threshold depends on the maximum allowed time for the CS execution t̂,
its actual execution duration t j, and the capacities of each construct in the composite
service as follows.

Q j =
y j(t̂ − t j)

t̂
(7.6)

where y j is the average capacity of sequential constructs in the composite service. A
construct may contain two or more components running simultaneously e.g. parallel
executions, as described in Section 2.4. The minimum capacity of components running
in parallel is taken as the capacity of the construct. Subsequently, the resulting sequen-
tial construct capacities are averaged. For ranks V and B the queue threshold is reduced
by a proportion allocated to higher ranks e.g. qGmin and qVmin for rank B.

7.4 Simulation and Experiments

We simulated three composite services with outsourced component services based on
those illustrated in Figure 2.2. The existence of components in multiple composite
services results in a need to coordinate the usage of shared resources taking into con-
sideration various factors described in Section 7.3.

The overall pattern of requests for each CS is based on datasets on requests for
popular web pages [158]. Each pattern is applied to requests in a specific consumer
rank for one CS. The rate of requests usually fluctuates between 10 to 50 requests per
sec but the patterns particularly for the rank B include peaks at certain time durations
reaching up to 150-250 requests per sec. Poisson distribution is used to simulate request
arrivals. The execution duration for a CS depends on that of its components and on
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how they are constructed. The execution time for each component is set at 100 msec
on average. The value t̂ for each CS is set at 25% more than average execution time
t j. The value is important in controlling the dynamic queue threshold as described in
Subsection 7.3.2 and consequently affects the usage/capacity relationship.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the results of the operation for a component service that
exists in the three CSs. The capacity required is sent to the component provider which
dynamically adjusts its capacity. In Figure 7.1 the resources of the component provider
are flexible and the capacity can be adjusted for up to the maximum required. In case
of Figure 7.2 the capacity is limited to a maximum of 300 concurrent executions. This
results in the adjustment of the capacity of the CSs to that of its weakest link and
consequently the rejection of excess requests of B and to a lesser extent of V rank.
yGmin and yVmin are set at 30 and 15% of yi j, and yih at 50% of ŷi.

Figure 7.1: Usage in Flexible
Capacity

Figure 7.2: Usage in Limited
Capacity

Figure 7.3 depicts denied requests for each of the CSs with exclusive capacities
at 70, 20 and 10% of total nonshared component capacities for CS1, CS2, and CS3
respectively. Despite high exclusive capacity of CS1 there is still denied requests since
a trade off is to be made between maximising usage of existing capacity v.s. denying
some requests of higher priority CSs. Another option is the preemption or abandoning
of ongoing low priority executions to admit higher priority requests in order to avoid
denying prioritised requests.

Figure 7.4 shows the performance of the coordinated capacity determination and
related resource management operations in msec taken for processing of requests. As
in the figure there is a mild increase in the processing times as the rate of requests
increases. However, the times do not seem to increase to a level that can cause a problem
to the accuracy of the operations within moderate to high rate of requests.
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Figure 7.3: Denied Requests Per CS
in Limited Capacity

Figure 7.4: Performance of Capacity
Management Operations

7.5 Summary

We presented novel approaches to managing short- and long-term profitability of com-
posite services with the aim of maintaining as well as expanding consumer base in a
competitive service environment where consumers purchase a composite service that
maximises their utility. The management of cost and trustworthiness and the optimal
pricing of a CS are made in view of compositions it will be competing with in the
market.

This chapter described a technique for component service charging that is depen-
dent on the capacity available to a composite service provider. The technique allows
better management of costs and trustworthiness by the composite service provider and
consequently a better control of its profitability.

The admission of requests can be prioritised based on the capacity available for
the request’s rank and the priority of the requested CS. The aim is to help enhance
profitability of CSPs especially in cases of limited availability due to high request rates
or constrained capacities. Additionally, the communication of capacity requirements to
component service providers helps maintain the trustworthiness and cost efficiency of
composite services.



Chapter 8
Conclusion

8.1 Summary of Findings

This thesis describes techniques for establishing and maintaining trustworthy composite
services where sets of component services each with a distinct functionality are offered
by multiple component providers. Alternative services are available for selection for
each task in a composition. The alternative component services, which can support a
structured business process, may have different current values and patterns of change
of their trustworthiness attributes.

The thesis describes aggregation techniques for trustworthiness attributes based on
the structure and other characteristics of composite services. The techniques consider
the variation in importance of component services, the probability of executions and
business process models which are not considered in the related work. The techniques
also protect from unaddressed threats such as the presence of an untrustworthy compo-
nent in a service composition. Additionally, it describes the aggregation of trustwor-
thiness attributes for a composite or component service into a common trustworthiness
value. An approach to unified view of service trustworthiness during service selection
is described which weighs all attributes together in the selection decision.

A trustworthiness software module with a novel architecture is developed for the
implementation of monitoring and prediction techniques and algorithms. The module
includes a rules engine for the generation of service ratings and a trust engine that cal-
culates and updates trustworthiness levels based on the service ratings. A fast algorithm
described in the thesis allows trustworthiness to be updated continuously based on new
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ratings/metrics received and on the recency of past ratings. A custom genetic algo-
rithm is proposed to determine the optimal set of component services based on their
trustworthiness and cost.

One of the important contributions of this work is the application of the concept of
attack surfaces to service oriented computing. In particular, it describes the composition
of attack surfaces of atomic services together with attack surfaces of their business
processes. The research takes a multifaceted view of the concept of attack surfaces and
provides a classification of security aspects of services based on the protection methods
and the exploitability of the service resources. An existing methodology called the
structured assurance case model is used to measure the security attributes of operations
and data items belonging to entry and exit points of components and their re-evaluation
as components are incorporated into service compositions.

A framework and a detailed approach for the determination of component trust-
worthiness are developed based on the trustworthiness attributes of collaborating com-
posite services. The approach can identify untrustworthy components and detect the
trustworthiness of candidate components to be selected for new composite services.
The composite services jointly invoke distributed component services. In order to de-
termine a trustworthiness attribute for a set of component services, we first set up a
system of equations. Each equation corresponds to the structure of the process of a
particular composite service. The variables in those equations correspond to attributes
of the components. The approach can discover untrustworthy components with a range
of tolerance to errors in composite service trustworthiness evaluations. However, it
is limited by the availability of joint components in other composite services and the
exchange of knowledge about their structure and trustworthiness.

This thesis addresses enhancing profitability of composite service providers who
offer services to markets that contain competing services. The approach takes into
consideration the related issues of competitive CS pricing, cost efficiency and trustwor-
thiness. The techniques assume that consumers’ willingness to pay for a CS is based on
main factors that include service price, its trustworthiness, and availability of alternative
services from competitors.

Service providers including CSPs aim to maintain the trustworthiness of their ser-
vices during execution particularly with non-deterministic request arrivals and peak
times and the possible uncertainty of component service execution in some composite
service workflows. Meanwhile, resource allocation efficiency is also needed to reduce
costs and improve profitability. We provide an approach to make a balance between
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these two objectives. We describe techniques for priority-based capacity determination
and admission including CSs with shared resources, CS priorities, consumer differ-
entiation and capacity adjustment. A service request may be admitted immediately
for execution, added to an execution queue, or possibly rejected depending on certain
stated considerations. We consider this work as a first step in advancing the topic of
trust-oriented resource management and further research is required.

8.2 Future Work

A useful feature for the trustworthiness module to work on in the future is to extend
its rating repository to include evidence data to ensure that it takes into consideration
factors such as the strength and accuracy of evidence of metrics received. The evidence
evaluation can be based on the structured assurance case model and its applications.
Enhancement of the module with such features may create opportunities for its com-
mercial exploitation. The module functions may be offered as a service to evaluate
trustworthiness of organisations who offer online services. Additionally, the correla-
tion of QoE and consumer perception with QoS and other objective attributes in order
to predict consumer perception based on actual level of trustworthiness is a related area
that can help automate and enrich trustworthiness evaluations that rely on results of
consumer surveys.

We foresee that the collaborative component trustworthiness approach described
in the thesis can also be extended to service trustworthiness attributes other than those
discussed. This would depend on the techniques used to aggregate each attribute from
components to composite services. This requires further investigation. Additionally,
evaluation of the approach in a real-world service environment involving providers and
consumers would help identify improvements and further features as well as analysing
its business usage scenarios.

The problem of how to ensure reliable evaluation of attack surface based security
metrics of integrated services that are independent and distributed is an area of future
research. The aim is to protect composite services from discrepancies (possibly in-
tentional) between independent attack surface measurements and the actual security
positions of component services.
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In the future we aim to extend the work on profitability of trustworthy services to
allow the integration of the described cost efficiency and trustworthiness techniques in
composite services with security access control policies and mechanisms.

Another interesting related area of future research is the extension of business pro-
cess modelling languages such as BPMN to support the representation, transformation
and enforcement of trustworthiness, reputation, privacy and security requirements for
component and composite services.

Trustworthiness-based ranking and filtering of vulnerabilities and security threats
to services is a practical topic of future research. The research could aim to evalu-
ate the trustworthiness of threat submissions and improve the quality of data in threat
repositories. The inclusion of the threat updates in the trustworthiness prediction and
its aggregation with trustworthiness attributes is also a topic of future research.



Glossary

Access Right. A description of the type of authorized interactions a subject can have
with a resource e.g. read or write.

Atomic Service. An indivisible software service that encapsulates few coherent busi-
ness or technical functionalities.

Attack Surface. The set of entry points and exit points and their characteristics in a
system which can be used to determine the relevant potentially exploitable system
resources.

Availability. The degree to which a system or component is operational and accessible
when required for use.

Business Process. A set of activities or tasks performed by a business that transforms
data, materials or business commitments, and produces a service or product.

Business Process Execution Engine. A software service that provides a runtime ex-
ecution environment to support the execution of business process instances ac-
cording to the process definitions.

Camouflaging. In the context of attacks against trust and reputation systems, low trust-
worthiness of a component is hidden through insertion into a trustworthy com-
posite service.

Component Service. A software service meant to interact with other components, en-
capsulating certain functionality or a set of functionalities. A component service
has a service interface and conforms to a prescribed behaviour common to the
service architecture [159].

Composite Service (CS). An integration of lower level component services such as
atomic services, assembled together in order to automate a business process.
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Composite Service Provider (CSP). A service provider who aggregates component
services possibly from other providers and offers them to consumers as higher
level business services.

Confidentiality. The property of a system that certain information can only be read by
authorised entities.

Context. The circumstances that form the setting for an event or a statement and in
terms of which it can be fully understood and assessed [160].

Encapsulation. A software development technique that consists of isolating a system
function or a set of data and operations on those data within a module and pro-
viding precise specifications for the module [161].

Distributed Hash Table (DHT). In a distributed system, hash function is used to map
keys such as file names into points in a logical coordinate space. The coordinate
space is partitioned dynamically among the peers in the system such that every
peer covers a region in that space. Peers are responsible for storing (key, value)
pairs the keys of which are hashed into a point located within their region [51].

Free-riding. In the context of attacks against trust and reputation systems, a compo-
nent service unjustifiably benefits from the high trustworthiness ratings of a com-
posite service.

Integrity. The degree to which a system or component prevents unauthorized access
to or modification of an application or data [161].

Metric. A quantitative measure of the degree to which a system, component, or process
possesses a given attribute [161].

Non-repudiation. A method by which the sender of data is provided with proof of
delivery and the recipient is assured of the sender’s identity, so that neither can
later deny having processed the data [162].

Reliability. The ability of a system or component or service to perform its required
functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time [161].

Response time. The time perceived by a requester of a service between the time of
the service invocation and the time at which the response to the invocation is
received.
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Reputation. The information available about an entity based on consumer satisfaction
ratings that can be used together with other types of information in determining
the entity’s trustworthiness.

Self-Promoting. An attack against a trust and reputation system in which the attacker
manipulates the reputation of an entity by unjustifiably increasing it [56].

Service. A unit of solution logic to which service-orientation has been applied to a
meaningful extent. It is the application of service-orientation design principles
that distinguish a unit of logic as a service compared to units of logic that may
exist only as objects or components [163].

Service Construct. A subset of a composite service process that consists of tasks that
follow common invocation rules such as order and triggering events.

Service Level Agreement (SLA). A formal agreed binding contract between a service
consumer and a service provider specifying characteristics such as quality of ser-
vice.

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). A computing paradigm that utilizes services as
fundamental elements for developing distributed applications [63].

Slandering. Attackers manipulate the reputation of others by providing false reports
to decrease the reputation of the victims [56].

Subprocess. A set of activities that have a logical order that meet certain purpose. A
Subprocess is a process whose functionality is part of a larger process.

Sybil Attack. An attack on reputation systems by forging multiple identities in peer-
to-peer networks to gain greater influence on the system [57].

Trust. A relationship between two or more entities that indicates context-based expec-
tations from an entity towards another in relation to reliance in accomplishing a
certain action at a certain quality or outcome.

Trustworthiness. Trustworthiness of an entity is the level of trust that the trusting
entity or its agent has in that entity.

Trustworthiness Attribute. A measurable attribute of a service whose variation in
value can affect the objective and/or perceived trustworthiness of the service. A
value for an attribute can be measured by aggregating subjective consumer ratings
or objective metrics e.g. using automated monitoring systems.
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trustworthiness attribute rating. A value generated by the trustworthiness module’s
rules engine to normalise metrics and consumer ratings. The trust engine uses the
trustworthiness attribute ratings related to a service to compute its trustworthiness
value.

Whitewashing. Attackers exploit a reputation system vulnerability to improve their
reputation and once they restore their reputation, they continue their malicious
behaviour [56].

Workflow. A process or a movement of information from one activity to another.

Vulnerability. A flaw or weakness in a system’s design, implementation, or operation
that can be exploited to violate the system’s security [17].
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